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Preface
The second part of the Study Interregional Structure of the Euro-
pean Community (IRSEC) is dedicated to the implementation of interregional
models for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975. The 1975 table does not include the
United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark. Problems involving the enlarging of
the European Community will be discussed in a separate study.
Realization of the tables is based on the import matrices of
intra-trade flows among the partner countries of the economic community,
as described in part one of this study. In a certain way the interregional
input-output tables are iinked national input-output tables and where
countries are established as regions in the whole European Community.
Besides trade flows part one contains also the aggregation of
production in branches and the accompaning problems concerning
nomenclature harmonization of economic activities, input-output branches
and foreign trade flows (i.e. C.S.T, NIMEXE, NACE activities and NACE-
CLIO).
The interregional input-output tables are aggregated in six (R6),
thirty (R30) and forty-four (R44) branches. Only the interregional input-
output tables in six branches are reproduced in this paper. The tables in
thirty branches for 1959 and 1965 and the forty-four branches for 1965,
1970 and 1975 are available on magnetic tape. A copy of this tape can be
obtained by J.H.F. Schilderinck, Hogeschoollaan 225, P.O. Box 90153,
5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands at cost prise of the tape (about 80 guil-
ders.
Special thanks for their accommodating contribution in the volu-
minous lot of statistical work to be done are due to Mrssrs. C. Dewaleyne,
M. Pecci-Boriani, A. Persenaire and J. Leroy Input-Output Direction of
the Economic Account Division of Eurostat, Luxemburg; A. Kilsdonk, Tilburg
University Computer Centre; L. Meydam and P. Flapper, who organized the
computer elaboration of the several statistical input-output tables.-z-
Introduction
The input-output model states the cycle of production and con-
sumption of goods and services in an economy, which constists of a lot of
production and consumption households. The production household or enter-
prises are aggregated into industries on the base of similar final oro-
ducts and services; the consumers of these final products and services
are combined into the sector private household. In addition to prívate
consumption an input-output model distinguishes final demand deliveries
for Central Government, investments and exports.
For the production of final goods and services enterprises need
and have to purchase raw materials and semi-manufactures from other enter-
prises in the own and other industries and from abroad. Furtheron, they
utilize in the production process capital (investment) goods, public ser-
vices from the government and private services from the nroduction fac-
tors labour and capital.
All these purchase transactions together are represented in the
input-output model and indicated respectively as:
a. intra or internal inputs; transactions among the enterprises of the
same industry;
b. intermediate inputs; transactions among the enterprises of different
industries. The input transactions of a. and b. together form the matrix
of intermediate inputs with the internal inputs on the principal diago-
nal;
c. imports;
d. depreciation; this reflects the depreciation of the capital goods em-
ployed in the production process;
e. indirected taxes less subsidies. Although there is no demonstrable di-
rect connection between services the government provides for the nro-
duction process and taxes levied on the production of enterprises,
indirect taxes can to some extend be regarded as payments of produc-
tion households for public services. Against these cost-increasing in-
direct taxes there are cost- decreasinR subsidies, and the government
grants on certain products;
f. income of employees; the remunerations for the services of the factor
labour employed in the production process;- 3 -
g. other income or operation surplus; the remunerations for the services
of the factor ca~ital comnrising income of self-employed Persons and pro-
fits of enterprises.
The input-transactions from c. up to g. are named primary costs.
The value of products at the time they leave the production
process is higher than the total value of the utilized raw-materials, semi-
manufactures and imported goods and services. The difference between the
two values is known as gross value added at market prices. After deduc-
ting depriciation on the just mentioned value we are left with the net
value added at market prices. Subtraction of net indirect taxes (balance
of indirect taxes and subsidies) from this net value results in the net
value added at factor costs, which comprises the total return on the pro-
duction factor services employed in the production process.
Products and services ready for sale may be served as interme-
diate products (semi-manufactures) in the production prcocess of other
enterprises or as final products for direct consumption in households,
Central Government, investment and export. The flows of intermediate and
final goods and services together represent the output-side of the input-
output model. On the output-side we distinguish:
a. intra- or internal deliveries; deliveries among enterpises of the
same industry;
b. intermediate deliveries; deliveries among enterprises of different
industries. The output-transactions of a. and b. together form the matrix
of intermediate outputs with the internal outputs on the principal dia-
gonal. The matrix of intermediate outputs is identical to that of the
intermediate inputs;
c. private consumption; comprising the goods and services consumed by the
pxivate consumption households;
d. collective consumption; the goods and serviced absorbed by the public
authorities;
e. gross capital formation; investment in fixed assets destinated for
utilization in future production processes;
f. inventories;
g. exports.- 4 -
The output deliveries from c. up to g. are indicated as transac-
tions of the final demand or final expenditure.
The forgoing indicates that an iiiput-output model aggregated all
transactions of an economy in three matrices, respectively the matrix of
intermediate dellveries, primary costs and final demand and links them to-
gether in an input-ouput table.
4 1. Developing of regíonal input-output models
Since the last twenty-five years more and more attention has been
turned to regional economic problems, interest in regional input-output
analysis has been promoted very largely. The growing need for more infor-
mation about the inCerdependence of the economic structure of the regions
is close connected with the increasing importance of the regional economic
policy in the entire economic policy as well as in the budget of the
central governments. Responsible authorities will have to get the best
insight on the impact of their decisions. So they need a clear idea about
the economic interdependency among the regions to prevent that positive
effects of stimulating economic measures, destined for a certain region,
do not entirely flow away to other regions.
The rising extent of the regional economic policy has lead to a
flood of regional input-output studies all over the world. Nearly almost
they are of a theoretical nature. A very important contribution to the
development of the regional input-output theory has been made by Walter
Isard.lj From him proceeds also the first description of an empirical
multiregional input-output of the U.S.A.,2) but the implementation has
been failed to appear by lack of data.
In contrary to the numerous theoretical regional input-output
publications, real prepared inter- and multiregional input-output tables
are rather rarely. One of the earliest has been compiled by H.B. Chenery,
P.G. Clark and V. Cao-Pinna in 1953.3) It is a multiregíonal table of
Italy for the year 1950, consisting of two regions (NOrth and South) and
twenty-two industries per region.
Another well-known empirical multiregional input-output table
stems from I~.N. Moses. It has been appeared in 1955 and consists of
three reqions and eleven industries per region, i.e., the East, the Middle- 5 -
West and the West of the U.S.A. The table has been based on data
used for the preparation of the U.S. input-output table 1947 by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
More detailed empirical multiregional input-output tables have
been implemented by the Japanese Ministery of International Trade and
Industry for the years 1960, 1965 and 1970. These tables consist of nine
regions and twenty-five industries per region.
Under project REGINA at G.A.M.A. R. Courbis and Ch. Pommier reali-
zed a 1969 and 1970 multiregional input-output table with ten branches
for each of the five regions in France.
Also in several other countries are nowadays multi- or interre-
gional input-output tables in preperation, i.e., Belgium, U.S.A., U.S.S.R.
Some tables are already in an advanced stage of realization and very ex-
tended.
The U.S.A. multiregional input-output table MRIO for instance will be
composed of fifty-one regions and seventy-nine industries per region.
4 2. The linking of national input-output tables to a multireqional table
The empirical multiregional tables thus far mentioned refer all
to one country. It is also possible to treat some countries as regions
of a greater community and to link the corresponding national input-output
tables to one inter- ore multiregional table for the whole community.
Problems to be faced in such a linking and their solutions are exactly
of the same type as those in the establishing of a multi- or interregional
input-output table.
The first work in this field has been done by R.J. Wonnacott
(published in 1961).4) The statistical problems to overcome were very
seriously. The Canadian input-output table was based on the year 1949
and expressed in purchasers' prices, that is to say all prices include
the margins for trade and transport. The U.S.A. input-output table was
based on the year 1947 and valuated in producers' prices, thus all prices
exclude the margins for trade and transport.
Furtheron there were statistical problems on tariffs, the ex-
change rate (devaluation of the Canadían dollar during 1949) and the
extension of the Canadian territory with New Foundland, also during 1949.- 6 -
It is not difficult to understand that a linkage of the two input-
output tables itselves has been dropped. Instead of the input-outnut-
transaction tabels Wonnacott founded his linking procedure on the matrices
of technical coefficients, starting from certain necessary assumptions.
As the study was based on the year 1949 it was inevitable to
accept after a special transformation the U.S. 1947 matrix of technical
coefficients as a sufficient approximation of the physical structure of
the U.S. production in 1949. In fact the U.S. 1947 matrix of technical
ccefficients had been considered as the technical coefficients computed from
an U.S. 1949 input-output table expressed in 1947 prices. A transformation
of this matrix by simultaneously multiplying and dividing áll its coef-
ficients by appropriate price indices for the period 1947-1949 had to make
the U.S. 1947 matrix suitable as a U.S. 1949 matrix of technical coeffi-
cients.
Another voluminous hindrance to be taken was the integration of
the Canadian imports from the U.S.A. with the U.S. matrix of technical
coefficients and in opposite case the connection of the U.S. imports from
Canada with the Canadian matrix of technical coefficients. For the wae-
ving of the Canadian imports from the U.S.A. with the U.S. technical coef-
ficients these imports had been classified in a two way direction, namely
according to the Canadian using and according to the U.S. producing indus-
tries, so that complete matrix of Canadian import flows could be provi-
ded. Dividing each column element by the value of the total output of the
corresponding Canadian consuming indastry the import flow matrix had been
converted into ccefficients and was thus ready for linking with the U.S.
matrix of technical coefficients.
The U.S. imports from Canada had been elaborated in a simular
way and then linked with the Canadian matrix of technical coefficients.
The most fundamental parts had now become available to implement
the matrix of technical coefficients of the Canadian-American multiregio-
nal input-output table, consisting of two regions and thirty-five indus-
ries per region. After having calculated the matrix of ínterdependence
coefficients - i.e., the inverse of the technical coefficients matrix-
Wonnacott had been able to qive an appropriate, broad description of the
structure of the Canadian-American economic dependence.- 7 -
We paid a little more attention to Wonnacott's work because in
the present study national European input-output tables will have been
linked into one interregional input-output table of the European Economic
Community for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975. Fortunately we were in a much
better position than Wonnacott. The statistical office of the European
Community (EUROSTAT) had prepared input-outaut tables for each country and
each year. The imports in these tables were splitted up in imnorts from
member and from third countries and moreover for each absorbing industry
classified per industry of ori.gin.
Nevertheless many serious problems, such as differences per coun-
try and per year in the aggregation of the industries and in the nomencla-
ture of imports and exports had to be solved. These problems are described
in part one of the study: Interregional Structure of European Community;
Research Memorandum FEW~125, Tilburg University, Netherlands; 1982.
~ 3. Multi- and interregional input-output conceptions
In the foregoing the conceptions multiregional and interregional
have been used together. Both conceptions are very suitable for the des-
cription of the economic structure of the transactions among the distin-
guished regions. Yet it seems justifiably to introduce a distinction be-
tween the two conceptions. In consequence of a different arrangement of
the industries the corresponding model of a multiregional table differs
from that of an interregional table.
In a multiregional model the industries are gathered region by
region; in an interregional model the regions are joined industry by in-
dustry. The differences between the two models may be rendered more clearly
in a scheme (Figure 1) containing regional input-output flows.
Suppose we distinguish two regions and four industries per region
and ignore typical regional input-output problems as central government
and the balancy of transactions of the individual regional industry.
In the multiregíonal case the composing parts of the intermediate
transactions and the final demand consist of four and the primary costs
of two sub-matrices. In the interregional situation the composing parts
of the intermediate transactions, the final demand and the primary costs- 8 -
Figure 1. Multiregional input-output tab3,e
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consist of respectively sixteen, eight and four sub-matrices.
The choice to apply a multiregional or an interregional model
depends highly on the aim of the study. If the'research is more directed
to interregional economic problems than a multiregional model has to be
prefered, for each sub-matrix described the corresponding region in its
entirety. Is the research on the other hand mo~e pointed to a comparison
of the production structure in the distinguished regions than an interre-
gional model is much more favourite. An induatrial approach comes then
to the front. In that case it is much more handy that each sub-matrix cor-
responds with the same industry from al the regions.
In conformity with foregoing principle the economic structure
and the mutual dependency degree of the common market countries are des-
cribed by an interregional model.- lo -
4 4. The interregional input-output model
The interregional input-output model descrii~es the industrial
network within and amonq the distinguished regions of an economy. It
gives an idea about the economic structure of the transactions of goods
and services among the industries in the different regions. More precisely,
the interregional input-output model states the transactions of industry
i in region g to industry j domiciled in the own reqion g and in the other
regions h.
The formal framework of the interregional input-output model is
very like to the national one, except:
a. the índication of the rows and columns of the transaction matrix;
b. the transactions of central government;
c. the column with the output balance of each regional industry.
ad a.
The row and column indication of an interregional input-output model has
not only to refer to the industries but also to the regions. Generally
the lower subscrlpts refer to the industries and the upper ones to the
regions. This way of writing is difficult to practice in voluminous em-
perical tables. In order to pursue the greatest uniformity in the indica-
tion of the symbols and their corresponding values in the empirical tables,
we indicate the transactions of industry i in reqion g to índustry j in
region h as
xig,jh (4:.1)
The subsar-ipt before the comma refer to the output flows in the zows; the
subscript behind the comma indicate the input flows in the columns.
ad b.
Apposite to local, central government transactions in an interregional
input-output model cannot be considered as a normal part of a region's
final output. Central government transactions, like civil administration,
diplomatic services, defence, social insurance organisations concern the- 11 -
whole economy. The location of central government institutions in a
certain region has to be considered as accidentally. Central government
transactions have to be treated apart as transactions with institutions
belonging to a seperate extra-territorial sector. For this reason we mostly
meet a seperate vector for registration of extra-territorial transactions
in an interregional input-output model.
In the present interregional input-output model the national
central governments of the partner countries have only a local function.
The only central government institution in the sense regional input-output
analysis is the European Commission. The central government transactions of
the European Commission during 1959-1975 are still small and negligible
within the whole of the community. Therefore an extra-territorial vector
has been omitted in this interregional input-output model.
ad c.
An other difference between national an regional input-output models
is the special vector in regional models for the registration of flow-
balances between input and output transactions of each regional industry
with the rest of the economy. Just like imports and exports on national
level the flows of goods and services, which enter and leave a region are
not in balancy with each other. The balances of the regional industries
have to be stated apart in order to keep the input-output relations of
the model in equilibrium. In the present input-output model these are
mentioned in the column vector "Expenditure Balance"and symbolished as S.xl.l,l.lt...tx1.1,1.5t..'txl.l,jht..'tx1.1,44.1t'..tx1.1,44.5tYl.itsl.l






.tx44.1,1.5t...tx44.l,jht " 'tx44.1 44.1t...tx44.1,44.5tY44.1ts44.1 - X30.1
x44.5,1.1t'..tx44.5,1.5t " 'tx44.5,jht " -x44.5,44.1t..'tx44.5,44.5tY44.5ts44.5 - X30.5
(i,j - 1,2,...,44)
(g.h - 1,2,..., 5) (4.2)- 13 -
Our study results in aggregation of branches on different levels.
So we have ramifications of six, thirty and forty-four branches (R6, R30
and R44). Aggregation R44 is equal to the forty-four branch grouping of
the input-output tables of Eurostat in Luxemburg. The analystical form of
the interregional model distinguishing five regions and forty-four bran-
ches is described in (4.2).
In (4.2) it is to see that the interregional model consists of a
very large number of sub-matrices, namely:
a. 1836 (44 x 44) 5 x 5 sub-matrices with intermediate deliveries;
b. 220 ( 5 x 44) 5 x 5 sub-matrices with final demand deliveries;
c. 44 ( 1 x 44) 5 x 5 sub-matrices with expenditure balances;
d. 44 (44 x 1) 8 x 5 sub-matrices with primary costs deliveries
Grace to these sub-matrices the interregional model retains its
handiness for analysing the developments within the interdependency of
the branch-structure of the European Community, as it can be done now
branch by branch.
4 5. Description of the interregional input-output table
The European Community interregional input-output table descri-
bes on branch level the structure of economic relations within and among
the original five partner countries for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975. The
interregional tables have been constructed by a linkage of national in-
put-ouput tables of Western Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands and
Belgium-Luxemburg (BLEU). Each country is considered as a region of the
European Community. The linkage of the tables has been based on flows of
imported and exported goods and services. The foreign trade flow codifi-
cation has occured in such a manner - as stated in part Z of Interregional
Structure of the European Community - that they are completely comparable
with the branches of home-produced flows of goods and services in the
interregional input-output table.
The interregional input-output table has been composed of:
a. three transaction-matrices;
b. three rows total value sub-matrices;
c. four columns total value sub-matrices;
d. one column expenditure balancy sub-matrices.- 14 -
g 5.1 Intermediate, final demand and primary costs matrices
Each input-output table exists of three basic matrices with dif-
ferent kind of transactions or deliveries, namely:
a, a matrix of intermediate transactions containing deliveries of goods
and services produced and consumed in the production process of all
enterprises of an economy during the current period, i.e., home-produced
raw materials and semi-manufactures;
b. a matrix of final demand containing deliveries of goods and services
getting no further preparation in the domestic production process and
ready for utilizinq as consumption, investment and exports;
c. a matrix of primary costs containing deliveries of cloods and services
from abroad (imports, in fact services of foreign production factors),
depreciation on capital goods (in fact services of pre-current pro-
tion factors), indirect-taxes and subsidies and remunerations for cur-
rent services of domestic production factors (net-value added at factor
costs).
In proportion to the extend of aggregation of enterprises in six
(R6), thirty (R30) or forty-four (R44) branches, each sub-divided in five
regions we have to do with a 30 X 30, 150 X 150 or 220 x 220 matrix of
intermediate transactions. A brief description of branch aggregation is
given in table 5.1.1.- 15 -
Table 5.1.1. Branch aggregation in the interregional input-output table
R6 R30 R44 Description
1 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
1 1 Agriculture, huntinq, forestry and físhing;
2 Fuel and Power Products
2 2 Extraction and briquetting of coal and liquite;
3 Products of cooking of coal;
4 4 Crude netroleum, natural gas and netroleum products;
24 5 Electricity, gas, steam and water;
3~18 6 Production and processing of radio-active materials
and ores;
3 Manufacturing Products
3~17~18 7 Extraction and preparation of inetalliferous ores;
5~15~16 8 Non-metallic mineral Products;
16 9 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products;
17~19~20 10 Metal products except machinery and transport eauip
ment;
20 11 Agriculture and industrial machinery;
20~22 12 Manufacture of dataprocessinq and office machinery;
20 13 Electric equipment and supplies;
21 14 Manufacture of transport equipment;
20~21 15 Other transport equipment;
6 16 Meat and other slaughtering products;
6 17 Milk and dairy products;
6~7 18 Other food products;
8 19 Beverages;
9 20 Tobacco products;
10~22 21 Textiles and clothing;
il 22 Manufacture of leather, leathergoods and shoes;
12 23 Timber, wooden products and furniture;
13~14 24 Paper and printing products;- 16 -
R6 R30 R44 Description
15~16 25 Rubber and plastic products;
22 26 Other manufacturing products;
4 Building and Construction
23 27 Construction;
5 Market services
21~22 28 Recovery and repair services;
26 29 Wholesale and retail trade;
27 30 Lodging and cartering services;
27 31 Inland transport services;
27 32 Maritime and air transports services;
27 33 Auxillary transport services;
27 34 Communication services;
28 35 Bank, insurance and other financial institutions;
27 36 Business services provided to enterprises;
29 37 Hiring and lettinq fixed assets;
27 38 Market services of education and research;
27 39 Market services of health;
27 40 Recreational, cultural, personal and other market ser
vices;
6 Non-market services
30 41 General public services;
27~30 42 Non-market services of education and research;
27~30 43 Non-market services of health;
27 44 Domestic and other non-market services not elsewhere
specified.
A detailed specification of the in table 5.1.1 stated industries and their
correspondance with Eurostat classifications for branches (NACE - CLIO)
and for economic activities (NACE) has been given in Appendix I of Inter-- 17 -
regional Structure of the European Community, Part I(pp. 15-53).
Aggregation R30 is not entirely satisfying. Owing to the limited
aggregation of the West-German 1959 table in 37 instead of 65 branches
the most detailed comparable aggregation among the input-output tables
of West-Germany and the other European countries has only been possible
on a branch level of thirty industries.
For this reason the 1959 input-output tables of the common market coun-
tries have been aggregated all on a thirty branch level.
To create better possibilities for comparisons in time an additional aggre-
gation of the 1965 input-output tables in thirty branches has been made.
The enlarging of the common market in 1973 with United Kingdom,
Ireland and Denmark has still been dropped in this part of the study in
the Interregional Structure of the European Community.
Only some special problems involved by this enlarging for linking the 1975
input-output tables of the old five comrnon market countries will be men-
tioned lateron.
The intermediate transaction matrix is completed by a disaggre-








and in the rows as:
a. GE (1) for West-Germany;
b. FR (2) for France;
c. IT (3) for Italy;
d. NE (4) for the Netherlands;
e. BL (5) for BLEU (Belgium-Luxemburg Economic Union);
f. EEC(6) for European Economic Community;
g. OC (7) for Other or third Countries.
The additional totals on the input and on the output side of each
industry concern a seperate totalization of deliveries from and to iden-- 18 -
tical industries in the five distinguished regions of the community. These
totals in the columns and rows of each industry divide the large and un-
wieldy interregional input-output table into a great number of surveyable
sub-matrices which are much easier in analysing the economic structure.
The additional information about the imports from third countries
concerns the sub-division of intermedíate imports to regional industries
of destination. This information realizes possibilities to compare easily
for each branch similarities and differences per region in dependency of im-
termediate deliveries produced in the home country (home region), partner
countries (other regions) and third countries (other countries).
It may be clear that the column EEC and rows concerning the to-
tals EEC(6) and imports from third countries OC(7) are not basic in an in-
terregional input-output table.
Dependent on the level of aggregation of industries the specifi-
cation of final deliveries results in a 30 x 25, 150 X 25 or 220 X 25
matrix of final demand transactions.
The final demand or final expenditure matrix distinguishes demand
for final goods and services of each industry into five categories, i.e.,
a. private consumption of households;
b. public consumption of government;
c. gross investments (private and public);
d. changes in stocks;
e. exports to third countries.
Each of these categories has been subdivided in five regions again.
Applied to private consumption, the codification of the final demand ma-
trix in the interregional input-output table passes as follows:
GE (1) private consumption in West-Germany;
FR (2) private consumption in France;
IT (3) private consumption in italy;
NE (4) private consumptíon in the Netherlands;
SL (5) private consumption in Belgium-Luxemburg.- 19 -
Just as the matrix of intermedaite transactions, the final demand
matrix contains additionally for each industry and each final category:
a. EEC (6) totals of final demand deliveries to and from the five regions
of the community;
b. OC (7) imports of final goods and services from third countries per
industry.
In this way each final demand category is arranqed into very surveyable
sub-matrices informing per industry of the relative importance of at home,
in partner or in third countries produced final goods and services.
This part of the study in the interregional structure has been
limited to the old five countries of the European Community.
Exports to third countries in the 1975 interregional input-output table
in this publication differs from the concerning data of the 1975 input-out-
put table of Eurostat in Luxemburg and the 1975 interregional input-output
table, which will be published in the part regarding the enlargement of the
common market with United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark.
In the present 1975 interregional input-output these three countries have
been excluded from the community in opposition to the 1975 tables of Euro-
stat and the enlarged 1975 interregional table. In consequence the export
data to third countries in this publication have higher values than those
published in the other two ones.
The 8 x 30, 8 x 150 or 8 x 220 matrix of primary costs contains
for each regional industry the following categories:
a. imports from third countries (specified per industries on the rows
OC (7) of the intermediate and final demand matrix);
b. depreciation;
c. indirect taxes minus subsidies (inclusive non-deductible V.A.T.);
d. import duties intra EEC;
e. wage income;
f. social security contributions;
g. non-wage income;
h. gross value added at market prices.
Contrary to the final demand the primary costs matrix does not
need a specification to regions in the rows, because there exists no pri-- 20 -
mary costs transactions among the regions.
The final demand matrix on the other hand contains transactions
among the regions. There are final demand deliveries ready for direct use
in the receiving region, i.e., prepared canned fruit from France destinated
for direct consumption in German private households.
Imported final goods and services from outside of the community are
not included in the values of the row "Imports from third countries", as
these imports induce no production in the receiving region of the community.
Imports stated on the concerning row of the primary costs matrix
refer therefore only to imported row materials and semi manufactures. A
specification per industry of these imports is given on the rows OC(7) of
the intermediate transaction matrix.
In the same way imported final goods and services from third coun-
tries are specified on additional but not in the matrix structure inte-
grated rows OC(7) of the final demand matrix.
4 5.2. Total value rows of the intermediate input deliveries, primary costs
and total production
Total values of intermediate inputs of an industry are stated as
a 5 x 5 sub-matrix in accordance with the five regions of the European Com-
munity. Dependent on the measure of aggregation row "Total intermediate
Input" encloses 1 x 7, 1 x 31 or 1 x 45 sub-matrices with total interme-
diate values.
Each sub-matrix contains on the principal diagonal total values of
intermediate deliveries which are produced in the same region as the utili-
zing regional industry. All other elements register totals of necessary in-
termediate inputs orgined in other regions of the community.
An example is given in table 5.2.1. for industry agriculture. The
first element 12.489 million EUR is the total amount of intermediate inputs
produced in West-Germany Agriculture. The amount 166 million EUR is equal
to the total intermediate input value orgined in region France which is con-
sumed by the West-German Agriculture. In the same way the West-German Agri-
culture utilized 133, ~i95 and 104 million EUR intermediate deliveries in
its production proces which were orgined in respectively region Italy, re-
gion The Netherlands and Belgium. The total value of intermediate inputs
orgined inside the European Community and consumed by the West German Agri-- 21 -
Table 5.2.1. Values of total intermediate inputs, primary costs and total
production of agriculture in 1975 in million EUR
Germany France Italy Nether- BI.EU EEC
lands
TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS
GE (1) 12489 175 181 97 67 13010
FR (2) 166 10990 145 49 103 11453
IT (3) 133 101 6271 14 17 6536
NE (4) 295 100 53 3202 107 3757
BL (5) 104 119 21 58 1751 2053
EEC(6) 13187 11485 6672 3420 2045 36809
OC (7) 656 527 749 124 76 2132
TOTAL PRIMARY COSTS INPUTS
10651 14610 12724 3325 1563 42874
TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTZON
GE (1) 23140 175 182 97 67 23661
FR (2) 166 25601 145 49 103 26064
IT (3) 133 101 18995 14 17 19260
NE (4) 295 100 53 6527 107 7082
BL (5) 104 119 21 58 3314 3616
EEC(6) 23838 26096 19396 6745 3608 79683
OC (7) 656 527 749 124 76 2132
culture production process amounts 13.187 míllion EUR in 1975.
The value of intermediate inputs imported from outside the community
and utilized by the West-German Agricultural production process amounts 656
million EUR. This value stated on row OC(7) is included in the Total Value
of primary costs amounting 10.651 million EUR.-z2-
Total values of primary costs inputs are always stated on one row.
These deliveries never orgine neither inside the production households of
the own region nor in the households of the other regions. Primary costs
inputs always come from outside the coammunity and from non-production
households of the own region and need therefore no regional sub-division
in the rows.
The total production value of a branch is equal to the sum of in-
termediate inputs and primary costs. Equal to intexmediate inputs, total
próduction values of each branch are given in a row of 5 x 5 sub-matrices,
respectively a row 1 x 7, 1 x 31 or 1 x 45 sub-matrices.
In an interregional input-output table total primary costs of a
regional branch are added together with the total of home produced inter-
mediate goods and services delivered by all branches orgining in the con-
cerning region. The sum of these two kinds of inputs is recorded on the
principal diagonal of each sub-matrix of total production. The total home
produced intermediate deliveries (12.489 million EUR) and the total pri-
mary costs (10.651 million EUR) utílized in the West-German Agriculture
amounts to 23.140 million EUR in 1975 (first element on the principal dia-
gonal of total Agricultural Production in table 5.2.1). Last value however
is not yet equal to the total value of the Agriculture production ín region
West~ermany, as intermediate deliveries to West-German Agriculture from
other regions (France 166, Italy 133, The Netherlands 295, and BLEU 104
million EUR) still have to be added. Thus, the total value of agricultural
production in region West-Germany of the European Community comes to
23.838 million EUR and is stated on row EEC(6) of sub-matrix Total Value
of Production in table 5.2.1.
An analogous interpretation holds to the other columns (regions) of
the agricultural sub-matrices. So, the total intermediate input amounting
175 million EUR is the total of in West-German orgined intermediate goods
and services deliveries which are spent in the production process of the
French Agriculture Industry.
It should be emphasized that one is aware of a just interpretation
of each delivery because a confusion between an input and an output de-
livery has been made very easily.
Total values of intermediate inputs, primary costs and total produc-
tion of all other regional industríes of the community are registered and
have to be interpreted in the same way as Agriculture in the foregoing.- 23 -
~ 5.3. Total value columns of intermediate output deliveries, final demand
deliveries, total output and total production
All total values of intermediate output, final demand, total output
and total production are stated as col~ns of 5 x 5 sub-matrices in the
interregional input-output table of the European Community respectively
as columns of 7 x 1, 31 x 1 or 45 x 1 sub-matrices.
The coherence of the different kinds of total value columns is
given in table 5.3.1. starting from the concerning sub-matrices of branch
Agriculture.
Total intermediate outputs increased with total final expenditures
from the total output of an industry. Total output in an interregional in-
put-output model is in opposition with a national one not à priori equal
to the total input (production), because the interregional deliveries do
not balance. An interregional input-output model needs therefore a special
column."Expenditure balance" to equalize the input and output transactions.
Total output together with expenditure balance is then equal to total pro-
duction. The values of this total production are equal to those in table
5.2.1, with which a basic input-output relation, namely total output is
equal to total input has been verified.
Once again should be warned for confusion of interpretation of the
values. The amount of West-German total agricultural output is equal to
23.674 million EUR. Most of it (23.251 million EUR) has been sold in re-
gion West-Germany; 50 million EUR in region France; 250 million EUR in
Italy; 78 million EUR in The Netherlands, and 45 million EUR in the BLEU.
The rows of the other regions should be read in the same way.
The columns state the regional orgin and value of output which has
been utilized in one region, i.e., column Germany of sub-matrix Total Out-
put. Amount 25.631 million EUR is the part of the total European agricul-
ture output (78.979 million EUR) consumed in region West Germany.
This consumption has been orgined to an amount of 23.251 million
EUR in its own region; to 501 million EUR in region France; to 649 million
EUR in Italy; to 1030 million EUR in The Netherlands and to 200 million
EUR in the BLEU.
Amounts on rows OC(7) of each sub-matrix are not included but only
mentioned to illustrate for each branch the relative importance of imports
from third countries outside the European Community. The total of agricul-- 24 -
Table 5.3.1. Value of total intermediate outputs, total final expenditure
total output and total production of Agriculture in 1975 in
million EUR
Germany France Italy Nether- BLEU EEC
lands
TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
GE (1) 20370 31 228 55 32 20716
FR (2) 270 19171 526 158 365 20491
IT (3) 351 238 11726 25 38 12378
NE (4) 557 139 95 4835 230 5856
BL (5) 108 98 33 64 2429 2732
EEC(6) 21657 19677 12608 5137 3094 62173
OC (7) 4508 1744 2881 1491 765 11389
TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURES
GE (1) 2881 19 22 23 13 2958
FR (2) 230 5335 50 66 150 5831
IT (3) 298 146 5179 10 15 5648
NE (4) 473 85 9 867 94 1528
BL (5) 92 60 3 27 659 841
EEC(6) 3974 5645 5263 993 931 16806
OC (7) 1005 956 307 339 199 2806
TOTAL OUTPUT
GE (1) 23251 50 250 78 45 23674
FR (2) 501 24506 576 224 515 26322
IT (3) 649 384 16905 35 53 18026
NE (4) 1030 224 104 5702 324 7384
BL (5) 200 158 36 91 3088 3573
EEC(6) 25631 25322 17871 6130 4025 78979
OC (7) 5513 2700 3188 1830 964 14195
...... to be continued on next page- 25 -
continuation of table 5.3.1....
EXPENDITURE BALANCE
GE (1) -111 116 -117 217 59 164
FR (2) -326 1095 -475 -124 -396 -226
IT (3) -467 -239 2090 18 - 32 1370
NE (4) -933 -175 - 90 825 -266 -639
BL (5) -133 - 55 - 19 16 226 35
EEC(6) -1970 742 1389 952 -409 704
TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
GE (1) 23140 166 133 295 104 23838
FR (2) 175 25601 101 100 119 26096
IT (3) 182 145 18995 53 21 19396
NE (4) 97 49 14 6527 58 6745
BL (5) 67 103 17 107 3314 3608
EEC(6) 23661 26064 19260 7082 3616 79683
OV (7) 5513 2700 3188 1830 964 14194- 26 -
tural imports from third countries in region West~ermany amounts to 5513
million EUR in 1978.
Interpretation of the values of sub-matrix Expenditure Balance is
rather complicated and gets special attention in the following section.
~ 5.4. Expenditure balances
The input-output model consists of balanced equations, so that to-
tal value of production of each industry on the input-side is equal to the
corresponding value on the output-side. This basic identity gives rise to
an additional problem in interregional input-output tables in comparison
with national ones. In interregional tables we have not only to do with
imports and exports outside but also inside the community, namely among
the regions. Principally there is no reason to treat imports and exports
among the regions in another way than those with third countries. It could
be done very simply by introducing additional import-rows on the input-
side and addional columns on the output-side.
The problem is, however, that nearly almost no adequate statistical
data are available about interregional trade flows intra communities. Even
in the present case it was not possible to follow the just mentioned simple
method, as imports and exports statistics never do agree. According to
French 1975 import statistics,France imported 45,1 million EUR agricultural
products fro~m West-Germany. On the other hand, West-Germany 1975 export
statistics noticed an agricultural export of 33,8 million EUR to France.
So it is necessary to base interregional trade flows unanimously either on
import or on export statistics.
For this reason the intra-trade flows among the regions registered
in the interregional input-output tables are grounded on import statistics.
We dropped therefore the original export data to the other community coun-
tries and replaced them by import data of the other regions. Thus the ex-
ports of region West-Germany to region France are in the interregional
table registered as French imports from region West-Germany.
Another complexity involves the interpretation of balances. Trans-
action surplusses or deficits among industries of the several regions may
be stated in terms of production (input) or expenditure (output) balances.
The interpretation of these two different kinds of balances is, however,- 27 -
opposed to each other. A production surplus is equal to an expenditure
deficit and a production deficit is identical to an expenditure surplus.
It is common in interregional input-output tables to state trans-
action balances on the output-side. Surpluses and deficits among regional
industries are therefore registered and have to be interpreted as expendi-
ture balances. Accordingly, surpluses get a negative and deficits a posi-
tive sign in the present tables.
Although it is sufficient for the balancy of the input-output equa-
tions to express the expenditure balance of each regional industry with
the rest of the community in one total, we had the opportunity to specify
the expenditure balance of each regional industry per region. It shows
very detailed the range of differences in balances among the regions.
In interregional tables these balances form mostly part of the final
demand matrix. The expenditure balances are, however, not only the result
of differences in final demand but also in intermediate transactions.
Therefore, we did not include them in the final demand matrix.
In the present interregional input-output tables the sub-matrix
column of expenditure balances is set apart between the columns of the
total output value and the total production value. The proceeding is illus-
trated in table 5.3.1. for the agriculture industry in 1975.
The expenditure balances are determined as differences between the
values of total output and total production. The total output of the German
agriculture industry in 1975, destinated for region Germany and the total
production of the German agriculture industry originated in region Germany
amounts resp, to 23.251 and to 23.140 million EUR. The expenditure surplus
of -111 means that the output transactions of the German agriculture indus-
try to the other industries and sectors in region Germany exceed the input
transactions of the German agriculture industry from the other industries
and primary cost categories in region Germany with 111 million EUR in total.
The meaning of the expenditure (output) deficit 116 million EUR be-
tween the German agriculture industry and region France is that the total
value (166) of input transactions of the German agriculture from industries
in region France exceed the total output value (50) of German agriculture
to region France. The expenditure or output balance between the German
agriculture industry and the regions Italy, The Netherlands and Belgium
amounts resp. to a surplus of -117 and a deficit of 217 and 59 million EUR.- 28 -
The expenditure balance of the German agriculture industry with the whole
community consists in an output deficit of 164 million EUR.
The expenditure balance of the French agriculture industry and the
other industries in region France is an output deficit of 1095 million
EUR. The French agriculture obtained in 1975 an output surplus with re-
gion Germany. The total output 501 million EUR of the French agriculture
to region Germany exceeds the total input (175 million EUR) of the French
agriculture from region Germany in value with -326 million EUR. The ex-
penditure or output surpluses with the other regions amount resp. to
-475, -124, and -396 million EUR. With the whole coffinunity the French
agriculture industry has have an output surplus of -226 million EUR.
Just as in table 5.3.1. expenditure balances in the interregional
intput-output tables of 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 with a positive sign
are expenditure or output deficits and with a negative sign are output or
expenditure surpluses. It is also possible to interprete the expenditure
balances from the input side. Expenditure balances with a positive sign
are then input surpluses and those with a negative sign are input defi-
cits. In terms of inputs the expenditure balance between the French agri-
culture industry and the region Germany may be interpreted as an input
deficit of the French agriculture of -326 million EUR.
In interregional input-output tables the total of expenditure
balances of the regional industries for the whole community should be
equal to zero.
The zero-condition of the expenditure balance total in interregio-
nal input-output tables is assured automatically in general. It follows
logically from the fact that trade flows among the regions intra a com-
munity are defined and valuated according the same conceptions and prices
as all other transactions, except imports from and exports to third coun-
tries. An expenditure surplus of an industry in one region coincides then
always with an equal deficit in one of the other regions. Thus expenditure
surpluses cancel out expenditure deficits, so that the total of the expen-
diture balances for the whole community is equal to zero.
The zero-condition of the expenditure balance total for the whole
community (row EEC(6}, column EEC 704 million EUR) is not satisfied in- 29 -
the present interregional input-output tables. There are several reasons
for it.
The necessary replacement of the original export values of each re-
gion by other regions imports from that region involves important differen-
ces between input and output transactions in consequence of existing dis-
harmony between import and export statistics. It is a well-known evil of
the international trade statistics that exports and imports differs very
heavily. Even in the case of the same commodity it is mostly found that the
registered export does not agree with the stated import in the trade sta-
tistics of the corresponding countries.
A second reason is the different valuation of exports and imports;
exports will be valuated at f.o.b. and imports at c.i.f. conditions.
Another very important root for the deviation from zero of the ex-
penditure balance total proceeds from the statistical transit commodity
trade registration.
As a result of the commodity trade liberalization in the common mar-
ket each importer is allowed to import commodities from third countrie~
anywhere in the community and to distribute them from that point of all
member countries with a minimum on formalities. By this the statistical re-
gistration of transit commodity trade has become diseased still more than
it already was. Statistical it is now very difficult to distinguish enter-
ing transit commodities from normal imports. In an increasing way transit
goods incur the risk to be stated erroneously as imports and exports of
the transit country.
An illustrative example of the problem may be the export of corn
from the USA, destinated for West Germany and imported via the Rotterdam
harbour into The Netherlands. If the transaction in Rotterdam is not recog-
nized as transit trade it will be treated in the Dutch trade statistics as
imports from third countries (USA) and afterwards as exports to member coun-
tries (West Germany). In the German trade statistics later on there is every
chance that the concerning corn transaction will be stated as imports from
member countries (The Netherlands). Statistical correctly recorded, the corn
transaction should only appear in the German import statistics as import
from third countries and neither in the Dutch import nor in the Dutch export
statistics.- 30 -
The foregoing is illustrative for the occurring differences in the
statistical trade recording among the regions themselves as well as be-
tween the regions and third countries.
In consequence of the indicated unavoidable departures from given
national statistical data, the expenditure balance totals show in ihe in-
terregional input-output tables of 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 an output
transaction deficit resp. an input transaction surplus of 371 million EUR
in 1959, of 444 million EUR in 1965 and of 4635 million EUR in 1975. The
table of 1970 on the other hand produces an expenditure or output trans-
action surplus resp. an input transaction deficit of 2242 million EUR. The
totals of expenditure balances of all regional industries together are
specified per region in table 5.3.2.
Compared with the values of total production of the corresponding
years resp. 331.728, 573.366, 912.989 and 1720.953 míllion EUR the expen-
diture balance totals differ relatively very little from the zero-condi-
tion, namely 0, 11, 0,08, 0,24 and 0,27 percent of the total production
value.
Once again there should be warned for misinterpretation of expen-
diture balance data. The figures in table 5.3.2 do not reflect normal im-
port or export balances.
The 1975 expenditure balance of -4.426 million EUR between West
Germany and France is the difference between the total output of West Ger-
many delivered to France (9916 million EUR; Appendix I, input-output table
on page 133) and the total production input of West Germany from France on
nage 141 (5491 million EUR). This last is not equal to the export of
France to West Germany.
On the other hand the 1975 expenditure balance of -2.618 million
EUR between France and West Germany is the difference between the total
output of France delivered to West Germany (8804 million EUR) and the to-
tal production input of France from West Germany (6186 million EUR).
in terms of trade balances one should compare total output of West
Germany to France (9916 million EUR) with the total output of France to
West Germany (8804 million EUR) or the total input of West Germany from
France (5591 million EUR) with the total input of France (6186 million EUR)
in order to get an idea about the development of the intra EEC trade.- 31 -
Table 5.3.2. Total expenditure balances of the regions in the European
Community in 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975, in million EUR
Germany France Italy Nether- BLEU EEC
lands
1959
GE (1) 1290 -368 -304 -384 -192 42
FR (2) -275 925 -172 - 32 -240 206
IT (3) -242 - 22 237 3 - 16 -41
NE (4) -310 - 95 - 63 624 - 38 117
BL (5) -121 5 - 47 -464 675 47
EEC(6) 342 445 -350 -254 188 371
1965
GE (i) 2286 -999 -137 - 848 -322 - 21
FR (2) - 874 2264 -239 - 95 -318 738
IT (3) -1072 -428 1529 - 139 -139 -183
NE (4) - 749 -373 -124 1470 - 90 134
BL (5) - 651 -328 - 55 -1034 1844 -224
EEC(6) -1060 136 1039 - 646 975 444
1970
GE (1) 2838 -1986 -894 - 787 -124 - 952
FR (2) -1791 4518 -909 - 441 -269 1108
IT (3) -1972 - 841 2583 - 311 - 33 - 573
NE (4) -2277 - 586 -236 2529 108 - 462
BL (5) -1898 -1189 -386 -1831 3924 -1362
EEC(6) -5100 - 84 175 -841 3607 -2242
1975
GE (1) 14720 -4426 -2462 -2273 -2090 3740
FR (2) -2618 6257 -2141 - 548 -1616 -665
IT (3) -2640 -1427 5110 - 57 - 304 681
NE (4) -4924 -1590 -1105 10317 -1706 993
BL (5) -2185 -1628 - 530 -1899 6398 157
EEC(6) 2353 -9813 -1128 5541 683 4635- 32 -
Only related to total production values the data of table 5.3.2.
give some indication about the integration development of the regional
economies in the European Community.
4 6. Special transactions in interregional input-output tables
Deliveries of goods and services among industries and sectors in
an input-output table are defined as transactions. Most of them are clear
but some need further attention for divergent reasons such as different
possibilities for sector or branch allocation and imported production. In
this way may be called Government, joint and secundary production trans-
actions and imputed interest of banking.
4 6.1. Government transactions
Central government transactions cause a special problem in inter-
regional input-output tables. It would not be correct to account them in
full to the region where central government less or more accidentally is
domiciled, because such activities concern the whole coimnunity. Mostly a
special extra-territorïal sector will be introduced to collect these kinds
of activities.
Activities which are in terms of interregional input-output analy-
sis equal to those of central government, were in the European Community
of 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 very limited in extension. It concerns only
the activities of the European Co~ittee and its executive institutions.
The public expenditure of these institutions are too small to justify a
special extra-territorial entry.
The national government transactions of the five members are in the
interregional tables treated as local authorities activities and registra-
ted in the matrix of intermediate transactions. This proceeding is not in-
tended to emphasize the local significance of the national governments,
but to hold with the economic view on government as producer of public
goods and services.
The government has been treated therefore as an ordinary producing
industry. On the input-side there are no difficulties. Goods and services
delivered by industries to the governments are stated as intermediate
transactions. On the output-side a distribution problem of public benefits- 33 -
to the various industries and final sectors comes into being. Absence of
an adequate criterium hampers an acceptable distribution solution.
In the interregional input-output tables the total value of pro-
duced public goods and services are transferred as a final demand delivery
to a special goverrunent sector in the matrix of final demand. Thus the
distribution problem has been evaded.
4 6.2. Joint and secundary production transactions
The registration of joint and secundary production transactions
leads always to some difficulties in input-output analysis. In the context
of this study the problem is of minor importance. However, we have to pay
attention to it, because these transactions are treated differently in the
national input-output tables of 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975.
It is supposed in input-output analysis that any industry produces
identical packets of goods and services by means of one single production
process which is equal to all packets. In case of jointly and secundarily
produced goods and services, the assumption of homogeneity both on the in-
put and on the output-side cannot be fulfilled at the same time. The re-
gistration of such products in input-output tables gives therefore rise
to arbitrary decisions.
In nearly all such cases.sufficient statistical information is lack-
ing to make just corrections on the input as well as on the output-side at
the same time. It is always a choice between homogeneity on the input or
on the onput-side, which gives no quite satisfaction.
Examples of joint and secundary products are, i.e., production of
gas by blast-furnaces and rubber boots by rubber enterprises. From point
of view of homogeneity of input and output transactions these secundary
products ought to be registrated as input and output transactions of the
energy resp. footwear industry.
Corrections on the input deliveries to blast-furnaces and rubber
industry should be made and transferred to the inputs of the energy resp.
footwear industry. Mostly it is impossible to correct the individual input
items, so that we have to suffice with an overall correction for the in-
termediate and primary inputs together. Such an overall correction, how-
ever, does not improve the particular inputs of the concerning industries.- 34 -
Contrary to the inputs statistical information to correct the
outputs of the corresponding industries is often to a sufficient extent
on hand.
Generally there are two different possibilities available to
registrate joint and secundary production transactions in input-output
tables.
a. We conclude jointly and secundarily produced goods and ser-
vices in the production packets of the producing industry. In this case
gas and boots form part of the output of the blast-furnaces resp. footwear
industries. As the value of total input and total output in corresponding
industries remain equal to each other no corrections are needed. On the
output-side we have to accept a small affection of the homogeneity assump-
tion. This method was followed in the national input-output tables of 1959.
b. We exclude jointly and secundarily produced goods and services
from the production packets of the producing industries and put them to-
gether with the output of industries, which produce such goods and services
as their principal economic activity. The gas and boot production of the
blast-furnaces resp. rubber industry are therefore excluded from the output
of these industries and aggregated with the output of the energy resp. foot-
wear industry. In order to equalize input and output value of the concern-
ing industries, we decrease the input value of blast-furnaces and rubber
industry and we increase the input value of energy and footwear industry
with an overall correction to the value of the joint resp. secundary pro-
ducts. This method was followed in the national input-output tables of 1965,
1970 and 1975.
In our study we followed the registration method of 1959 for two
reasons:
a. The 1965, 1970 and 1975 registration method does not improve the indivi-
dual input items of the concerning industries;
b. The collected data are primary directed to analyse the production and
not to the selling structure of the European economy.
In this connection we prefer original, uncorrected input values.
It may be clear that the total production values of some industries in the
interregional tables differ a little from those of the national tables. The
values of these differences are, however, small.- 35 -
~ 6.3. The production of financial institutions
Financial intermediaries deliver two different kinds of services;
bank services like letting of safe-deposit boxes, execution of payments,
financial advices and emissíons of shares and intermediary financial ser-
vices between lenders and borrowers as acquisition of savings and supply-
ing loans and credits.
The production of bank services fulfil the normal production con-
ceptions of input-output analysis, These services form only a small part
of the income of financial institutions.
The major part of their income results from intermediary financial
activities and is measured as the difference (margin) between interest re-
ceived on loans and credits and interest payed on saving deposits. The ex-
cess of interest received over the amount of interest payed by financial
institiitions is accordinq the input-output Production conceptions no part
of National Prociuct. Nc.verttieless, there are serious reasons to impute th~
interest margin to the production value of financial intermediaries. This
raises, however, National Product so that anywhere a correction to the same
amount has to be made. The imputation of interest and the corresponding
correction in national accounts and input-output statistics are very con-
troversial and treated differently in the course of time. This happens also
in the national input-output tables of 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975, so that
it was impossible to pursue the same correction procedure in the two inter-
regional tables.
In the interregional table of 1959 the imputed interest of finan-
cial intermediaries are corrected by imputing services charges equal to the
excess of interest to enterprises, government and households. The imputed
charges to enterprises and government form part of the intermediate and
those to the households of the final demand transactions.
In the interregional tables of 1965, 1970 and 1975, the imputed
interest of financial intermediaries and their corrections are not distri-
buted over the various industries and sectors but are allocated in the in-
put column of financial institutions. The imputed excess of interest has
been incorporated with the internal transactions on the principal diagonal
in sub-matrix 35, 35 of financial institutions (aggregation level R44; in
Appendix I of this study aggregated in branch 5).- 36 -
The corresponding corrections exist in a diminution of non-wage
income of banking with an amount equal to the inputed interest margin.
An illustration of these corrections for 1965 is given in table 6.3.1.
Table 6.3.1. Imputed interest incorporated with internal transactions on
the principal diagonal elements and the non-wage income of
banking in 1965 in million EUR
Germany France Italy Nether- Belgium
lands
Internal transactions
Assurances 1,0 5,6 0,8 0,5 4,0
Banking 2,0 0,8 3,6 0,7
Imputed interest 2.252,8 1.985,4 1.563,0 283,7 314,3
Total 2.256,8 1,988,4 1.569,4 288,1 315,5
Non-wage income
Non-wage income 1.163,3 706,3 672,5 155,2 147,3
Imputed interest -2.252,8 -1,985,4 -1.563,0 -283,7 -314,3
Total -1.089,5 -1.279,1 - 890,5 -128,5 -167,0
The procedure followed here results in a negative non-wage income
arrl in a total gross value-added which is much too low and certainly not
in agreement with the significance of financial institutions for a good
operation in a modern economy. However, it suits with the conceptions of
input-output analysis. Since the excess of interest, in fact produced by
factors owing to depositors of other industries and sectors, has been sub-
tracted, the value-added of banking contains now only rewardings of pro-
duction factors owing to the financial intermediaries.
~ 7. Valuation of transactions
Valuations of transactions in an interregional input-output ana-
lysis of the European Community is confronted with two problems, namely a
choice of three prices and the conversion of national currencies into a- 37 -
uniform Unit of Account.
This selection of the price to valuate input-output transactions
is very important, as this price has to be composed identically for all of
the very different kinds of home-produced and imported goods and services.
In a same way the conversion of national currencies into Units of Accounts
may not lead up to differences in the mutual comparison of the distinguish-
ed regions.
4 7.1. Valuation of producers' and at ex-custom-prices
In principal, three different kinds of prices are applicable to
value input-output transactions. Firstly, there is the production price
at factor costs which is equal to the total of material or intermediate
input costs and the remuneration of the production factors labour and ca-
pital or the gross value added at factor costs. This production price for
home-produced goods and services corresponds to c.i.f. prices of imported
products. C.i.f. prices include the foreign producers' prices, trade mar-
gins, insurance and transport costs up to the frontier of the importing
country.
Production and c.i.f. prices raised with indirect taxes minus sub-
sidies carry through producers' prices, which are equal to prices at ex
gate of factory resp. ex custom and identical to the market prices of the
producers.
The third type of prices are producers' prices increased with the
costs of trade margins and transport. These are the market prices paid by
the consumers and therefore called purchasers' prices.
The transactions of the present interregional input-output tables
are valued at producers' and ex-custom prices. This seems to be very clear
but there is a snake in the grass in the shape of value-added taxes (VAT).
VAT is an indirect tax linked to home-produced and imported goods
and services. It is paid and collected by enterprises but it is borne by
the final customer. In general the VAT system allows each enterprise to
subtract from the amount of VAT due on its own production the amount of
VAT which it paid on intermediate, stock and fixed capital purchases. Now
the following situations can be distinguished.l)
1) See page 121, European System of Integrated Economic Accounts (ESA),
second edition, EUROSTAT LU?~MBOURG.- 38 -
a. VAT invoiced bjy the producer; this is the VAT which the producer cal-
culates at the rate applying to the product sold and which he charges
on his invoice to each purchaser;
b. VAT invoiced to the producer; this is the VAT which is calculated at
the rate applying to each intermediate, stock and fixed capital good
bought and which the producer has paid on all his purchases. This is
referred to as deductable VAT on intermediate, stock and capital goods;
c. VAT paid by the producer; this is the difference between the VAT in-
voiced by the producer and the VAT invoiced to the producer (a-b);
d. VAT on products; this is the difference between the VAT invoiced by
the producer on each product and the VAT deductible by other producers
on the purchases of this same product.
Introduction of VAT involves for the valuation of input-output
transactions at producers' prices unfortunately the necessity to make a
choice between two systems, i.e., the net and the gross VAT valuation sys-
tem.
Producers' prices in the net system of recording VAT are value-
ing the transactions as follows:
a. intermediate inputs: excluding invoiced but deductible VAT;
b. imports: excluding invoiced VAT on imports;
c. intermediate output: excluding deductible VAT. This is VAT invoiced to
the producer;
d, gross capital formation: excluding deductible VAT (- invoiced to the
producer);
e. exports: excluding VAT;
f. final consumption: including VAT.
Since intermediate and final output except consumption are valued
at producers' prices excluding deductible VAT and intermediate inputs and
imports are valued at producers excluding invoiced VAT an additional row
"VAT on products" need to be insert into the matrix of primary costs in
order to maintain the balance between outputs and inputs. It is also pos-
sible to take the new row "VAT on products" together with the row "Indi-
rect taxes less subsidies".
Producers' prices in the gross system of recording VAT are value-
ing all transactions except exports including invoiced VAT irrespective of
whether this tax is deductible. Intermediate and final output are valued- 39 -
including both deductible and non-deductible VAT and intermediate input
and import are valued including invoiced VAT. In the gross system VAT is
included in the transaction of the input-output table in the same way as
other indirect taxes on products and it is included in the amounts of row
"Indirect taxes less subsidies".
The gross system of VAT has been applied up to and including
1975. In consideration of the widespread adoption by enterprises of an
accounting system utilizing values excluding deductible VAT, the net sys-
tem of recording VAT has been introduced in 1975. In order to explain the
turn-over from the gross to the net system 1975 input-output tables are
compiled twice, one using the gross and one using the net system of re-
cording VAT. only France and Ireland did not compose an input-output
table in accordance with the gross system of VAT.
In the present study the 1975 interregional input-output table
has been compïled according the gross system of recording VAT except
France, which is composed in terms of net VAT. The values of VAT on pro-
ducts are incorporated into the values of the other indirect taxes of re-
gion France. In the way gross value-added data of the distinguished re-
gions remain comparable.
5 7.2. Conversion of national currencies to Units of Account
In the interregional input-output tables transaction values have
been expressed in European Units of Account. Symbols for these units in
Eurostat publications differ in the course of ages from US dollars, EUAs,
EURS to ECUs. In the present study units of account are symbolized by EUR,
as this symbol was used mostly during the concerning period 1959-1975.
Not only the symbols but also the method of conversion has chan-
ged. In the early days of European Economic Community the EUR was equal-
ized to the US dollar. National currencies have been converted into US
dollars on the base of IMF currency parities. In case of a change in the
parity of a national currency during a certain year conversion has been
based on an average yearly exchange rate weighted pro rata temporis.
Very serious US balance of payment problems in the late sixties
and early seventies (Vietnam War) involved on August 15th, 1971 the
abandonment of the gold parity of the US dollar. A time before the Europe-
an Commission had already decided to fix the European Unit of Account- 40 -
parity on a value of 0,88867088 (often abbreviated to 0,888671) gramme of
fine gold; the same gold value as the 1935 US dollar, the European Unit
of Account of the formerly European Payments Union and one Unit of IMF
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). This gold parity of the European Unit of
Account (EUR) of the community had been maintained until the middle of
1974.
Durinq 1970-1973 a growing desire came into being to connect the
European Unit of Account closer to the economic importance of each partner
country within the common market. This idea was realized by replacing the
gold-based Unit of Account by a so-called 'basket type' of Unit of Account,
containing officially determined fixed amounts of each currency of the
nine member countries of the European Economic Community.
The weight of each fixed amount of currency in the basket was
determined by general economic and financial criteria. As such were con-
sidered; gross domestic product in current prices and exchange rates,
trade and short term monetary support contributions of each member within
the European Monetary Cooperation Fund. The EMCF was initiated in 1971 by
the original members and enlarged in 1973 to the nine members of the Euro-
pean Community as part of a phased plan to realize an Economic and Mone-
tary Union (EMU).
The corresponding weights of each EEC country according to the
just mentioned criteria are stated in table 7.2.1. The percentage weights
of the currencies in the basked were based on these data but the proposed
initial weights did not have an exact arithmetic relation with any one or
any combination of the criteria. As can be seen in table 7.2.2, the range
of underlying economic criteria fluctuates seriously so that only a rough
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(1) Source: Unpublished WORKING PAPER II~456~79, Commission of the European Community.
(2) Source: OSCE, Comptes Nationaux.
(3) Source: OECD Overall Trade by Countries (Series A).- 42 -
Table 7.2.2. Range of economic criteria, initial weights and fixed amounts








DM 25,6 - 31,0 27,3 0,828
FF 16,3 - 23,8 19,5 1,15
E sterling 9,6 - 18,7 17,5 0,0885
LIT 11,0 - 14,2 14,0 109,0
FL 5,4 - 15,1 9,0 0,286
DKr 2,5 - 4,5 3,0 0,217
BFr
4,4 - 14,7 8,4 3,66
LFr 0,14
E Irl. 0,6 - 1,9 1,5 0,00759
By decision no. 3289~75~ECSC of December 18, 1975 on the defini-
tion and conversion of the Unit of Account (EUR) the Commission adopted to
define the European Unit of Account as the sum of the amounts of the cur-
rencies of the Member States of the Community stated in the last column of
table 7.2.2,
The initial value of the EUR as the total of the equivalents of
the fixed currency amounts is calculated by finding the Belgian Franc
equivalent of these currency amounts utilizing the exchange rates on the
Brussels commercial market as communicated to the Commission by the Belgian
Central Bank.
As an example on the method of calculation, the value of the European
Unit of Account is given in a communication of the commission utilizing
exchange rates of December 17, 1975 and are stated in table 7.2.3.- 43 -







0,828 DM 15,046 12,458088
1,15 FF 8,868 10,1982
0,0885 E Stg. 80,13 7,091505
109,0 Lit 0,057955 6,317095
0,286 F1 14,71 4,20706
0,217 DKr 6,402 1,389234
3,36 BFr 1,0 3,36
0,14 LFr 1,0 0,14
0,00759 F Irl. 80,13 0,6081867
46,0694
For 17 December 1975, the initial value of one EUR amounts
46,0694 Belgian Francs. The value of one EUR in the currencies of the
other members of the community is found by converting the initial value
of 46,0694 B Fres. at the exchange of the Belgian Franc on the exchange
markets of Frankfurt for DM, Paris for FF, London for E.Stg, Rome and
Milan (average) for Lit, Amsterdam for F1., Kopenhagen for Dkr. and Dublin
for E.Irl.
The equivalent of one EUR in the currencies of the other member
countries at exchange rates of 17 December 1975 on the relevant markets
expressed in currency units per Belgian Franc is given in table 7.2.4.- 44 -
Table 7.2.4. Calculation of the value of one EUR in the currencies of the
member countries
Initial value Exchange rates

















The fixed currency amounts stated in table 7.2.2 which define
the EUR basket have remained unchanged since April 1975 when they were de-
rived from the initial percentage weights and the starting value set of
the previous unit of account on June 28, 1974.
On March 13, 1979, the European Monetary System (EMS) was estab-
lished and a new Unit of Account, the European Currency Unit (ECU) was
created. The fixed amounts of currencies remained again unchanged until in
1984 the Greek Drachma was added to the currencies in the basket of the
ECE.
It may be clear from table 7.2.3 that in consequence of exchange
rate movements the fixed currency amounts represent different percentage
weights in the value of the Unit of Account.
In the interregional input-output tables transactions valued in
national currencies are converted to EUR at the following exct~ange rates.- 45 -
Table 7.2.5. Exchange rates for the calculation of EUR values
Currency
it U
Counterpart of one EUR in National Currency
n
1959 1965 1970 1975
est-Germany DM 4,20000 4,00000 3,66000 3,04939
France FF 4,93706 4,93706 5,55419 5,31923
Italy Lit 625,000 625,000 625,000 809,545
The Netherlands FL 3,80000 3,62000 3,62000 3,13490
Belgium~Luxemb. B~L Fr 50,0000 50,0000 50,0000 45,5690
Source: Tableau Entrées et Sorties (EUROSTAT, Luxembourg)
EUR parities of each currency for 1959, 1965 and 1970 are defined
by their respective gold contents in relation to that of the EUR (-
0,88867088 gramme of fine gold) and are based on the parities declared to
the IMF. On the other hand, the 1975 EUR parity is a basked unit based on
annual averages of daily market exchange rates of fixed quantities of each
community currency.
g 8. The linking of national to interregional input-output tables
The constructed interregional input-output tables are linked na-
tional tables, whereby each country of the community is considered as a re-
gion. Such a linkage is only possible if in the national tables the imports
from the member countries of each industry are separately specified per
branch, for instance in the form of competing imports. This necessary spe-
cification per branch is present in the national five-yearly input-output
tables of Eurostat for the total of imports from member countries. It is
stated under the input heading "Imports from EEC countries (C)" on each row
apart per branch.
Next to the just mentioned specification an intra-community trade
matrix, specified according the industries of the interregional input-output
table will be needed to splitt up the imports from the common market members
to their regions (countries) of origin. This matrix can be prepared from
statistical data given in the Eurostat publication: Analytic Tables of the
Foreign Trade. In table 2 the commodity imports of each common market coun-- 46 -
try are broken down to their country of origin. Aggregation of the imports
of commodities according the industries and regions of the interregional
input-output tables for each country accomplishes the necessary intra-com-
munity trade matrix (see Part I of Interregional Structure of the European
Community FEW~125).
The applied linking procedure passes now as follows:
a, aggregation of imported commodities from member countries - as stated
in table 2 of the Analytic Tables - according the industries defined in
Appendix I and V of Part I for each country of the community. The aggre-
gation of imported agriculture products from member countries corres-
ponding to agriculture is given under item A in table 8.1.
b. calculation of the proportional shares of each member country in the
aggregated commodity imports per branch for each country. The percenta-
ges of imported agriculture products of item A are given under item B
in table 8.1.
c. aggregation of the national input-ontput tables, which contain not only
intermediate but also the import transactions from member countries,
according the six, thirty or forty-four industries of the interregional
input-output table. Taking the corresponding aggregated imports from
member countries, one gets an import trade matrix of 6, 30 or 44 rows
andó x 5, 30 x 5 or 44 x S columns. The first five elements of row 1 contain
the aggregated agriculture products imported by the agriculture indus-
tries; the second five elements of row 1 contain the aggregated agricul-
ture products imported by the corresponding heading industries and so
on. The aggregated agriculture imports of the agriculture industries in
Western Germany, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium and the whole
Community are stated under item C of table 8.1.
d. repartition of each row element of the import trade matrix to its coun-
try of origin according the shares calculated from the aggregated im-
ports. Thus, each row of the import trade matrix will be sub-divided
into five sub-rows each one representing the region or origin of the
imported goods and services. In this way we get an import trade matrix
of 6 x 5, 30 x 5 or 44 x 5 rows and 6 x 5, 30 x 5 or 44 x 5 columns
which exist of 6 x 6, 30 x 30 or 44 x 44 sub-matrices of order 5 x 5
with zero elements on the principal diagonal.Table 8.1. Imports of agriculture~roducts by Agriculture (branch O1) distributed to regions or origin,
in million EUR and percentages in 1965.
West-Germany France Italy The Netherlands Belgium EEC
A. Total Agriculture imports: ANALYTIC TABLES in million EUR
West-Germany 0 24 26 30 11 91
France 235 0 12] 45 87 488
Italy 327 54 0 10 17 408
The Netherlands 397 64 37 0 79 577
Belgium 68 52 11 39 0 170
EEC 1.027 194 195 127 194 1.734
B. Total Agriculture imports: ANALYTIC TABLES in percentage
West-Germany 6,0 12,4 13,1 24,0 5,8 5,2
France 22,9 0,0 62,1 36,5 44,8 28,2
Italy 31,9 27,8 0,0 8,2 8,6 23,5
The Netherlands 38,6 33,0 19,0 0,0 40,8 33,3
Belgium 6,6 26,8 5,8 31,3 0,0 9,8
EEC 100,0 100,0 100,0 500,0 100,0 100,0
C. Agriculture imports from EEC countries (C): Input-output tables EUFSTAT in million EUR
EEC (C) 73 14 20 4 30 141
D. Agriculture imports from EEC countries broken down to regions of origin according item B. in million EUR
West-Germany - 2 3 1 2 B
France 15 - 12 2 12 41
italy 22 3 - 0 2 27
The Netherlands 31 5 4 - 14 54
Belqium 5 4 1 1 - 11
EEC 73 14 20 4 30 141
E. Linking of agriculture imports and home-produced transactions in the interregional input-output tables
in million EUR
West-Germany 1.700 2 3 1 2 1.708
France 15 3.618 12 2 12 3.659
Italy 22 3 2.130 0 2 2.157
The Netherlands 31 5 4 212 14 266
Belgium 5 4 1 1 188 199
EEC 1.779 3.632 2.150 216 218 7.979- 48 -
The repartition of the aggreqated imports of agriculture products
by each of the régional agriculture branches of the European community
according the shares of item B are given under item D in table 8.1.
This repartition formed the first sub-matrix of the import trade matrix.
e. inserting of the appropriate internal and intermediate transactions of
the national input-output table into the bilateral import trade matrix.
The internal transactions have been placed on the diagonals of the sub-
matrices on the principal diagonal of the import trade matrix and the
intermediate transactions on the corresponding diagonals of the other
sub-matrices of the import trade matrix.
The insertion of the internal transactions of the agriculture in-
dustries in the five regions is given under item E in table 8.1.
The linking of the national intermediate transaction matrix into
one interregional matrix has been finished herewith.
Linking of national final demand matrices into one interregional
final demand matrix runs technically along the same way as those of the
intermediate transactions. A special problem, however, is attended with
the final demand linking.
Each national final demand matrix contains a column exports to
member countries in which the total value of intermediate and final goods
and services exported to these countries are stated. But the other natio-
nal input-output tables record these trade transactions as intermediate
and final demand transactions imported from member countries. Thus, the
trade transactions among members are registrated twice in the national
tables, once as imports, once as exports.
Just as all others, trade transactions amonq the members are al-
lowed to appear only once in the interregional input-output table. There-
fore, we have to choose between a trade registration based on import or
on export data. We based the registration of trade transactions among the
members of the community on import statistics, as these data were aggre-
gated in much more details and closer to the branches of the interregional
input-output table than the export data. Thus, the column exports to mem-
ber countries has been dropped and replaced by the imports mentioned in
the other columns of the intermediate and final demand matrices under the
heading "Imports from member countries (C)". Sub-division of these items- 49 -
on the rows of the final demand matrices according those on the rows of
the intermediate matrices results in a linking of the national final de-
mand matrices into one interregional final demand matrix of order 30 x 25,
150 x 25 or 220 X 25.
The linking of primary costs matrices gives no rise to difficul-
ties, because there are no deliveries among the countries of the communi-
ty. The primary costs of the national tables can be joined simply to one
matrix of 6 X 30, 6 x 150 or 6X 220, which then form the primary costs ma-
trix of the interregional input-output table.
Herewith the linking of the national tables into one interregio-
nal input-output table has been finished, it is possible to have some ob-
jection against the procedure followed. The sub-division of the imports
from member countries on each row of the intermediate and final demand
matrix to countries of origin occurs for the several branches and final
demand categories according the same, fixed repartition, calculated from
the aggregated imports. It is very well possible that the origin of the
imports from member countries differ per branch.- S1 -
APPENDIX: Input-output tables for 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975 aggregated
to six branches.INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 t959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FIBH COLUMN 1 A6RiCULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FIBH
6E (1) 126 1700 3240 4672 D 2 3 5 0 3 10 13
FR (2) 5 15 44 53 2 3618 2349 3744 2 12 f8 30
iT (3) 11 22 45 69 0 3 f5 41 1803 2130 2387 3115
NE (4) 13 31 62 109 0 5 13 24 1 4 5 5
BL (5) 1 5 9 21 0 4. 10 17 0 1 2 2
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b)
OC (7)
156 1773 3400 4924 2 3632 2391 3831 1807 2150 2422 3tb5
23 79 217 260 102 33 177 251 73 357 384 591
ROM 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FIBH
6E (i) 193 256 367 1290 2 0 1 112 1 0 0 43
FR (2) 1 5 1 58 265 262 303 2052 0 0 0 24
IT (3) 1 4 2 29 1 0 2 31 1!2 124 160 904
NE (4) 3 6 i! 12B 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 15
Bl (5) 1 2 1 53 1 0 0 58 0 0 0 9
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---'--- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 197 274 383 1560 269 262 307 2310 113 124 160 99~
OC (7) 21 13 50 129 4 0 2 S86 3 2 1 57
ROM 3 NANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COIUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FIBH
6E (1) 1346 2063 2454 3244 7 36 104 58 5 SS 57 124
FR (2) 8 13 36 42 1163 1634 2258 3463 2 14 bb 90
IT (3) 1 10 22 26 1 17 31 29 431 693 979 1259
NE (4) 4 14 48 47 1 14 37 19 2 9 28 33
BL (5) 5 6 20 23 1 18 49 45 1 3 11 10





3383 1174 1720 2479 3613 441 729 1140 5516
186 12 47 t07 91 ib 48 102 93
AGRICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 1
6E (1) 35 92 96 202 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) D 0 0 0 b7 146 136 237 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 7
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 35 92 96 202 67 1~6 136 237 2 3 6 7
OC c7) 0 0 0 2 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
fiERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICE8 COLUMN i A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH
6E (1) 350 651 1265 3082 0 9 0 0 1 1 1 1
FR (2) 0 1 7 13 454 1025 802 1494 1 0 0 1
IT (3) 0 1 6 7 0 3 0 0 184 356 485 987
NE (4) 1 1 7 1! 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 1 6 6 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 352 654 1291 3118 454 1044 802 1494 189 358 486 990
OC (7) 0 8 30 78 0 20 0 0 Si 10 5 8
ROM b NON-MARKET BERVICEB COLUMN i A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FISH
fiE (i) 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 D
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 D ! 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS CdLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
fiE (i) 2064 4762 7424 12489 9 49 109 175 7 14 67 182
FR (2) 14 34 89 ibb 1952 bb85 5848 10990 6 26 83 145
IT (3) 13 37 75 133 2 24 48 101 2532 3308 4017 6271






-----3 ------4 -----'3 -----21
EEC(b) 2121 4899 7750 -13187 - 1967 6804 6115 -11485 - 2551 3364 4213 6672
OC (7) 82 208 450 656 118 100 286 527 102 417 492 749INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
l959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 8 IMPORTS TNIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBN
82 208 450 656 1S8 !00 286 527 !02 417 492 749
RON 9 DEPRECIATION
424 737 !!23 2108 433 8i4 0 0 406 624 952 l598
RON !0 IND. TAXES MINU8 SUBSIDIES
24 -76 -302 20 149 183 0 305 ! 42 -374 -589
RON !1 IMPORT DUTiE3 INTRA EEC
i
bb 108 0 313 8 21 40 3 5 !5 7 63 ~~
A
ROM 12 MA6E INCOME i
563 708 942 l551 686 816 0 0 693 1150 5655 3315
ROM 13 BOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTION9
62 102 0 0 104 232 0 0 !22 73 119 282
ROM !4 NON-NA6E INCOME
3012 3762 4261 6002 4002 5681 0 0 3671 5080
RON !5 6R09S VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
5844 7306
4085 5234 6023 9682 5374 7727 9679 14080 4893 6969 8195 11912
ROM 16 TOTAI PRIMARY IHPUTS
4233 5550 6473 10651 5499 7848 10005 t46l1 5000 7401 8695 12724INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
i 6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN i A6RICULTURE,FORE8TRY AND FISH
6E (i) 6297 10312 13897 23140 9 49 109 175 7 14 67 182 FR (2) 14 34 89 ibb 7451 14533 15853 25601 6 26 83 145 IT (3) 13 37 75 133 2 24 48 101 7531 10708 12711 18995 NE (4) 21 52 !28 295 2 2! 5! 100 4 13 33 53 BL (5) 8 14 35 104 2 26 60 1i9 3 4 13 2!
EEG(b) 6353 ~n~to ~aoec ~:.~.
- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
OC (7) ---- ---- ----- .~.~. ~ ~'o ~~~a au~oa a~YUe IY~Y6 82 208 450 656 118 100 286 527 102 417 492 749INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 t970 1975 1959 1965 1970 f975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE.FORE8TRY AND F18N
fiE (1) 0 1 3 9 f 2 1 5 126 1707 325t, 4704
FN (2) 0 2 B 27 5 12 21 55 14 3659 2440 3908
IT (3) 0 0 2 4 2 2 1 6 i816 2159 2449 3235
NE (4) 255 212 285 413 8 t4 5 35 278 265 371 5!b
BL (5) 1 1 4 11 2T 188 233 304 30 199 25B 355
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 258 217 302 464 43 216 261 404 2267 7969 B776 127B6
OC (7) 4 7 !4 37 24 19 18 23 226 495 B11 l161
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND F18H
6E (i) 4 3 3 32 1 0 1 31 200 259 373 150E
FR (2) 1 1 1 11 1 0 0 ib 26e 266 306 2163
IT (3) 1 1 4 4 0 0 0 4 114 130 169 972
NE (4) 23 29 28 325 3 1 3 31 26 36 42 556
BL (5) 7 3 3 17 ib !5 33 180 25 20 37 316
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --'---- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 35 37 39 390 21 17 3a 264 635 714 927 5517
OC (7) 10 B 12 53 3 1 1 31 40 25 67 456
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COIUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FORE9TRV AND F18H
6E (1) 12 16 32 56 7 17 24 2B 1377 2145 2671 3510
FR (2) 2 4 7 11 7 14 14 28 1182 1677 2361 3634
IT (3) 1 2 5 6 1 3 4 6 435 725 1040 132B
NE (4) 491 795 1193 t907 a SB !E 30 506 649 l324 2044
BL (5) B li 19 30 230 351 652 940 246 389 751 104B
EEC(b) 514 B2E 1257 2010 252 403 711 1041 3746 5765 6166 11564
OC (7) !0 17 24 31 7 19 20 17 E2 240 406 419
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION LOLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 92 96 202
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 146 136 237
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 7
NE (4) 17 30 47 90 0 0 0 0 17 30 47 91
BL (5) 0 0 0 D 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 3
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 17 30 47 90 2 0 2 3 123 272 268 539
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 2INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLAND8 BLEU EEC
i959 1965 l970 1975 1959 1965 1970 i975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN i A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 ! ! 3 352 66! 1267 3086
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 3 456 1027 810 i511
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 184 361 491 994
NE (h) 7! 122 208 466 0 0 1 3 74 i26 216 h80
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 68 86 i58 323 70 91 164 330
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 7i 122 208 467 69 88 161 333 1136 2265 2948 6401
OC (7) 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 5 ii 38 39 93
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICEB COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FI8H
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0
NE (h) 2 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 4 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 17 5 h 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN i A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY ANO FISH
6E (i) ib 20 39 97 9 i9 27 67 2i06 4864 7665 130i0
FR (2) 3 6 17 49 13 26 36 i03 i988 6778 6073 i1453
IT (3) 2 4 ii 14 2 6 6 i7 255i 3379 4155 6536
NE (4) 860 !!92 1765 3202 19 34 27 107 906 1311 2003 3757
BL (5) ib i5 27 58 343 b40 iD78 i751 372 699 i212 2053
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 897 1237 1857 342i 387 726 1i73 20h4 7923 17031 21109 36809
OC (7) 24 33 52 12i 34 39 42 76 359 798 l323 2i31i INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC '59-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 7970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 i970 1975
RON 8 IMPORTB THIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 1 A6RICULTURE.POREBTRY AND FIBN
24 33 52 124 34 39 42 76 359 798 1323 2131
RON 9 OEPRECIATION
72 105 157 338 62 77 68 ibd 1397 2357 2300
RON 10 IND. TAXES MINUB BUBBiDIEB
4213
-58 -0 70 116 -6 -9 -24 -i00 !11 139 -630 -248
ROM fi IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
1 !5 13 15 t5 20 37 87 95 179 9B 481
RON 12 MA6E INCOME
162 221 243 438 65 55 49 65 2168 2951 2890 5369
RON !3 SOCIAL BECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
21 25 43 97 3 6 5 !0 312 438 166 389
RON 14 NON-NA6E INCOME
655 1078 1362 2197 572 792 784 1258 11911 16393 12257 16763
RON 15 6ROS8 VALUE ADDED AT NARKET PRICES
852 1428 1875 3186 696 920 B62 l400 15900 22279 26655
ROM ib TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
40262
877 1476 1940 3325 746 980 962 1563 16354 23255 28075 42874INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975 i959 i965 1970 1975
RON 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN i A6RICULTURE.FORESTRY AND FI8H
6E (i) 16 20 39 97 9 19 27 67 6339 10414 14138 23661
FR (2) 3 6 17 49 13 26 36 103 7487 14626 16078 26064
IT (3) 2 4 11 14 2 6 6 17 7551 l0780 12850 19260
NE (4) 1737 2668 3705 6527 19 34 27 107 1783 2787 3943 7082
BL (5) 16 15 27 58 i089 1620 2040 3314 1ii7 1679 2174 3616
EEC(b) 1774 2713 3797 6746 1133 1705 -2134 3607 24277 40286 49184 79683
OC (7) 24 33 52 t24 34 39 42 76 359 798 1323 2131INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTION8(1N MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE 1TALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND F18N COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB
6E (1) 54 32 f3 209 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 f
FR (2) 0 1 0 1 12 9 !0 57 0 0 0 2
IT (3) 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 9 2 1 62
NE (4) 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 f 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 57 36 15 215 12 9 10 58 9 2 1 66
OC (7) 11 6 2 67 3 0 1 5 0 1 0 6
ROM 2 FUEI AND POMER PRODUCTS COIUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (i) 2905 2598 3273 Sbf22 82 59 123 846 32 fi SO 586
FR (2) 26 18 52 587 902 920 1384 6570 2 1 8 243
1T (3) 6 10 77 287 3 f0 27 177 604 339 632 7480
NE (4) 21 24 275 1326 13 14 20 300 1 1 ! 236
BL (5) 10 9 44 496 16 12 6 275 2 0 0 84
------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2967 2659 3722 18818 tOfb 1015 1560 8167 641 352 691 8629
OC (7) 680 1142 1734 9143 640 Si81 1957 9024 568 1094 2037 9396
RON 3 MANUFACTURiN6 PRODUCTS COLUNN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 1226 f040 1122 5588 10 8 16 96 2 f1 28 9f
FR (2) 6 8 27 107 444 454 45t 1937 1 4 10 62
IT (3) 1 5 ib 7f 2 3 4 52 224 165 356 1437
NE (4) 3 7 28 80 1 2 4 26 0 2 6 16
BL C5) 4 5 20 76 2 2 5 55 0 1 3 16
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------~ ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 124D 1065 1212 5922 459 470 479 2166 228 184 402 1622
OC (7) 24 23 90 788 14 23 21 500 6 21 31 234
ROM 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRULTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTfi
6E (f) 61 65 172 568 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 134 194 256 537 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 46 99 221
NE (4) 0 0 0 1 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 6t 67 172 569 134 194 256 537 17 46 99 221
OC (7) 0 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS(IN MILlIONB OF EUR)
fiERMANY FRANCE ITALV ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 5965 1970 1975
RON 5 MARKET SERVICE8 COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POWER PRODUCTB
6E (i) 779 810 1149 4926 0 0 0 44 2 1 2 22
FR (2) 5 4 5 33 399 528 903 3450 2 0 2 ib
IT (3) 1 3 4 17 0 0 0 21 279 !61 296 1856
NE (4) !3 3 5 27 0 0 0 21 1 0 1 7
BL (5) 3 3 4 15 0 0 0 22 1 0 0 4
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 801 823 1166 5018 399 528 903 3559 284 ib2 301 l905
OC (7) ib 18 20 340 1 2 0 190 15 6 52 179
ROH b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 53 0 D O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAI INTERMEDIATE INPUTB COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 5078 4545 5730 27413 92 67 139 986 36 22 80 700
FR (2) 37 32 84 729 1892 2105 3003 1255i 5 6 20 323
IT (3) 9 20 97 376 5 13 31 250 1132 713 1384 l1056
NE (4) 39 3b 308 1436 13 ib 23 347 2 3 7 260
BL (5) 17 17 67 588 19 14 ti 353 3 2 4 !03
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 5180 4650 6286 30542 2020 2216 3208 14487 1178 746 i495 12442
OC (7) 733 1215 1846 10343 658 1207 1979 9719 589 ii2i 2121 9815INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRINARY DENAND tIN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 8 IMPORTS TNIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 2 FUEI AND POMER PRODUCTS
733 1215 1846 Soa4a 658 12D7 1979 9719 589 1121 2121 9815
RON 9 DEPRECIATION
747 606 1530 4938 794 1075 0 0 512 45S 807 2090
RON 10 IND. TAXES MINUB BUBBIDIEB
822 1633 3419 7682 1607 2226 0 3883 853 1853 3160 4394
ROM 11 IMPORT DUTIEB INTRA EEC
17 223 0 1641 24 11 58 16 16 3 11 281
RON 12 MA6E INCOME
1872 1929 2760 12304 1227 1105 0 0 541 542 820 3200
ROM 13 SOCIAL BECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
268 376 0 0 324 425 0 0 220 258 417 1645
ROM 14 NON-NA6E INCOME
1394 1379 2434 4913 673 566 0 0 385 472 369 506
RON t5 fiR088 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICEB
5t04 5924 10142 29838 4624 5397 7671 20200 2511 3576 5574
ROM ib TOTAL PRIMARY INPUT9
11835
5854 7361 1t988 41822 5306 6614 9708 29936 3116 4700 7706 21931INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE . ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROY 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (1) l0932 11906 17717 69235 92 67 139 986 36 22 80 700 FR (2) 37 32 84 729 7198 8719 12711 424e7 5 6 20 323 IT (3) 9 20 97 376 5 13 31 250 4248 5413 909D 32987 NE (4) 39 36 308 1436 13 16 23 347 2 3 7 260 BL (5) 17 17 67 588 !9 14 11 353 3 2 4 103 ------- ------- -
tEG(6) 11034 ~7n~~ ~a~~i ~~~~~
----- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
OC (7) -. .--. --~. " ,o ~~~cc ~c~~ ~1~6 9Y01 34374 733 1215 1846 10343 658 1207 1979 9719 SE9 1i21 2121 9815INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 1NTERMEDIATE TRANSACT10N8(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISM COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 54 32 !3 210
FR (2) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ! 12 10 11 62
IT (3) 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 10 3 1 65
NE (4) 2 2 1 6 0 0 0 0 3 4 1 10
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 11 8 . 5 5 12 8 6 6
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -----'- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3 3 ! 8 11 8 5 6 91 58 32 353
OC (7) 1 0 0 3 1 D 0 3 16 7 4 84
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCT6 COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 4t i4 22 436 29 18 25 478 3089 2730 3493 18468
FR (2) 3 4 3 153 7 1 4 232 941 945 1451 7785
1T (3) 4 4 8 53 1 1 1 48 bS7 364 746 8045
NE (4) 263 213 561 3710 16 10 30 464 314 261 886 6037
8L (5) 29 17 7 235 412 283 311 1055 468 321 369 2145
EEC(6) 339 281 601 4588 465 313 372 2277 5429 4621 6946 42479
OC (7) 385 523 1092 4746 303 293 570 2562 2576 4232 7390 34871
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (!) 12 17 35 102 12 !2 2! 82 1262 1088 122! 5959
FR (2) 2 4 8 20 9 9 SO 63 462 478 506 2190
1T (3) 1 2 4 12 ! 2 3 ib 229 178 383 1587
NE (4) 89 92 155 508 7 7 9 59 101 S10 20! 688
BL (5) 8 8 16 54 104 45 44 344 !19 62 87 545
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----~-- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 112 123 2i7 696 !34 74 87 564 2173 l9ib 2398 10970
OC (7) 15 24 31 189 12 10 20 233 71 102 193 1944
ROM 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS
fiE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 bt 65 !72 568
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 134 195 256 537
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 46 94 221
NE (4) 15 24 35 128 0 0 0 0 15 24 35 128
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 6 6 13 72 6 7 13 73
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 15 24 35 128 6 6 13 72 232 337 575 1528
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 25 0 5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETNERLANDS BLEU EEC '
1959 l965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 i959 19b5 1970 1975
RON 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCT8
6E (i) 0 0 !7 38 ! 3 3 22 781 814 1172 5052
FR (2) 0 0 5 10 1 2 2 ib 407 534 916 3527
IT (3) 0 0 3 4 0 1 0 4 280 165 303 1902
NE (4) 59 63 62 565 1 2 2 20 74 69 69 641
BL (5) 0 0 12 19 107 a3 97 485 111 66 113 545
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 59 63 100 637 110 91 105 549 1653 1668 2574 11667
OC (7) 0 0 0 70 3 4 9 59 37 31 81 838
RON 6 NON-MARKET 3ERVICEB COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTB
6E ( i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 3 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 9 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 57 4 9 0
oc c7) o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTB
6E (i) 53 bi 74 576 4! 33 49 5a2 5301 4729 6072 30257
FR (2) 5 7 ib 185 17 12 !7 314 1956 2162 3140 14102
IT (3) 4 6 16 70 2 4 5 68 1152 756 1533 11820
NE (4) 431 398 822 4918 25 19 41 544 511 473 1201 7504
BL (5) 37 26 35 309 640 425 472 1961 715 4a4 588 3315
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 532 499 962 6057 725 492 583 3469 9635 8604 12534 66997
OC (7) 401 547 1123 500E 319 307 599 2a57 2701 4396 7669 37742INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONB Of EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 l970 l975 1959 1965 l970 1975 l959 l965 l970 l975
RON b IMPORTB THIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTB
40! 547 !!23 5008 3!9 307 599 2857 270! 4396 7669 37742
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
132 197 293 ]]!0 i92 ]26 165 708 2377 2456 28i6 6846
ROM 10 IND. TAXES MINUB 8UB8IDIE8
124 2fb 417 807 146 249 443 664 3554 6l79 7436 1745!
RON 1! IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
!3 28 53 378 44 45 126 349 113 310 249 2666
RON !2 MA6E INCOME
244 301 355 3546 476 358 352 1444 4360 4235 4267 16495
ROM 13 80CIAL BECURITY CONTRIBUTiONS
50 65 65 424 75 75 94 346 937 120D 596 24l5
ROM !4 NON-MA6E INCOME
t72 175 6S0 3358 7s 93 204 53] 2703 2684 3óib 9309
ROM 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
723 956 1759 7246 970 901 1278 3713 l3931 16754 26424 72632
ROM ]6 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
1137 1531 2936 12632 1332 ]253 2D04 6919 l6745 2]460 34341 153240INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PROOUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BIEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 l965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (i) 53 6! 74 576 41 33 49 582 11155 l2090 18060 72079
FR (2) 5 7 16 185 17 12 17 314 7263 8776 12848 44037 IT (3) 4 6 16 70 2 4 5 68 4269 5456 9239 33751
NE (4) 1568 1930 3757 l7550 25 !9 41 544 l647 2004 4137 20i36
8l (5) 37 26 35 309 i972 1678 2475 888! 2048 1737 2592 10234
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) l668 2030 3898 18689 2058 1746 2587 10388 26380 30064 46876 180237
OC (7) 401 547 l123 5008 319 307 599 2857 2701 4396 7669 37742INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRAN8ACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE iTALY ~
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 l970 1975 l959 l965 1970 l975
RON 1 AfiRICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PROOUCTB
6E (!) 3464 6139 8344 !3l96 6 13 10 22 9 !8 93 209
FR (2) 21 57 35! 178 4632 6607 6621 14621 3! 86 165 482
IT (3) 50 84 354 23! !3 27 43 !72 2702 3470 4666 7674
NE (4) 60 115 489 367 12 37 40 !00 24 27 49 87
Bl l5) 6 !9 70 71 6 30 3! 71 7 6 19 30
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3600 6414 9608 14044 4668 6714 8945 l4987 2773 3650 4993 8483
OC (7) l929 2278 1719 4090 1l16 l099 t046 1324 694 t060 1630 2235
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB
6E (1) 3113 3845 59l8 1634! 92 86 9! 560 !6 8 9 35!
FR (2) 68 32 f9 378 1796 245! 2877 7203 6 2 7 201
IT (3) 11 25 23 t78 B 0 12 f02 922 l529 2515 7524
NE (4) 25 40 166 732 17 23 8 210 2 2 ! !20
BL (5) 9 !1 !6 340 15 7 4 !94 5 t 2 7!
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -'----- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3227 3954 6l42 17970 t929 2569 299! 8270 952 1542 2533 8266
OC (7) 529 !08 506 970 173 4! 25 470 63 53 78 505
RON 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTS COIUMN 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTB
6E (1) 17797 33838 64835 95796 335 806 l967 2435 266 481 !!70 1465
FR (2) 415 926 1889 2279 10067 20887 27036 32854 130 293 767 1266
IT (3) t87 592 1228 1790 74 289 688 l056 8999 12573 16058 33230
NE (4) 315 608 1687 1647 62 171 493 590 40 124 332 374
BL (5) 289 774 1930 1897 183 526 1336 1638 44 St1 321 379
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----'-- ------- ----'-- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 19003 36736 75568 103410 l0721 22678 3152! 36574 9479 13582 20649 36735
OC (7) 2246 4708 7386 10245 951 2363 4300 5848 852 l769 3463 4787
ROW 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (i) 82 25 504 242 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) t 0 0 0 212 7S0 370 490 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 6! 200 345
NE (4) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 83 25 504 242 212 710 370 490 33 bt 200 345
OC (7) 4 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS(IN MIILIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (i) 5037 8724 180D0 27549 1 63 55 92 6 88 ibb 274
FR (2) 23 69 S51 183 2647 5996 9614 l5008 6 81 173 203
IT (3) 7 46 113 98 1 23 19 43 1261 2721 5276 9982
NE (4) 51 bb 181 153 0 19 16 44 3 4 14 90
BL (5) 19 51 129 82 0 35 49 47 3 6 12 47
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EECCb) 5137 8958 l8575 28065 2649 6137 9752 15232 1280 2901 5640 10595
OC (7) 272 520 648 1251 11 163 203 217 60 !60 496 960
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
fiE (1 ) 232 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 233 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
OC (7) 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (i) 29725 52572 9760! 153124 434 970 2123 3110 298 596 1439 2319
FR (2) 528 1084 2411 3020 19384 36651 48718 70175 174 462 1112 2154
IT (3) 256 749 1717 2297 96 340 763 1374 13916 20359 30714 58755
NE (4) 451 830 2523 2900 91 250 SSb 944 69 157 397 670
BL (5) 322 B56 2145 2390 204 598 1420 1950 60 126 354 526
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 31283 56091 106397 163731 20208 38808 53579 77552 14516 21700 34015 64425
OC (7) 4989 7613 10259 l6562 2251 3666 5575 7858 1686 3042 5667 8488INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY OEMAND ( IN NILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANV FRANCE ITALY ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 8 INPORTS THIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCT8
4989 7613 10259 16562 225i 3666 5575 7858 1688 3042 5667 8488
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
l931 4636 7901 f0806 1361 3161 0 0 828 1358 2D58 4518
RON f0 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIEB
3814 5787 8024 12678 3615 6684 0 4611 1273 1968 2667 2000
RON it IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
S57 348 0 2362 282 845 5753 64 124 206 464 1066
RON 12 YAGE INCOME
f0353 21348 40875 68423 6774 12127 0 0 2661 5893 10474 19896
ROM !3 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
114t 2632 0 0 t523 3537 0 0 990 2544 5173 9468
ROM 14 NON-MA6E INCOME
6522 9482 t5296 12905 3732 4361 0 0 2682 3550 533i 6441
ROM 15 6R039 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
23762 43885 72096 104813 17006 29869 44159 70352 8434 15312 25703
RON ib TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
42322
28907 51847 82354 123737 19539 34380 51487 76273 10247 18560 3i834 51876INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ~ ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
RON 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCT8
6E (1) 58633 104419 179955 276860 434 970 2123 3110 298 596 1439 2319 FR (2) 528 1084 2411 3020 38922 71030 100205 148448 174 462 1112 2154 IT (3) 256 749 1717 2297 96 340 763 1374 24163 38919 62548 11063!
NE (4) 451 830 2523 2900 91 250 556 944 69 157 397 670
BL (5) 322 856 2145 2390 204 598 1420 1950 60 126 354 526
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EECC6) 60191 107938 188751 287468 39747 73187 105066 155826 24763 40260 65849 116301 OC (7) 4989 7613 10259 16562 2251 3666 5575 7858 l688 3042 5667 6488
iINPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC '59-'75 INTERMEOlATE TRANSACTIONS(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLAN09 BLEU EEC .
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PROL~UCTS
fiE (1) 8 20 33 44 2 5 7 24 3488 6196 8487 13495
FR (2) 5 30 85 t26 9 34 210 277 4699 6813 9633 15684
IT (3) 5 6 ib 20 3 6 SS 29 2773 3594 5094 8126
NE (4) 952 1546 2422 4366 ib 39 54 174 1064 1764 3055 5094
BL (5) 19 26 41 51 645 814 1369 2057 683 898 1330 2280
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 990 1629 2597 4606 675 898 1456 2560 12707 19266 27599 44680
OC (7) 537 723 787 1445 373 518 514 722 4649 5677 5697 9816
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PROOUCTS
6E (1) 26 !5 2t 290 12 14 42 297 3259 3971 6080 17840
FR (2) 4 3 5 iD3 40 3 8 166 1915 2491 2916 8051
1T (3) 3 6 18 31 t 5 4 35 946 1565 2572 7870
NE (4) 235 383 592 1276 14 14 56 335 293 461 823 2674
BL (5) 26 15 14 140 381 449 626 1437 436 483 bbt 2182
EEC(b) 295 422 649 1840 448 484 735 2270 6849 8971 1305] 38616
OC (7) S15 54 48 456 133 14 23 241 1034 269 680 2643
ROM 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTS
fiE (1) 351 748 1599 2766 229 564 1268 2024 18978 36436 70839 104507
FR (2) 64 175 395 632 216 533 850 1523 10892 22814 30938 38556
1T (3l 27 S18 225 342 34 103 175 326 9322 53675 20374 36745
NE (4) 2453 2804 3616 5367 205 376 710 1157 3075 4083 6837 9136
BL (5) 337 653 1132 149B 2533 3226 3169 4337 3386 5291 7888 9748
EEC(6) 3233 4497 6966 10605 3217 4805 6173 9368 45653 82300 136877 198692
OC (7) 678 121h 2154 3315 547 1239 2228 2960 5273 11294 19531 27156
ROW 4 BUILOIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTUR1Nfi PRODUCTB
6E C1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 82 25 504 242
FR C2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 213 710 370 490
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 bt 200 345
NE (4) 4B 103 197 474 0 0 0 0 48 103 197 474
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 20 43 65 108 21 43 65 108
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EECCb) 48 103 197 474 20 43 65 108 397 942 1336 1659
OC c7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 6INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRAN8ACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 i965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975
ROW 5 MARKET 3ERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB
6E (!) 0 B 43 50 1 37 98 130 5D45 892! l8363 28094
FR (2) 0 2 8 13 2 30 76 104 2679 6178 10023 15511
IT (3) 0 0 4 6 0 6 11 24 1269 2799 5422 !0l52
NE (4) 480 872 i338 2459 ! 32 52 119 536 994 l600 2865
Bl (5) 0 6 35 26 443 888 l204 2331 465 987 1430 2532
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 480 889 l428 2554 448 994 1443 2706 9994 19878 36838 59153
OC (7) 0 5 28 56 8 80 294 3i5 351 928 l669 2798
RON b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCT8
GE (1 ) 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 232 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
NE (4) 0 22 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 i3 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 22 13 0 0 0 0 0 262 26 !3 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (1) 384 792 l695 3149 243 620 1455 2475 3i085 55550 104273 ib4i77
FR (2) 74 210 493 874 267 600 1145 2070 20426 39006 53879 78292
IT (3) 36 !30 263 399 39 i20 206 413 l4342 2i698 33662 63238
NE (4) 4169 5730 8178 13942 236 461 872 1786 50ib 7427 12526 20242
Bl (5) 383 700 1222 1715 4023 5423 6234 10269 499! 7703 1l375 i6850
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 504b 7561 11852 20079 4808 7224 9872 17013 75862 !3l384 2157i4 342800
OC (7) 1330 1996 30i7 5272 1062 185! 3059 4237 1i320 18i68 27577 42418INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARV DEMAND (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC .
1959 1965 1970 5975 1959 1965 1970 5975 5959 5965 5970 5975
ROW 8 IMPORTS TNIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB
1330 5996 3017 5272 1062 1651 3059 4237 11320 18Sba 27577 4241e
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
239 423 72h 1260 310 554 974 1365 4670 10133 11657 17949
ROW 10 IND. TAXES NINUS SUBSIDIES
390 490 405 528 320 465 530 3S6 9453 15394 15626 20132
ROW 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
80 309 816 2263 t47 298~ 534 1675 790 2006 3566 7h30
ROW 12 WA6E INCOME
1309 2701 4286 7428 1292 2304 3499 6837 22390 44372 59134 102585
ROW 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
198 46h 977 2052 193 463 B80 1749 i0hi 9660 7030 13269
ROW 14 NON-WA6E INCOME
951 1471 2229 1773 687 729 1517 913 14574 19593 24373 22032
ROW 15 6R035 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
3087 5549 8622 13041 2805 4535 7399 11180 55090 99151 l57978 241707
ROW ib TOTAL PRIMARV INPUTS
4497 7855 12455 20576 4010 6684 10991 17092 67200 119325 189121 291555INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 l965 1970 l975 1959 l965 1970 l975 l959 l965 l970 1975
ROW 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (i) 384 792 1695 3149 243 620 l415 2475 59992 107397 l86627 287914
FR (2) 74 210 493 874 267 600 1145 2070 39965 73385 l05365 l56566 IT (3) 36 130 263 399 39 120 206 413 24589 40259 65496 115114
NE (4) 8666 13584 20633 34518 236 461 872 178b 9514 15282 2498! 40818
BL (5) 383 7D0 1222 i715 8033 12107 i7225 27361 9001 l4387 22366 33943
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 9543 15416 24307 40655 8818 l3908 20862 34105 l43062 250709 404835 634355
OC (7) 1330 1996 3017 5272 1062 1851 3059 4237 11320 18168 27577 424i8iNPUT-OL'TPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN NILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE.FOREBTRY ANO FISH COLUNN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6E (i) 32 78 5 86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 7 39 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 4 7
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 32 78 6 87 7 39 0 0 2 5 4 7
OC (7) 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 3 2
ROM 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTiON
6E (1) 1239 157 246 1130 20 1 4 26 6 0 0 24
FR (2) 11 4 1 20 944 337 455 1482 2 0 0 13
IT (3) 5 4 2 13 4 2 4 6 849 130 159 604
NE (S) 15 5 SD 74 3 0 1 8 1 0 0 8 BL (5) 5 1 1 ib 14 0 0 7 2 0 0 5
------- ------- ------- ------- '------ ------- ------- -----" ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(6) 1275 172 261 1255 985 341 464 1529 860 130 159 655
OC (7) 49 ib 43 65 ib 18 4 42 7 1 3 36
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTiON
6E (1) 1100 6508 50578 17858 47 167 321 462 14 55 135 139
FR (2) 10 64 144 260 1464 4918 6246 8691 6 26 67 77
IT (3) 2 47 120 246 7 63 126 223 741 2473 4336 7077
NE (4) 5 40 115 190 4 28 51 71 2 9 23 18
Bl (5) b ti0 128 204 20 92 196 237 2 fi 31 23
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1122 6699 11085 l8759 1541 5268 6941 9684 766 2574 4591 7334
OC (7) 27 214 581 755 39 210 302 515 25 69 208 251
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CON6TRUCTION
6E C1) 153 0 62 347 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 7 13 44 D 0 40 bi 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 6 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 ib 121
NE (4) 0 7 13 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bl (5) 0 5 11 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 154 25 109 546 0 0 4D bi 0 0 16 121
OC (7) 4 39 56 677 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRAN8ACTIONB(IN NILLION8 OF EUR)
GERMANV FRANCE ITALV
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 i965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (i) 597 2573 2649 6117 0 2 44 204 0 0 0 3
FR (2) 0 2 b 21 821 2336 3210 5805 0 0 0 2
IT (3) 0 1 4 11 1 1 18 95 366 638 1126 1920
NE (4) 1 1 6 18 0 0 12 97 0 0 0 1
BL ( 5) 0 1 4 9 0 1 24 104 0 0 0 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 599 2578 2669 6176 823 2339 3309 6305 366 638 5126 1927
OC (7) 4 11 23 74 3 5 223 482 0 0 1 8
RON 6 NON-MARKET SERVICE9 COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6E (1 ) 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 20 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTB COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CON8TRUCTION
6E (1) 3142 9317 13540 25539 68 169 369 692 20 55 135 167
FR (2) 22 77 164 345 3240 7630 9952 16039 9 26 67 93
IT (3) 6 59 137 277 12 66 149 324 1958 3250 5640 9728
NE (4) 20 53 !44 378 7 29 64 177 3 9 23 27
BL (5) 11 48 145 284 33 93 221 348 4 1! 31 28
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3201 9554 14129 26822 3360 7987 10755 17579 1994 3351 5897 10043
OC (7) 84 283 703 l570 60 233 529 1039 36 73 214 297INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND tIN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE , ITALY
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 l970 l975 1959 l965 1970 l975
ROM 8 IMPORTB TNIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
84 283 703 1570 60 233 529 l039 36 73 214 297
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
223 554 1122 l323 !29 575 0 0 !77 147 204 574
ROM fD IND. TAXES MINUS 9UBSIDIEB
477 864 2365 2821 43t 1091 0 4832 104 220 4!0 677
ROY 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 o D o 0 0 o D o 0 0
RON 12 NA6E 1NCOME
2557 5341 9752 12715 l641 3821 0 0 982 1745 2656 4979
ROM 13 SOCiAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTION9
27B 712 0 0 424 1316 D 0 389 677 1360 2307
ROY 14 NON-MA6E 1NCOME
1038 2543 4200 4t66 1271 2611 0 0 453 1926 3226 3837
RON 15 6R033 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PR1CE8
4574 10034 17439 21025 3896 9413 12375 25616 2105 4717 7855 12374
ROM 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
4657 30317 18142 22596 3956 9646 l2904 26655 2141 4790 8069 1267!INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CON8TRUCTION
6E Ci) 7799 19635 31682 48135 68 169 369 692 20 55 135 !67
FR (2) 22 77 164 345 7196 17276 22856 42694 9 26 b7 93
IT (3) 6 59 137 277 i2 bb 149 324 4099 8040 13710 22399
NE (4) 20 53 144 378 7 29 64 177 3 9 23 27
BL (5) 11 48 145 284 33 93 221 348 4 1i 31 28
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7859 i9871 32271 49418 731b 17633 23659 44235 4535 8141 13966 227i4
OC (7) 84 283 703 l570 60 233 529 1039 36 73 214 297INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERNEDIATE TRANSACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLAND8 BLEU EEC
1959 t965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 ANO CONBTRUCTION
6E (i) 0 1 S 1 0 0 0 0 32 79 7 87
FR (2) 0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 7 40 3 3
IT (3) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 4 7
NE (4) 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
BL (5) 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1 6 6 5 0 2 0 0 41 130 SS 98
OC (7) 1 1 S 1 0 0 0 0 7 6 3 3
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCT6 COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (1) 21 12 4 65 7 1 t 14 1293 171 255 1259
FR (2) 4 3 2 23 6 1 1 7 968 345 459 1544
IT (3) 2 7 7 9 S 1 t 2 861 1~3 t73 634
NE (4) 191 51 85 339 9 3 4 15 218 60 S01 445
BL (5) 26 16 5 40 167 24 45 130 214 42 52 200
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---'--- ------- -------
EEC(b) 245 89 103 476 190 30 52 167 3554 761 1040 4083
OC (7) 11 8 18 iti 9 3 1 15 92 46 69 269
RON 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTS COLUMN 4 BUILDINfi AND CONBTRUCTION
fiE CS) 45 130 338 54t 23 71 149 293 1230 6931 11521 19294
FR C2) 6 24 60 97 13 68 98 230 1499 5099 6615 9355
IT (3) 1 ti 34 55 2 12 20 52 752 2607 4636 7652
NE (4) 227 831 1336 2086 16 48 86 2t2 253 957 1612 2577
BL (5) 34 96 218 281 252 688 955 2031 313 928 1528 2776
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 313 1093 1986 3060 306 887 1308 2818 4048 16522 25912 41654
OC (7) 90 188 292 470 42 96 170 340 224 777 t552 2331
RON 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
6E (1) 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 153 7 62 347
FR (2) 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 53 105
iT (3) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 26 127
NE (4) 117 0 0 750 0 0 0 0 118 7 13 845
BL (5) 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 St 52
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 117 15 0 750 0 0 0 0 271 40 S65 1477
OC (7) 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 44 56 677INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONS(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETNERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 l970 1975 1959 i965 1970 i975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICE8 COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (1) 0 0 23 29 i 2 2 9 598 2577 27i8 6362
FR (2) 0 0 7 8 2 2 2 7 823 2339 3224 5843
IT (3) 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 2 367 640 i152 203!
NE (4) 91 365 351 743 1 2 ! 8 92 369 371 867
BL (5) 0 0 ib !5 110 260 328 974 ii0 262 373 1103
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 91 365 400 799 113 267 334 999 l991 6i86 7839 16207
OC C7) 0 0 0 56 1 i 2 20 8 17 249 640
ROW b NON-MARKET BERVICES COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
NE (4) 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 25 7 3 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (i) 65 149 365 637 3i 75 153 316 3326 9765 14562 27350
FR (2) 10 30 71 130 2i 71 100 244 3303 7834 10354 16850
IT (3) 4 20 45 68 3 14 21 55 1982 3408 5993 i0452
NE (4) 626 i253 177b 3918 25 53 92 235 682 1397 2099 4735
BL (5) 60 119 240 337 529 973 i329 3135 638 1244 1965 4132
EEC(b) 766 1571 2498 5090 609 1186 l694 3985 9930 23648 34973 63519
OC (7) 10! 201 310 638 53 !00 173 375 335 890 1929 3919INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC '59-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 5975
ROM e IMPORTS TNIRD COUNTRIE9 COLUMN 4 BUIlDIN6 AND CON9TRUCTION
101 20i 310 638 53 100 173 375 335 !90 1929 3919
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
21 46 B4 188 34 B3 135 176 564 1405 1545 2262
ROM 10 IND. TAXES MINUS BUBSIDIEB
52 91 22E 749 45 101 19B 245 i108 23e7 3201 9324
ROM 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 D 0 26
RON 12 NAGE INCOME
[p
N
352 777 1457 2700 341 562 E63 5525 5873 12246 14726 21919
RON 13 90CIAL 9ECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
57 168 398 878 44 179 311 684 1192 3052 2069 3669
ROY 14 NON-NAfiE INCOME
244 338 265 502 184 301 390 1236 3189 7722 8061 9741
RON 15 GROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
725 1420 2433 5017 646 1227 1697 3668 11946 26012 41999 67900
ROM 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
826 1622 2743 5655 700 1327 2070 4269 12281 27703 43928 7i846INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 i965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 4 BUILDINfi AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (i) 65 !49 365 637 31 75 153 316 7983 20082 32704 49945 FR (2) 10 30 71 130 21 71 100 244 7258 17480 23258 43506 IT C3) 4 20 45 bb 3 14 21 55 4123 8198 14062 23123 NE (4) 1452 2874 4519 9574 25 53 92 235 l508 3019 4843 10390 BL (5) 60 119 240 337 1229 2301 3398 7404 l338 2572 4034 84Di ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- - ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 1592 3192 5241 10745 1309 2514 3764 8253 222ii 51351 78901 135365 OC (7) 101 201 310 638 53 100 173 375 335 890 1929 3919INPUT-OUTPUT TABIE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONS(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERNANV FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 5970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRV AND FISN COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) 9 Bb 330 l665 0 3 2 3 0 D t 3
FR (2) 0 B it 21 3 395 527 647 0 2 2 6
IT (3) 0 i1 11 26 0 5 ii 22 i9 164 233 665
NE (4) 0 15 15 44 0 7 10 i3 0 1 0 1
BL (5) 0 3 2 9 0 6 7 9 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --'---- -------
EEC(6) 9 123 36E 1767 3 435 557 694 19 168 236 678
OC (7) 2 29 52 57 0 S95 97 154 4 22 17 34
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) B40 1353 2995 7764 ti 11 7 E3 ! 3 9 79
FR (2) 5 31 9 102 994 150a t812 5087 5 1 4 37
IT (3) 4 24 15 EO 3 20 15 22 574 1269 Se22 4242
NE (4) 18 35 bb 472 2 6 2 30 1 1 1 26
BL (5) 5 10 0 95 2 2 1 27 1 1 2 i4
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 872 1453 3095 8513 1012 1546 tE37 5249 Sa9 1275 1B30 4397
OC (7) 154 149 319 441 89 61 12 195 58 74 90 309
RON 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCT9 COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) 2457 7178 12646 ibitt D 82 270 453 13 46 146 235
FR (2) B 50 195 356 1352 5004 7223 11617 4 24 71 173
IT (3) 3 29 131 209 1 3B 130 202 B01 2218 3E62 7304
NE (4) 5 31 S55 248 1 29 71 111 1 10 31 44
BL (5) 3 12 129 206 2 2E 119 IB9 1 ' 2i 41
------- '------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2476 7300 13259 17130 1365 SSBO 7B13 12571 B2! 2305 4133 7796
OC (7) 34 168 471 929 17 25E 350 697 42 142 275 417
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICEB
6E (1) 553 916 2322 1364 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
FR (2) 0 0 0 3 275 E30 69E 1309 0 0 0 1
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12a 36e E44 1761
NE (4) 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 553 916 2323 1377 275 830 698 1309 12E 369 644 1763
OC (7) 0 0 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANV FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 5 MARKET 8ERVICEB COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICEB
6E (i) 3399 9456 20136 44063 5 123 149 551 9 24 55 202
FR (2) 18 41 173 340 2708 6701 16546 32908 ib ib 36 149
IT (3) 8 34 !37 !81 1 47 bi 257 l147 4954 8502 19219
NE (4) 61 37 172 284 1 34 42 263 8 6 13 bb
BL (5) 15 29 138 152 2 56: 82 281 3 4 12 34
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3501 9597 20756 45019 2718 6961 16881 34261 1184 5006 8618 19671
OC (7) 331 440 724 1460 9 462 568 1303 68 438 637 1166
ROM b NON-MARKET SERVICEB COLUMN 5 MARKET 8ERVICES
6E ( i) 431 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 431 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 14 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) 7689 18989 3843! 70966 23 219 428 1090 31 74 213 520
FR (2) 31 130 388 823 5381 14438 26806 51568 25 44 112 368
IT (3) 15 98 294 498 6 110 216 503 2668 8987 15264 33191
NE (4) 84 118 410 1054 4 75 125 418 ti 19 46 137
BL (5) 23 54 278 466 6 91 210 507 5 13 34 90
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 7842 19389 39800 73806 5421 14933 27785 54085 2740 9136 15669 34306
OC (7) 520 785 1568 2937 115 996 1027 2348 171 677 1021 1930INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY OEMAND (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 i965 1970 1975
ROH 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 5 MARKET 8ERVICE8
520 7B5 1568 2937 S15 996 1027 2348 171 677 f021 1930
RON 9 DEPRECIATION
2033 4412 7587 16603 2077 4645 0 0 754 2252 3662 6928
RON 10 IND. TAXEB MINUB BUBBIDIEB
2571 3601 4348 74B0 1692 2613 0 11266 840 1321 1992 1211
ROM 11 IMPORT DUT1E8 1NTRA EEC
0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 11 53
RON !2 NA6E INCOME
73B7 12357 23327 521B2 5631 107B5 0 0 2973 5370 8924 16615
ROH 13 SOCIAI SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONB
BB2 SB89 0 0 i434 3143 0 0 837 2076 3659 7962
ROW 14 NON-HA6E INLOME
6961 14013 21446 45251 7074 13417 0 0 3954 9001 15369 25674
ROW SS fiROS5 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
21633 36273 56706 121716 17908 34602 51769 110860 9356 20021 33626 SB391
ROM Sb TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
22354 37060 58276 124654 18022 35599 52B16 113206 9529 20703 34659 60374INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
l959 1965 1970 l975 1959 l965 i970 l975 1959 l965 l970 l975
ROM 17 TOTAI VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICEB
fiE (!) 30043 56050 96707 195620 23 2i9 428 1090 31 74 213 520 FR (2) 31 130 386 823 23403 50037 79622 164776 25 44 !!2 368 IT (3) i5 96 294 498 6 !!0 216 503 12i97 29690 49922 93565
NE (4) 84 !ib 4!0 i054 4 75 !25 418 1! 19 46 137
BL (5) 23 54 278 466 6 91 2!0 507 5 !3 34 90
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 30i96 56450 98076 l98460 . 23443 50532 80601 l67294 l2269 29839 50328 94680 OC (7) 520 785 l568 2937 !15 996 l027 2348 !71 677 l021 l930INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 iNTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 f975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 t965 1970 1975
ROM 1 ABRICUITURE~FOREBTRV AND FiBN COLUMN 5 MARNET SERVICEB
6E (1) 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 9 90 334 1675
FR (2) 0 0 1 2 0 5 23 32 4 410 563 710
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 19 182 255 718
NE (4) 2 15 17 23 1 6 6 20 3 44 4a 101
BL (5) 1 0 0 1 1 22 16 51 2 31 26 70
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 5 SS 19 27 2 35 47 109 37 756 1227 3274
OC (7) 2 0 3 6 0 10 21 17 6 255 190 26!
ROU 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN 5 NARKET SERVICEB
6E (i) 19 ib 40 t24 5 9 17 a8 eaa 1393 3067 a138
FR (2) 6 4 16 40 2 7 9 34 1012 1551 1851 5301
IT (3) a 10 75 27 1 10 7 10 590 1333 1935 43a0
NE (4) 137 230 366 1151 24 25 55 109 162 297 492 17E8
BL (5) 41 24 54 105 148 242 35E 976 197 279 ~24 1216
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 212 266 554 1447 181 293 445 1217 2865 4854 7769 20E23
OC (7) 82 106 51 516 2a 29 45 i67 410 439 517 1630
ROM 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTB COLUMN 5 NARKET 9ERVICEB
fiE (1) 59 65 134 270 12 46 125 263 2549 741a 13325 17331
FR (2) 9 14 4E 97 13 53 102 253 1386 5145 7639 12495
IT (3) 4 9 21 37 2 12 19 44 811 2305 4163 7795
NE (4) 357 ba7 1072 1906 14 55 73 154 379 at! 1402 2463
BL (5) 42 43 103 iB2 242 664 762 1453 291 754 1134 2071
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 471 E19 1377 2491 264 629 10E1 2167 5417 16433 27664 42156
OC (7) 114 177 150 252 35 69 134 246 241 !14 1380 2540
ROM 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
GE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 553 916 2322 1364
FR (2) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 275 830 698 1313
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12a 368 644 1762
NE (4) 126 214 350 768 0 0 0 0 126 214 350 775
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 66 SE7 256 573 66 187 256 576
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 126 214 350 76a è7 187 256 573 114a 2515 4470 5790
OC (7) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 55INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETNERLANDS BLEU EEC .
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET BERVICES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICEB
6E (i) 84 108 419 383 S 22 48 69 3498 9734 20807 45268
FR (2) 3 28 122 103 10 17 35 55 2755 6804 16912 33556
IT (3) 2 18 70 45 0 4 7 13 1158 5058 8778 19715
NE (4) 676 1052 3096 7198 10 17 28 63 757 1145 3351 7874
BL (5) 19 90 289 i97 180 868 1522 3796 219 1047 2043 4461
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 783 1296 3997 792é 202 928 1641 3996 8388 23786 51891 l10873
OC (7) 107 238 3 864 31 82 188 229 546 1660 2119 5025
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICES
6E ( i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 431 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !4 0 0
NE (4) 35 49 bi 0 0 0 0 0 35 49 61 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 35 49 bi 0 0 0 0 0 515 63 bi 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICES
6E (i) 162 191 594 777 19 76 190 424 7923 19551 39856 73776
FR (2) 18 46 189 24T 26 82 168 375 548! 14739 27663 53375
IT (3) 15 38 !67 109 3 26 35 69 2707 9260 l5975 34370
NE (4) i334 2247 4962 11046 49 !02 !62 346 1482 2561 5705 l3001
BL (5) 103 157 446 484 b38 1982 2914 6848 776 2297 3882 8395
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1632 2679 6358 12658 735 2271 3470 8062 18370 48409 93082 182917
OC (7) 305 521 207 1640 94 190 387 658 1206 3170 42l0 9513INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC '
1959 1965 1970 l975 l959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 8 IMPORTS THIRD COUNTRIEB COLUMN 5 MARKET BERVICE8
305 521 207 l640 94 190 367 65B l206 3170 42l0 95i3
ROW 9 DEPRECIATION
455 773 120E 2922 449 725 1067 2111 5767 12e06 13545 28763
ROM 10 IND. TAXES MINUB 9UBSIDIEB
145 266 356 913 173 30B 195 550 5422 81f0 6690 21420
ROW !1 INPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 5 16 0 3 6 9 0 11 24 BO
ROW 12 WAfiE 1NCOKE
!29! 2759 5333 l2611 12e2 2131 3326 7751 1e563 33402 40910 89lSe
ROW 13 SOCIAL 9ECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
171 433 1134 3363 114 441 732 2202 3439 7983 5525
ROM 14 NON-WA6E INCOME
t3527
1356 2215 3049 5470 2160 3l40 4631 e2e4 23505 41785 44494 E4660
ROW 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
3418 6446 1l080 25278 4179 6746 9951 20897 56696 104066 163154 337142
ROW 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
3724 6967 11291 26936 4274 6939 10346 21564 57902 107269 167388 346736INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 i975
RON 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 5 MARKET SERVICEB
GE (i) 162 191 594 777 19 78 190 424 30277 56611 96l32 i9e431
FR (2) 18 46 !89 242 26 82 168 375 23503 5033a 80480 1665E3
IT (3) 15 38 167 109 3 26 35 69 12236 29964 50634 94744
NE (4) 5057 9215 16253 37982 49 102 162 346 5206 9528 16996 39937
BL (5) 103 157 446 484 4911 6921 l3260 26412 5050 9237 14229 29958
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 5356 9646 l7649 39594 5009 9210 13616 29625 76272 l55676 260470 529653
OC (7) 305 521 207 1640 94 190 387 b58 1206 3170 4210 9513INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 i959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND F18H COLUMN b NON-MARKET 8ERVICEB
6E (f) 29 92 52 543 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
FR (2) 2 2 6 17 -25 11 a4 102 0 0 0 4
IT (3) 4 2 6 22 0 0 1 2 14 16 bb 202
NE (4) 5 3 8 34 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
BL (5) 1 1 1 7 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 41 99 74 622 -25 11 86 107 14 !b 67 208
OC (7) 10 6 29 33 10 1 6 1! 0 0 4 13
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTB COLUMN b NON-MARKET BERVICE6
fiE (1) 255 500 704 4603 6 4 4 ib 2 1 2 56 FR (2) 2 10 2 55 130 307 bib 1505 0 0 1 31
IT (3) 1 8 3 30 0 0 3 2 105 1~2 183 843 NE (4) 3 12 20 144 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 19
BL (5) 1 3 2 50 1 1 0 7 0 0 0 11
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 262 534 731 4882 138 314 624 1531 107 !43 186 960
OC (7) 27 29 68 181 7 f0 19 88 5 8 8 92
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN b NON-NARNET BERVICEB
6E (1) 1104 2329 3775 9013 18 24 46 108 3 18 21 52 FR (2) 17 170 171 2~2 1352 1872 2496 4425 1 8 10 24
IT (3) 11 122 123 184 4 12 23 47 232 473 753 1683
NE (4) ii 94 97 147 3 10 11 29 0 2 3 8
BL (5) 6 72 94 123 3 !i 18 42 0 4 3 7
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1149 2787 4260 9709 1381 1928 2594 4650 236 505 791 1773
OC (7) 256 724 397 715 89 147 86 130 6 12 91 93
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN b NON-MARKET BERVICES
GE li) 438 768 976 746 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2l 0 0 0 3 474 707 662 1236 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 p 0 0 1 0 0 208 273 333 7ti1
NE (4) 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 438 768 976 759 474 715 662 1236 208 273 333 741
OC (7) 0 0 0 47 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY
1959 1965 1970 1975 l959
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES
FRANCE ITALV
l965 1970 1975 1959 i965 1970 l975
COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E (i) 1301 l780 2833 8955 0
FR (2) 0 18 35 92 836
IT (3) 0 15 27 49 0
NE (4) i 16 35 77 D
8L (5) 0 13 28 41 0
9 5 10 1 2 4 6
881 2462 4b88 1 2 3 4
3 2 5 253 802 iibb 2960
2 1 5 0 1 1 2
4 3 5 0 0 1 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1304 1842 2958 9213 836 900 2474 4713 256 807 1174 2973
OC (7) 6 108 146 526 0 56 24 60 !2 12 23 34
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 0 0
OC (7) 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEIIATE INPUTS COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E (1) 3127 5470 8340 23859 24 41 55 134 6 21 27 !15
FR (2) 24 200 214 408 2766 3779 6321 1195b 2 10 14 63
IT (3) 19 148 159 285 4 17 28 55 813 1795 2500 6430
NE (4) 21 125 160 408 4 14 14 37 ! 3 4 29
BL (5) 10 89 125 224 4 18 21 55 1 4 4 19
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 3201 6032 8998 25186 2803 3868 6440 12236 822 1833 2550 6656
OC (7) 340 867 640 1502 105 238 t35 289 24 62 126 233INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMANO ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
fiERMANY FRANCE , ITALY
1959 1965 1970 t975 1959 1965 1970 i975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 8 1NPORTB TNIRD COUNTRIEB COLUNN 6 NON-NARKET SERVICES
340 667 640 i502 105 238 135 289 24 62 126 233
RON 9 DEPRECIATION
234 606 1169 2399 67 165 0 0 61 184 301 429
RON 10 IND. TAXES MINUS SUBSIDIEB
26 23 33 59 0 294 0 -3224 0 0 0 0
ROM 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
I 0 0 0 0 o a o 0 0 0 0 0
RON 12 MA6E INCOME
~ ~
I
3469 E490 SB639 43796 3003 6832 0 0 2457 4961 7333 14e52
RON 13 90CiAL BECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
645 2036 0 0 962 2301 0 0 328 1377 2221 3435
RON 14 NON-NA6E INCOME
190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0
RON 15 6ROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
4565 11157 19642 46254 4033 9592 15234 29454 2872 6522 9655 16716
RON 16 TOTAL PRIKARY INPUTS
4906 12024 20482 47757 4138 9630 15369 29743 2096 65E4 9961 16949INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 l970 1975
RON 17 TOTAL VAIUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICEB
fiE (1) 8033 17494 28821 71616 24 41 55 134 6 21 27 115 FR C2) 24 200 214 408 6904 13608 21690 41698 2 10 14 63 IT (3) 19 148 159 285 4 17 28 55 3709 8379 12481 25378
NE (4) 21 125 160 408 S 14 14 37 1 3 4 29
BL (5) 10 89 125 224 4 i8' 21 55 1 4 4 i9
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 810é 18056 29480 72942 694! 13698 21809 41979 3718 8417 12531 25605 OC (7) 340 867 640 1502 105 238 135 289 24 62 126 233INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONB(IN MILlIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRV AND FISM COLUNN b NON-MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 29 92 53 545
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 -24 13 92 124
IT (3) 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 18 19 73 226
NE (4) 4 7 t5 27 0 0 0 1 9 10 24 64 BL (5) 0 0 0 0 3 3 6 12 4 4 7 20
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -'----- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 4 7 SS 27 3 3 7 !4 36 138 249 97e
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 21 7 4f 5e
RON 2 FUEL ANO POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN b NON-MARKET BERVICEB
6E (1) 3 2 4 7 1 2 7 SS 267 510 719 4697
FR (2) 0 0 1 3 1 1 2 5 133 319 622 159e
IT (3) 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 107 152 192 e7e NE (4) 74 92 115 365 6 3 12 21 64 108 !46 570
BL (5) 2 1 2 5 53 52 e9 173 56 Se 93 247
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 80 96 123 401 bi 59 110 215 648 1147 1774 7990
OC (7) 6 5 16 ib 4 5 5 23 50 57 117 402
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB COIUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E li) e 39 72 56 9 25 46 90 1141 2434 3960 9316
FR (2) 1 6 12 14 4 14 37 72 1375 2070 2726 4777
IT (3) S 4 6 8 1 5 6 15 249 bib 914 1937
NE (4) 102 189 302 653 5 14 23 43 121 308 435 e79
8L (5) 4 12 19 27 69 115 t46 260 83 214 260 459
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) SIS 249 413 757 ee 173 259 481 2970 5642 e317 173T0
OC (7) 20 44 iti 65 27 33 65 110 398 990 751 1114
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
GE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 438 772 976 746
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 475 707 663 í239
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 208 275 333 742
NE (4) 46 109 206 452 2 0 0 0 47 110 206 459
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 60 55 126 322 60 56 126 325
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 46 109 206 452 63 55 127 323 1229 1920 2304 3511
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 23 0 47INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONS(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 l965 1470 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN b NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E C1) ii 1 33 14 0 4 9 10 i314 i796 2884 8995
FR (2) D 0 !0 4 0 3 7 8 838 905 2516 4797
IT (3) 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 2 253 821 1202 3017
NE (4) 153 307 509 1347 0 3 5 !0 !55 329 552 1440
BL (5) 0 1 23 7 83 15i 238 692 83 ib9 293 747
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) i64 308 581 1374 83 163 260 722 2643 4020 7447 i8995
OC (7) 12 0 3 27 1 8 18 23 30 184 214 b69
RON 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E ( i) D 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0
FR (2) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -0 0
IT (3) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 2 89 -0 0
NE (4) 0 !5 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 0
BL (5) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) D 16 15 0 0 0 0 0 7 !04 15 0
OC (7) 0 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 41 0 -4 0
RON 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES
6E (i) 22 42 109 77 10 31 62 115 3189 5605 8593 2430!
FR (2) 1 6 22 20 7 18 47 87 2800 4013 6618 12534
IT (3) 1 4 16 11 1 7 10 19 838 197! 2714 6800
NE (4) 378 718 1161 2864 13 21 41 75 417 881 1380 3412
BL CS) 7 14 44 39 268 376 604 1459 289 50! 799 1797
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 409 785 1352 3011 299 453 764 i755 7533 12972 20105 48844
OC (7) 37 48 128 110 34 46 90 156 541 1261 l119 2291INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRIMARY DEMAND (IN M1lLION6 OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 t959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 8 IMPORTS TN1RD COUNTRIES COIUMN b NON-MARNET SERVICES
37 48 128 SSD 34 46 90 156 541 1261 1119 229!
RON 9 DEPRECIATiON
63 116 220 502 17 33. 62 135 443 1104 1752 3464
RON SO 1ND. TAXEB MINUS SUBSIDIEB
0 0 12 49 0 0 0 0 26 3i7 45 -3115
RON 11 iMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 12 NA6E INCOME
73B 1716 2637 6698 885 1291 2078 5178 10552 23290 30887 70525
RON 13 SOCIAL SECURITV CONTRIBUTIONS
161 418 835 2149 42 238 424 1040 2139 6371 3480 6624
RON 14 NON-MA6E INCOME
37 -49 f01 350 39 SS 0 0 291 -37 f01 351
RON 15 GROSS VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
999 2201 4005 9749 983 1573 2565 6353 13452 31045 51500 l10526
RON 16 TOTAL PRIMARV INPUTS
1036 2249 4132 9859 1017 1619 2654 6509 13993 32306 52618 112816INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
NETNERlANDB BL.EU EEC
1959 1965 1970 l975 l959 1965 1970 1975 l959 l965 1970 1975
RON !7 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 6 NON-MARKET SERVICEB
6E (i) 22 42 109 77 10 31 62 115 8094 17629 29075 72058
FR (2) i 6 22 20 7 18 47 87 6938 13843 25987 42276 IT (3) 1 4 16 !i 1 7 !0 !9 3734 8555 12695 25748
NE (4) 1414 2968 5294 12723 13 21 41 75 1453 3131 5513 13271
BL (5) 7 14 44 39 l285 1995 3258 7968 1306 2i20 3453 8306
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 1445 3035 5484 12870 l315 2072 3418 8264 25526 45278 72723 l61660
OC C7) 37 48 128 !10 34 46 90 !56 541 126! líl9 2291INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC '59-'75
fiERMANY
1959 1965 1970 1975 f959
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH
6E (1) 3713 8128 51985 20370 6
FR (2) 28 82 412 27! 4631
IT (3) bb 121 416 351 13 NE (4) 79 165 575 557 12 BL (5) 8 28 83 108 6
------- ------- ------- ------ -------
EEC(b) 3895 8525 13470 21657 4666
OC (7) 1976 2400 2021 4508 t233
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 8545 8711 13502 47250 213
FR (2) ii3 f02 85 1200 5032
IT (3) 27 75 122 617 19 NE (4) 84 t23 551 2877 35 BL (5) 30 37 73 5053 49
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 8799 9047 14334 52998 5348 OC (7) 1460 1457 2720 10929 930
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (1) 25030 52957 95412 147610 425 FR (2) 465 1230 2462 3287 15842
IT (3) 206 806 1640 2527 89
NE (4) 343 793 2129 2358 74
BL (5) 313 910 2321 2530 212
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b)
OC (7)
26358 56695 103963 158313 16642
2624 5946 9078 136t9 1121
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
GE (1) 1322 1867 4132 3468
FR (2) 1 8 13 50
iT (3) 0 7 11 8
NE (4) 1 7 13 110
BL (5) 0 6 11 59
------- ------- ------- -------
EECCb) 1324 1894 4180 3695
OC (7) 8 64 56 787
INTERMEOIATE TRANSACTIONB(IN MILLi0N8 OF EUR)
FRANCE
1965 1970 1975 1959
ITALY
1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTB
17 ib 31 9
10678 f1792 19171 33
36 69 238 4547
49 63 139 26
40 , 49 98 8
--- ------- ------- -------
f0820 11990 19677 4624










!63 229 1643 65 23 70 1139
5786 7446 23898 Sb 5 20 550
33 64 339 3166 3533 5472 21596
44 32 608 5 4 3 423
22 12 569 t! 3 4 193
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
6047 7783 27056 3262 3567 5569 23901
1331 2019 10005 724 1232 2216 10396
COLUMH 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
1124 2724 3611 304 622 5560 2126
34768 45711 62987 144 369 990 1693
423 1003 l609 11428 18595 28343 51990
253 667 846 45 157 423 492
677 1722 2205 48 136 390 475
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
37244 51827 71258 11970 19878 31706 56776
3049 5166 7780 946 2091 4171 5876
COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTB
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
1162 2587 2162 3870 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 387 752 1497 3196
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
i162 2595 2162 3870 387 752 1498 3198
0 23 0 0 0 1 3 5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERKEDIATE TRANSACTIONS(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
GERMANY FRANCE ITALY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
fiE (i) 11465 23993 46033 94691 6 206 253 901 19 11b 228 509
FR (2) 47 135 377 682 7866 17467 33537 63353 27 100 214 376
IT (3) 17 103 291 363 4 77 100 420 3469 9632 l6850 36923
NE (4) 128 125 405 569 1 58 72 430 14 12 28 167
BL (5) 38 98 309 3D5 2 100 !59 459 9 11 25 87
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 11694 24454 47414 96610 7879 17908 34120 65564 3558 987! 17345 36061
OC (7) 630 1104 1591 3728 24 708 1017 2251 !66 ó26 1214 2354
ROM 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
fiE (1 ) 750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 3 0 0 0 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LT (3) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 758 0 0 0 83 0 0 0 0 112 0 0
OC (7) 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT8
6E (1) 50825 95656 171064 313390 650 1514 3222 6186 398 782 1962 4003
FR (2) 656 l557 3349 5491 34615 71286 100647 173278 220 574 1409 3146
IT (3) 318 1111 2480 3866 125 570 l235 2606 23017 38411 59519 l25431
NE (4) 636 1213 3673 6471 122 405 834 2022 90 204 509 1177
BL (5) 391 1078 2795 4055 269 840 1943 3332 76 160 440 788
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 52828 100616 183361 333274 35780 74615 107882 187425 23801 40131 63b40 134544
OC (7) 6748 10971 15466 33570 3307 6439 9531 2178i 2611 5392 9642 21513INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRINARY DEMAND (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
fiERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 3959 1965 1970 t975 1959 t965 5970 1975
RON 8 iMPORTB THIRD COUNTRiEB COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUIB
6748 10971 15466 33570 3307 6439 9531 21781 26ti 5392 9642 215t3
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
5593 11552 20432 38378 4863 10435 0 0 2738 5017 8004 ibi37
ROM 10 IND. TAXEB MINUB BUBSIDIES
7736 11852 17886 30741 7495 13091 0 21673 3072 5404 7856 7693
RON 11 IMPORT DUTIES INTRA EEC
239 680 0 4338 313 878 1851 83 145 229 493 1463
ROM 12 NA6E INCOME
26201 50t74 96295 190972 18962 35486 0 0 10306 19660 3t863 62857
RON 13 SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
3277 7750 0 0 4771 10954 0 0 2886 7006 12948 25098
RON 14 NON-NA6E INCOME
21117 31179 47637 73238 36752 26635 0 0 iti72 20030 30138 43764
RON 15 6R098 VALUE ADDED AT MARKET PRICES
63923 11250B 182249 333329 52840 96600 340908 270563 30173 57117 90809 155550
RON ib TOTAL PRiNARY INPUTS
70911 124160 197715 37t216 56460 103917 152289 292426 32929 62738 100943 178525INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY .
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
ROM 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT8
6E (i) 121736 2l9816 368779 684606 650 1514 3222 6186 398 762 1962 4003 FR (2) 656 1557 3349 5491 91075 175204 252937 465705 220 574 1409 3146 IT (3) 318 1111 2480 3866 125 570 1235 2606 55947 101149 160462 303956 NE (4) 636 1213 3673 6471 122 405 834 202Z 90 204 509 1177 BL (5) ----391 1078 2795 4055 269 840 1943 3332 76 160 440 788
EEC(6) 123738 99v7a ia~n~a ~n~~e~
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
OC (7) 6748 10971 15466 33570 3307 - 6439 ~v953! ~21781 ~261! 1U5392 169642 321513INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANSACTIONB(IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISH COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERNEDIATE OUTPUTS
6E (i) 9 23 37 55 3 8 9 32 3740 8197 12151 20716
FN (2) 6 33 97 158 14 51 255 365 4712 10945 12741 2049f
IT (3) 6 7 18 25 5 9 18 38 4638 5962 7877 12378
NE (4) 1216 1785 2741 4835 25 59 bb 230 1358 2091 3500 5855
BL (5) 23 29 47 64 688 1036 1429 2429 732 l142 1628 2732
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1260 1877 2939 5137 735 1163 1776 3093 15180 28337 37897 62172
OL (7) 544 731 805 1491 399 547 555 765 4927 6448 6747 l1390
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTB
GE (1) 113 93 93 955 55 45 93 923 8990 9035 13987 51910
FR (2) 19 14 29 333 57 t3 23 462 5237 5920 7603 26442
IT (3) 19 29 116 125 5 19 14 100 3235 3688 5788 22778
NE (4) 923 998 1747 7187 72 55 160 975 1119 1223 2492 12070
BL (5) 132 77 B5 542 1177 1064 1462 3950 1398 12D3 1636 6308
------- ------- ------- ------' ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1205 1211 2069 9142 1366 1196 1752 6410 19980 21069 31506 119508
OC (7) 608 703 1239 5903 480 345 646 3038 4202 5068 8841 40272
RON 3 MANUFACTURING PRODUCT9 COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTB
6E (i) 487 5015 2209 3790 292 735 1632 2781 26538 56452 103538 159918
FR (2) 84 227 531 871 262 690 1112 2170 16798 37283 50805 71008
IT (3) 34 146 297 460 4t 137 229 459 11799 20107 31512 57045
NE (4) 3719 5398 7673 72427 255 519 919 1664 4436 7119 11811 17787
BL (5) 433 823 1507 2071 3431 5091 5728 9366 4437 7637 11668 36648
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 4758 7608 12217 19619 4280 7172 9620 16438 64008 128598 209333 322405
OC (7) 926 1664 2762 4323 671 1466 2636 3906 6289 14216 23813 35503
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
0 0 1 0 1322 1878 4133 3469
2 0 1 0 1165 2597 2176 3922
0 0 0 0 387 761 1508 3203
2 0 0 0 372 487 848 2772
154 292 462 1078 154 304 473 t138
6E (i) 0 7 0 0
FR C2) 0 2 0 0
IT c3) 0 1 0 0
NE (4) 369 478 834 2662
BL (5) 0 5 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EECCb) 369 493 834 2662 157 292 464 1079 3400 6026 9138 14504
OC (7) 0 5 0 0 2 0 D 0 10 94 59 792INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 INTERMEDIATE TRANBACTIONSCIN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
6E (1) 95 117 536 514 3 70 !62 243 11588 24502 47213 96858
FR (2) 3 30 151 138 ib 55 123 194 7958 l7787 34401 64744
IT (3) 2 !9 87 bi 0 12 21 45 3512 9843 17349 37811
NE (4) 1530 2782 5565 12778 14 56 90 223 ibbb 3033 b159 14167
BL (5) 19 96 376 265 991 2337 3548 8602 l058 2642 441ó 9717
------- ------- -- ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) ib49 3044 6715 13756 1025 2530 3944 9306 25804 57808 l09538 223296
OC (7) !19 243 36 1075 44 176 513 650 983 2857 4370 10059
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
6E (i) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 750 0 -0 0
FR (2) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 85 0 -0 0
IT (3) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 3 ii2 -0 0
NE (4) 41 97 105 0 0 0 0 0 41 97 105 0
BL (5) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 41 98 105 0 0 0 0 0 882 210 105 0
OC (7) 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 -4 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS COLUNN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
6E (i) 704 5254 2876 5314 354 856 1896 3979 52930 100064 18i02! 332871
FR (2) 113 306 808 1500 351 809 1514 319! 35955 74532 107727 186606
IT (3) bi 202 5i7 67! 51 178 282 641 23573 40473 64033 l33215
NE (4) 7798 11538 18664 39890 368 689 1235 3091 9013 l4050 24915 52651
BL (5) 606 1031 2014 2942 6440 9819 12629 25424 7782 i2929 19822 36542
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 9282 14332 24879 50316 7563 12352 17556 36327 129253 242047 397517 741886
OC (7) 2198 3347 4837 12792 1596 2534 4350 8359 1646! 28683 43825 98015INPUt-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 PRINARY DEMAND (IN NILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC '
1959 5965 5970 5975 5959 i965 5970 t975 5959 5965 5970 5975
RON e IMPORT9 TNIRD COUNTRIES COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT8
2196 3347 4B37 i2792 5596 2534 4350 6359 56461 28683 43825 960i5
ROM 9 DEPRECIATION
9B2 5660 2687 6320 l064 1600 2491 4662 t5238 30264 336l5 65497
RON SO IND. TAXEB MINUS 8UB8IDIE8
653 5065 iibe 3162 679 ii14 134i i695 i9634 32526 28571 64963
RON it IMPORT DUTIEB INTRA EEC
94 352 887 2673 207 366 705 2i46 998 2506 3936 10663
RON 12 NA6E INCOME
4095 B476 1455! 31422 4342 6700 10167 22800 63906 120496 152636 308052
RON 13 80CIAL BECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
658 1573 3472 8964 472 i421 2446 6030 52064 28704 58865 40092
RON i4 NON-MAfiE INCOME
3415 5226 7655 13650 3719 5067 7526 i2223 56174 88t40 92916 142876
RON 15 fiR08S VALUE ADDED AT MARNET PRICE9
9804 18001 29773 63510 10276 55903 23971 47450 167016 300t30 467715 670370
ROM 16 TOTAL PRIMARY INPUTS
12097 21700 3549B 7a984 S207E 10B03 29027 57956 564475 331319 515472 979067INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION(IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
NETHERLAND9 BLEU EEC
l959 l965 l970 l975 1959 l965 l970 1975 l959 l965 1970 l975
ROM 17 TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION COLUMN 7 TOTAL INTERMEOIATE OUTPUTS
6E (!) 704 l254 2876 53i4 354 856 i846 3979 l238~1 224224 378736 704087 FR (2) !!3 306 808 l500 35! 809 1514 3191 92415 178449 260016 479033 IT (3) b! 202 517 671 51 178 282 64! 56502 l032!! l64976 3!l741 NE (4) l9895 33239 54162 1i8873 368 689 l235 309! 21110 35750 60413 l3ib34 BL (5) ----606 1031 20i4 2942 l85i9 28622 4i656 83340 19860 31732 48848 94458 ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 2i378 36032 60377 129300 l964! 3!!55 46582 94243 313728 573366 9i2989 l720953 OC (7) 2l98 3347 4837 12792 l596 2534 4350 8359 l646! 28683 43825 980l5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILlI0N8 OF EUR)
6ERMANY
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959








2186 1998 1928 2999 10
66 151 150 223 2335
156 223 151 2B9 23
SB7 304 206 458 21
iB 51 30 89 10
FRANCE ITALY '
1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975
14 15 19 2 5 11 21
2871 2586 3736 B 22 19 4B
2B 65 144 2532 4056 4212 5602
39 59 B4 6 7 6 9
31 46 59 2 2 2 3
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
2613 2727 2466 4057 2399 2983 2771 4041 2550 4093 4249 5684
360 534 733 949 412 360 463 939 B6 200 237 261
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCT6 COLUMN 8( i) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION HOUBEHOLDS
6E (1) 1290 2516 3934 12716 26 54 40 252 5 2 5 i39
FR (2) 5 40 12 233 1677 2863 4797 l5173 2 1 1 74
IT (3) 2 31 15 178 2 0 4B 56 7B3 1514 3012 9053
NE (4) 1! 49 106 1046 4 13 9 74 1 1 0 46
BL (5) 3 14 11 2!6 7 B 5 64 2 0 1 27
------- ------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) t311 2650 4077 14389 t719 2939 4898 i561B 793 l517 3019 9339
OC (7) 112 147 341 755 SB 40 57 505 ti 32 30 173
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB COLUMN B( 1) PRIVATE CON8UMPTION HOUSEHOLDB
fiE (i) 18645 26259 40961 59307 90 377 B07 1620 61 175 579 937
FR (2) 115 418 E60 1827 14913 20401 26324 44063 26 !17 432 A92
IT (3) 94 324 792 1653 37 221 466 5100 8737 13008 19923 3f456
NE (4) 130 3D3 617 1695 44 159 337 618 15 77 158 401
BL (5) 45 254 637 1279 35 i65 479 947 9 33 120 203
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 19229 27557 44066 65761 15ii9 21322 28434 48347 B849 13410 21212 336d9
OC (7) 443 1265 1970 5803 266 617 1012 2897 246 576 631 136E
RON 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COIUMN 8( t) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION HOUSEHOIDS
6E (1) 76 162 460 424 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 255 770 957 1772 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 69 196
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 7d 162 460 424 255 770 957 1772 0 39 69 19B
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 i975 1959 l965 i970 1975 1959 l965 i970 i975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICEB COLUMN 8(!) PRIVATE CONBUMPTION HOUSEHOLDB
fiE (1) l6021 29446 46197 i02088 0 4 9 2i 5 0 0 4
FR C2) 3 3 5 26 14498 29922 44551 92044 6 0 1 3
IT (3) 2 3 4 14 0 ! 3 !0 7797 17964 29823 5i023
NE (4) 7 3 8 22 0 ! 2 10 0 0 0 1
BL (5) ! 2 5 12 0 2 6 11 0 0 0 !
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 16033 29456 46219 102161 i4498 29930 44572 92096 7808 17964 29824 51031
OC (7) 25 1! 24 96 0 36 82 128 30 0 3 4
ROM 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 8 ( 1) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION HOUBEHOLDS
6E (i) 234 2564 4831 3535 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 375 760 969 19i8 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 493 624
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 234 2564 4831 3535 375 760 969 1918 0 320 493 624
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 8( i) PRIVATE CON8UMPTION HOU8EHOLD8
6E (1) 38655 62946 98310 181069 128 448 871 i911 73 182 594 110!
FR (2) 188 bi2 1027 2309 34054 57588 80184 158705 43 140 453 1017
IT (3) 254 580 961 2134 62 250 603 1309 19848 3690! 57531 97956
NE (4) 335 b58 1140 322i 69 212 408 785 23 84 ib4 457
BL (5) 67 321 683 1596 52 206 536 1081 13 36 !23 234






EEC(6) 39499 65117 10212i 190329 34366 58704 82602 16379! 20000 37343 58866 100764
OC (7) 940 1957 3068 7603 736 1053 i635 4468 374 810 1100 l805INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MIlLI0N8 OF EUR)
NETNERLAND8 BLEU EEC ~
i959 i965 i970 i975 1959 1965 1970 1975 7959 1965 l970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBH COIUMN 8( 1) PRIVATE CONBUMPTION NOUBENOlDB
6E (1) 2 !0 9 16 4 4 2 10 2205 2031 1964 3065
FR (2) 2 14 23 46 18 29 71 116 2429 3087 2848 4169
IT (3) 2 3 4 7 6 5 5 12 2718 4316 4437 6054
NE (4) 219 300 317 566 32 33 18 73 466 683 609 1i89
BL (5) b i2 1! !9 349 345 312 560 385 442 40! 730
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 232 339 364 654 4!0 4ib 408 771 8204 l0558 l0258 15207
OC (7) 41 85 88 176 45 70 85 133 943 125i 1626 2457
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN 8( 1) PRIVATE CONBUMPTION NOUBENOLDB
6E (1) 10 28 14 i34 33 52 bb 202 1367 2652 406! 13443
FR (2) 1 2 4 47 8 7 15 70 1694 2914 4828 15597
IT (3) 1 3 13 !7 2 8 7 16 790 1556 3096 9319
NE (4) 273 470 909 2788 39 37 75 188 328 571 1100 4i42
BL (5) 9 12 10 73 335 441 694 2180 355 475 720 2561
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -'----- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 294 515 951 3060 416 546 860 T656 4534 8167 13805 45062
OC (7) 15 29 38 236 30 37 23 211 226 287 488 Seeo
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB COLUMN 8( 1) PRIVATE CONBUMPTION NOUSEHOLDB
fiE (1) 93 306 759 1759 92 200 437 944 19180 27317 43543 64567
FR (2) 18 92 228 544 76 186 347 940 15147 21216 2819t 48265
IT (3) 12 74 173 349 2t 62 106 273 890! 13689 2l480 34831
NE (4) 2637 3984 5261 8335 134 244 398 849 2961 4766 6971 11898
BL (5) 100 388 615 l312 2600 2923 3872 6064 2790 3762 5723 9804
EEC(b) 2860 4844 7035 12298 2923 36l5 5159 9070 48979 70749 l05908 l69365
OC (7) 104 307 585 1717 144 262 402 946 1203 3028 4800 l2730
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 8( 1) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION NOUBEHOlD9
fiE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 162 460 424
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 255 770 957 1772
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 69 !98
NE (4) 51 100 180 282 0 0 0 0 51 100 180 282
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 24 36 50 115 24 36 50 !!5
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 51 100 !80 282 24 36 50 115 409 1107 1716 2791
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC '59-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 l970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET SERVICE8 COLUMN 8( i) PRIVATE CON8UMPTION HOUSEHOLDB
6E (i) 15 1 1 12 1 4 8 20 l6042 29454 462i4 l02144
FR (2) 0 0 0 3 !5 3 6 ib 14522 29929 44563 92092
IT (3) 0 0 0 S 0 0 1 4 7798 17968 29830 51051
NE (4) 2290 4714 8617 19592 18 3 4 18 2315 4721 8631 19643
BL (5) 0 i 1 6 3369 5338 7989 16196 3371 5343 8001 16225
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2304 4716 8618 19616 3404 5348 8007 16253 44048 874l5 137240 281156
OC (7) 8 4 6 14 47 6 6 21 110 57 120 263
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 8( i) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION HOU8EHOL08
fiE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 234 2564 483! 3535
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 375 760 969 1918
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 493 624
NE (4) 3 62 91 i52 0 0 0 0 3 62 91 152
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 25! 0 0 0 251 0 0
EEC(b) 3 62 91 !52 0 251 0 0 612 3956 6383 6229
oc c7) o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 8( 1) PRIVATE CONBUMPTION HOUBEHOLDB
6E (i) 120 345 782 1921 130 259 515 1176 39106 64180 101073 187178
FR (2) 21 109 254 b40 117 225 438 1142 34422 58674 82356 163813
IT (3) 14 80 190 375 29 76 !!9 304 20208 37888 59405 102078
NE (4) 5474 9630 15375 31715 224 318 495 1128 6124 10902 1758i 37306
8L (5) 115 412 636 1410 6677 9334 12917 25114 6925 10308 l4895 29434
I
EEC(b) 5744 10576 17237 36062 7176 10212 14484 28864 106785 181952 275310 519810
OC (7) 167 425 716 2142 266 376 5tb 1311 2483 4622 7035 17330INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN NILLION8 OF EUR)
6ERMANV FqANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRV AND FIBN COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
1T (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8L (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTB COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION 60VERNNENT
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D D
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D
Bl (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----'-- ------- -------
EEC(b) D 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (1) 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE l4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL CS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 D
ROW 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTiVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D
1T (3) 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 l970 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET BERVICEB COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNNENT
fiE (i) D -197 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 -197 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 6 NON-MARKET 8ERVICEB COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (1) 7122 14458 21584 56710 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 6455 12485 18929 39318 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 7966 i1734 239l7
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7122 14458 21584 56710 6455 12485 18929 39318 3718 7966 li734 23917
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (i) 7122 14261 21584 56710 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 6455 12485 18929 39318 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 7966 !l734 23917
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7122 14261 21584 56710 6455 l2485 18929 39318 3716 7966 11734 23917
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC
NETNERLANOS
1959 1965 1970 1975
'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
1959 19A5
RON t A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISN
6E (t) 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0
R04 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS
6E (1) 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6)
OC (7)
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
ROM 3 MANUFACTURING PRODUCTS
6E (1) 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0
IT (3l 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 0 0 0 0




1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 9 ( 2) COLLECTIVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNMENT
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 D 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 D 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COLUMH 9 ( Y) COLLECTIVE CON6UMPTION 60VERNMENT
0 0 0 0 0 0 D
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CON6UMPTION 60VERNMENT
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION 60VERNMENT
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETNERLAND8 BLEU EEC
]959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975








0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -197 0 0
0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 330 0 0 0 330 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
0 0 0 0 0 330 0 0 0 132 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROH 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION fiOVERNMENT
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7122 14458 21584 56710
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 6455 12485 18929 39318
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 7966 11734 23917
NE (4) 1371 2850 5192 12182 0 0 0 0 137! 2850 5192 i2182
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 1315 1805 3388 8198 1315 1805 3388 8198
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 137! 2850 5192 12182 1315 1805 3388 8198 19982 39565 60827 140325
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INPUTB COLUMN 9( 2) COLLECTIVE CONBUMPTION 60VERNMENT
5E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7122 14261 21584 56710
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6455 12485 18929 39318
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 7966 i1734 23417
NE (4) 1371 2850 5192 12182 0 0 0 0 1371 2850 5192 l2182
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 1315 2135 3388 8198 1315 2135 3388 8i98
EEC(b) 1371 2850 5192 12182 1315 2135 3388 8198 19982 39697 60827 140325
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0iNPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITAIY .
1959 1965 5970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 AfiRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FISN COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (i) 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 395 0 6 0 1
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 31 20 -124 -46
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 t6 0 0 0 i5 396 32 30 -l23 -43
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 12 21 29 45
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (i) 236 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 236 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R08B FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
fiE (1) 6690 10280 17787 23518 226 SB9 1222 1740 149 283 766 1196
FR (2) 73 189 565 906 3666 7461 10463 16179 31 85 252 596
iT (3) 59 S35 436 56t 55 S80 403 617 2014 2457 4951 9913
NE (4) 33 103 283 467 13 bi 146 242 SO 36 72 139
BL (5) 13 89 255 452 22 92 214 364 7 35 74 150
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7067 10796 19327 25906 3982 8383 12449 19142 221t 2896 6115 11993
OC (7) 317 760 1741 2833 260 856 1221 2261 186 277 778 1455
RON 4 BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 10 ( 3) fiROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E CS) 6344 17610 27272 44504 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) D 0 0 0 5843 13927 20276 38324 0 0 0 0
iT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3748 7348 12398 19319
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------'
EEC(b) 6344 17610 27272 44504 5843 13927 20276 38324 3748 7348 12398 193t9
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLION8 OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITAIY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 l970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET 8ERVICEB COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (i) 746 i393 2839 516 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 280 836 1920 3393 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 192 512 54! 1528
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 746 1393 2839 5ib 280 836 192D 3393 192 512 541 i528
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW b NON-MARKET BERVICEB COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN iD ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (1) 14215 29284 47915 68539 226 589 1222 1740 S53 284 767 1196
FR (2) 73 189 565 906 9788 22224 32674 58291 33 91 253 597
IT (3) 59 !35 436 561 55 180 403 bib 6011 10337 17766 30714
NE (4) 33 103 283 467 13 bi 146 242 11 38 72 !40
Bl (5) i3 89 255 452 22 92 2!4 364 8 35 74 150
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 14393 29800 49455 70926 10104 23146 34660 61256 6216 10785 l8931 32797
OC (7) 318 760 1741 2833 260 856 1222 2266 202 29b 807 i50iINPUT-OUTPUT TABIE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE lIN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BIEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON t A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 10 ( E) fiR088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 1
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 15 397
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 20 -123 -45
NE (4) 0 25 -14 -ii 0 0 0 ! 0 27 -13 -~
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -17 -19 1 -1 -17 -18
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 25 -i4 -11 1 -1 -17 -ib 33 53 -120 326
OC (7) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 12 21 29 52
RON 2 FUEL AND POHER PRODUCTS COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
6E ( i) 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 240 0 0 2
FR (2) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0
NE (4) 20 0 64 S55 0 0 0 0 21 0 64 155
BL (5) 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 21 0 64 159 2 0 0 0 292 0 64 159
OC (7) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 1
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORNATION
6E (1) 189 400 677 1270 84 265 447 791 7539 11818 20899 28514
FR (2) 20 70 179 351 27 f06 199 428 3816 7911 11659 18460
IT (3) 11 53 96 154 10 39 59 115 2149 2864 5946 11361
NE (4) 513 822 1239 2167 38 98 126 256 608 1121 1866 3272
BL (5) t05 231 327 495 377 648 947 2075 524 1095 1817 3535
EEC(b) 839 1576 2519 4437 536 5156 1778 3664 14635 24808 42187 65141
OC (7) 158 333 616 1346 86 203 388 571 1007 2428 4744 8466
ROW 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R08S FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
GE CS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 78 6344 17610 27296 44582
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 58 5843 13927 20294 38382
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3748 7348 12402 19321
NE (4) 1149 2584 4t33 7405 0 0 15 47 1149 2584 4148 7451
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 1131 2t86 3234 6884 1131 2186 3234 6884
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 1149 2584 4133 7405 1131 2t86 3296 7068 18215 43655 67375 116620
OC (7) 0 0 2 1 0 0 8 58 0 0 10 58INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959
EEC
1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION RON 5 MARKET 8ERVICE3
6E (i) 2 0 18 ib 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 2 5 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 2 0 0
NE (4) 174 198 711 1308 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 !7 9 11i !b!
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 177 198 749 1341 iii ibi
OC (7) 1 0 6 8 0 0
5 6 748 1393 2862 540
4 5 280 836 1926 3403
0 1 192 512 541 l531
2 5 174 198 713 1313
259 448 111 161 276 457
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
269 465 1505 3101 6318 7244
1 3 1 0 7 11
RON b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R083 FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
fiE (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) !4 0 59 146 0 0 0 0 14 0 59 146
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 14 0 59 146 0 0 0 0 14 0 59 146
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 10 ( 3) 6R088 FIXED CAPITAL FORNATION
6E (i) 192 400 695 1289 84 265 476 875 14872 30822 51076 73639
FR (2) 20 70 181 357 27 106 22i 492 9940 22680 33894 60b43
IT (3) 11 53 97 157 10 39 63 118 6145 10743 l8765 32168
NE (4) t871 3630 6193 11169 38 98 143 309 l966 3930 6838 12328
BL (5) 106 23! 345 504 l621 2994 4422 9387 1770 344! 5310 10858
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 2200 4384 7510 1347b 1780 3502 5326 11181 34693 7l617 115883 l89635
OC (7) ibi 333 624 1355 86 203 397 633 1027 2450 4791 8588INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENOITURE ( IN NILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 f965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBH COLUMN 11 ( 4) CHAN6E IN BTOCKB
6E (1) 279 105 -20 -389 0 0
FR (2) ! 2 -ib 0 202 Sb
IT (3) 4 3 -ib 0 0 0
NE (4) 4 4 -22 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 1 -3 0 0 0
-'----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 288 115 -76 -386 202 66
OC (7) 33 25 -76 2 0 -7
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB
0 0 0 0
3a0 -52 t 0
0 o es io2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- -------
300 -52 a7 102
0 0 3 26
COLUMN ft ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCK9
6E (i) 50 bt 121 101 20 3
FR (2) 0 1 1 2 77 74
IT (3) 0 1 1 1 0 0
NE (4) 0 1 4 2 3 i
BL (5) 0 0 1 1 4 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 50 63 12D 106 104 76
OC (7) 2 7 27 -58 4 0
0 0 -2 0
361 -617 -0 0
0 0 23 i5
0 0 -0 0
0 0 -0 0














361 -617 21 15 73 -383
0 0 -S 6 6 -470
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN ii ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKS
6E (1) 734 2018 3736 E3 0 1 0 0 -0 -0 46 44 FR (2) 6 13 33 -3 100 1042 3122 -277 -0 5 29 -3 IT (3) 5 10 26 -1 0 1 0 0 292 208 1520 1200 NE (4) 6 9 2B -2 0 1 0 0 -0 -0 E 7 BL (5) 3 10 32 -2 0 0 0 0 -0 2 13 2
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 753 2061 3854 75 100 1044 3122 -277 292 214 iblb 1249 OC (7) 4E 51 127 -4 1 4 0 0 -3 25 117 -di
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTIOH COLUMN 11 ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKB
6E (i) 0 t0 49 0 D 0 0
FR C2) 0 0 0 0 0 326 270
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 0 10 49 0 0 326 270
OC (7) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
26a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ----'--
268 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY .
i959 1965 1970 l975 1959 1965 197D 1975 l959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN !i ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKS
6E (i) 73 111 228 -88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 1 0 0 -42 -2 -21 -6 0 0 ! 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i i 20 194
NE (4) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 73 113 229 -88 -42 -2 -21 -6 1 1 21 194
OC (7) 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN ii ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKS
fiE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROM 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 11 ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKS
6E (i) 1135 2304 4ii3 -293 20 4 0 0 -1 -0 50 28
FR (2) 7 17 19 -1 337 l527 4113 -684 ! 5 3i -12
IT (3) 8 14 12 -1 0 1 0 0 401 325 1475 273
NE (4) 10 i5 10 1 3 2 0 0 1 -0 8 2
BL (5) 3 12 29 - 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 13 -i
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1164 2362 4183 -294 364 1533 4113 -684 401 331 l577 290
OC (7) 84 88 79 -60 5 -4 0 0 -8 58 !08 -551INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILlIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLAND9
RON 1 AfiRICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FISH
6E (i) 0 -0
FR (2) 0 -0
IT (3) 0 -0
NE (i) -25 -17
BL (5) 0 -0
------- -------
EEC(b) -25 -18






ROM 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCT9
fiE (i) -0 2
FR (2) 0 0
IT (3) 0 1
NE (i) 10 6




1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
0 0 0 0
0 1 2 2
0 0 1 0
51 -91 3 2
0 0 i 27
------- ------- ------- -------
BLEU
COLUMN ti ( i) CHAN6E IN BTOCKB
0 1 280 105
11 9 207 90
1 1 89 105
3 6 -17 -it
25 -19 5 28
------- ------- ------- -------
51 -89 10 31 iD





















-0 -2 68 65 124 60
1 -2 77 75 363 -636
t -0 23 17 71 -350
3 -4 13 7 37 -17i
27 -14 17 19 2e -ie
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
-201 13 15
-55 7 -2
32 -22 198 183 623 -1117
i -26 8 14 i2 -609
RON 3 MANUFACTURiN6 PRODUCT9 COIUMN 11 ( i) CHANfiE IN 9TOCKB
6E (t) 4 ib 80 101 1 0 4 ib 739 2066 3866 243
FR (2) 1 10 20 29 1 -1 5 24 108 1069 3210 -230
IT (3) 1 6 12 13 0 0 3 5 298 225 1561 1217
NE (i) 39 212 i18 -106 2 1 i 8 47 222 457 -92 BL (5) 4 39 54 67 -0 63 224 -393 6 iti 323 -325
EEC(b) 49 313 584 i05 4 63 2i! -340 1l98 3695 9il7 813
OC (7) 16 58 196 17 22 7 29 69 84 145 470 1
RON i BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTiON COLUMN 11 ( i) CHAN6E IN STOCNS
6E (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 i9 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 326 270 268
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------' ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 336 319 268
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 l965 1970 i975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1470 1975
ROM 5 MARKET 8ERVICEB COLUMN 11 ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCK8
6E (i) 0 0 1 2 0 0 5 0 73 !il 234 -85
FR (2) 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 -42 -i -ib -b
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 21 194
NE (4) 2 -10 -65 71 0 0 2 0 2 -9 -62 71
BL (5) 0 0 1 i 3 1 10 32 3 2 11 34
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2 -10 -63 76 3 1 22 32 36 104 i88 208
OC (7) 0 0 1 3 0 0 18 0 0 4 23 3
ROW b NON-MARKET BERVICES COLUMN ii ( 4) CHAN6E IN BTOCK8
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROH 7 TOTAL INPUTB COLUMN ti ( 4) CHAN6E IN STOCKB
6E (i) 4 47 81 80 1 -0 i0 15 1160 2356 4254 -170
FR (2) i 10 21 22 3 0 22 31 349 l559 4204 -645
IT (3) 1 7 i3 i4 1 1 4 6 411 347 1504 293
NE (4) 26 192 433 -292 5 2 12 10 45 210 464 -280
BL (5) 4 41 55 bb 19 108 286 -393 31 163 384 -328
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 36 297 603 -110 30 111 334 -331 1995 4635 10810 -1129
OC (T) 34 52 203 -3! 45 28 76 57 160 222 467 -586INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75
6ERMANV
1959 i965 1970 1975 1959
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRY AND FIBH
6E (1) 72 58 170 271
FR (2) 0 4 5 7
IT (3) 0 5 5 9
NE (4) 0 7 7 14
BL (5) 0 1 1 3
------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 72 75 187 304
OC (7) 0 41 24 54
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTB
0 0 0 0 0
1257 0 0 0 0
2 !65 187 204 392
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
- - -- ------- ------- ------- -------
l260 165 187 204 392
11 6 1 0 1
COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
6E (i) 406 233 347 6597 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 D 10 317 209 248
IT (3) 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 13 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 9 0 0 0
------- ----'-- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 406 233 348 6633 317 209 246
OC (7) 0 1 1 42 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 t
3463 0 0 0 0
0 234 278 436 2832
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
3463 234 278 436 2834
0 0 0 0 5
RON 3 MANUFACTURING PRODUCTS COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRO COUNTRIES
6E (i) 6537 iD847 19004 34772 0 0
FR t2) 0 9 43 82 3660 5363
IT (3) 0 8 37 69 0 0
NE (4) 0 7 35 50 0 0
BL (5) 0 6 27 49 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 6537 10877 19747 35022 3660 5363
OC (7) 0 39 156 724 0 0
3 6 0 0 0 D
8598 20028 0 0 0 0
1 4 1645 3712 6702 1340t
2 5 0 0 0 0




------- ------- ------- -------
1645 3712 6702 13401
1 0 0 0
ROM 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO
6E (1) 106 187 246 872 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 55 27
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ----'-- -------
EEC(b) 106 187 246 872 55 27
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0
FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
FRANCE ITALY .
1965 f970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975

























0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN !2 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIES
6E (i) 1371 1754 3187 7945 0 0 ib T3 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 4 0 723 1725 2572 579! 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 4 0 0 0 6 34 67i i420 2507 3926
NE (4) 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 35 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 4 0 0 0 9 37 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 137! 1754 3203 7945 723 1725 2607 5969 671 1420 2507 3926
OC (7) 0 7 19 0 0 0 96 98 0 0 0 O
ROM b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO TNIRD COUNTRIES
6E (i) 0 0 0 ib 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 29 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ib 5 3
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 0 0 0 ib 29 0 0 0 0 ib 5 3
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INPUT9 COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO TNIRD COUNTRIE8
6E (1) 8493 l3079 22954 50472 0 0 19 79 0 0 0 1
FR (2) 0 13 53 99 490t 7830 1i87! 30539 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 13 46 82 0 0 8 40 2715 5615 9855 20555
NE (4) 0 !4 47 78 0 0 6 40 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 7 3! b! 0 0 i0 42 0 0 0 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 8493 13126 23130 50791 4901 7830 11914 30740 2715 5615 9855 20557
OC (7) 0 88 200 818 18 1 113 139 7 1 1 6INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB EEC ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 t965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBH COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
6E (i) 0 t 2 6 0 0
FR (2) 0 i 4 i8 0 2
IT (3) 0 0 i 3 0 0
NE (4) S01 ibi !67 404 0 2
BL (5)
73 SB 171 279
119 512 463 1305
S65 193 210 408
101 170 175 434
t9 ae 33 14e






0 1 2 6 19 ae 29 !37
EEC(b) 101 ib4 176 439 19 40 31 179 476 972 105i 2574 OC (7) 15 11 22 160 7 e 3 52 4i 62 55 277
RON 2 FUEL AND POMER PRODUCTS COLUMN i2 ( 5) EXPORT TO 7HIR0 COUNTRIEB
fiE (t) 0 0 0 23 0 0 4 th 406 233 351 6634 FA (2) 0 0 0 8 0 0 1 6 317 209 249 34e7
IT (3) 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 2 234 278 437 2e42
NE (h) 234 256 48T 3544 0 0 4 37 234 256 491 3595
BL (5) 0 0 0 i6 277 71 159 1723 277 71 159 1748
------- -----'- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 234 256 4e7 3594 277 71 ib8 17e2 146e i0h7 lbe7 18306
OC (7) 3 6 31 122 21 0 4 17 29 7 37 186
RON 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCTS COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
6E (1) 0 14 24 107 14 t9 Se 63 6551 108e1 19050 3h966
FR (2) 0 3 7 24 ii SS 15 61 3671 5390 ebb4 20196
IT (3) 0 1 2 11 1 6 4 19 1646 3727 6746 i3503
NE (4) 153i 2173 3397 6922 10 11 17 56 1544 2190 3451 7033
BL (5) 0 e 14 41 1173 1795 2e60 5175 1173 te0e 2923 5270
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 1534 2199 3445 7105 1210 te4ó 2935 5394 145e6 23997 40833 60970
OC (7) 43 31 9e 152 16 138 214 519 62 208 47e 142h
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
GE (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 te7 246 e72
FR C2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 27 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1
NE (4) 22 20 52 146 0 0 0 0 22 20 52 146
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 71 0 0 6 71
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EECCb) 22 20 52 146 0 0 6 71 183 236 305 1090
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANOS







COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
0 0 0 3 0 1
0 0 0 ! 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
835 1298 1654 2825 0 1
0 0 0 2 302 487
0 2 1371 1755 3203 8023
0 2 723 i726 2576 5793
0 0 67! 1420 2517 3961
0 2 835 l298 1663 2862
10i3 2104 302 487 1026 2i43
EEC(b) 835 1298 1654 2832 303 489 1013 2110 3903 6685 10985 22782
OC (7) 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 2 1 10 116 103
ROM b NON-MARKET BERVICEB COLUMN 12 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIEB
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ib 5 3
NE (4) 5 21 18 50 0 0 0 0 5 21 18 50
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 5 21 18 50 0 0 0 0 33 37 23 69
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTB COIUMN !2 ( 5) EXPORT TO THIRD COUNTRIES
6E (í) 0 15 25 139 14 20 22 101 8507 13114 23021 50792
FR (2) 0 4 12 51 12 18 17 92 4913 7864 11952 30781
IT (3) 0 2 3 18 1 6 5 23 27ib 5636 9916 20717
NE (4) 2730 3928 5776 13892 10 13 21 110 2741 3955 5850 14119
BL (5) 0 8 ib 67 1771 2388 4088 9211 177i 2404 4146 9381
EEC(b) 2730 3957 5832 14167 1808 2445 4153 9537 20648 32973 54884 125791
OC (7) 60 48 !5! 436 47 148 222 591 132 287 686 1989iNPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLi0N6 OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 i970 1975 1959 1965 1970 l975
ROM i A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRV AND FISH COLUMN t3 ( 6) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (1) 2537 2161 2095 2881 10 t4 15 19 a 6 11 22 FR (2) 67 156 139 230 2655 3464 3434 saas !0 28 20 50 IT (3) 160 231 140 298 2a 28 65 146 2812 4ab5 4158 5179
NE (4) 191 315 194 i7a 21 39 60 85 7 9 6 9
BL (5) 19 53 28 92 10 31. 46 60 2 a 2 3
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---'--- ------- ------- EEC(6) 2974 2917 2595 3974 2719 3576 3620 5645 2835 4411 4197 5263
OC (7) 394 601 681 1005 424 354 490 956 107 250 246 307
ROH 2 FUEL ANO PONER PRODUCTB COLUMN 13 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (i) 1982 2809 4402 194l4 48 57 40 252 7 2 8 124
FR (2) 5 41 13 244 2071 3147 5406 18019 4 1 1 65
IT (3) 2 32 16 f82 3 0 48 56 1066 1807 a517 11535
NE (4) 11 50 110 1061 7 14 9 74 1 1 0 4i
BL (5) 3 14 ti 226 11 8 5 64 4 0 1 24
'------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 2003 2946 4553 21128 2f40 3226 5508 18465 1081 t810 3527 11790
OC (7) i15 155 369 739 67 40 57 505 8 38 38 -292
RON 3 NANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTB COLUMN 13 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDiTUREB
6E (1) 33006 49405 81488 117680 317 967 2033 3366 210 458 1391 2177
FR (2) 193 630 1502 2813 22338 34267 48508 79992 57 207 713 1484
iT (3) 157 477 1291 2282 92 401 892 1721 12689 19385 33095 55969
NE (4) 169 421 1164 2211 57 221 485 864 26 112 2a8 548
BL (5) 61 359 951 1778 56 256 694 1315 16 70 207 355
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 33586 51292 86395 126764 22861 36112 52611 87259 12997 20232 35644 60533
OC (7) 808 2115 3994 9354 528 1477 2244 5187 430 878 1727 2742
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CON9TRUCTION COLUMN 13 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
fiE (1) 6528 17969 28026 45800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 6153 15049 21504 40365 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3748 7389 12468 19518
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 6528 17969 28026 45800 6153 15049 21504 40365 3748 7389 12468 19518 oc c7) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 19b5 1970 1975 1459 l965 1970 1975 i959 1965 5970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET 9ERVICEB COLUMN i3 ( 6) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURES
6E (i) 1821! 32506 52450 110461 0 4 25 94 5 0 1 4
FR (2) 3 4 10 26 15458 32482 49022 l01222 6 0 ! 3
IT (3) 2 3 7 ii 0 1 10 44 8661 i9896 32891 56670
NE (4) 7 4 13 22 0 1 7 45 0 0 0 1
BL (5) 1 3 9 12 0 2 !5 48 0 0 0 1
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) i8223 32520 52490 i10535 15458 32490 49078 l0145i 8672 19896 32894 56678
OC (7) 25 22 44 96 0 36 !79 226 30 0 6 4
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN i3 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (i) 7356 17023 26415 60261 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 6858 l3245 19898 4l236 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 8302 12231 24544
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bl (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 7356 17023 26415 60261 6858 13245 19898 41236 37i8 8302 12231 24544
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 13 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (i) 69620 12i874 194877 356496 375 i042 2ii2 3730 225 466 1411 2326
FR (2) 268 831 ibb4 3313 55535 101653 l4777i 286ib9 77 236 736 ib02
IT (3) 321 743 1455 2776 117 43i i014 i967 32693 61144 98361 l73415
NE (4) 378 790 1480 3767 86 274 560 1068 34 122 244 599
BL CS) 83 429 999 2108 77 298 760 1487 22 73 210 383
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 7067i i24667 200474 368461 56190 103698 l52218 29442i 3305! 62041 l00962 l78325
OC (7) 134i 2893 5088 11194 10i9 1907 2969 6873 575 1166 2017 276!INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 AfiRICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBH COLUMN 13 ( 6) TOTAL FINAL EXPEMDITURE!
fiE (i) 3 10 10 23 5 5 3 13 2557 2195 2135 295B
FR (2) 2 15 27 66 20 32 83 150 2754 3695 a7oa 5031
IT (3) 2 3 5 10 7 6 6 15 3003 4633 4374 5649
NE (4) 295 470 522 867 36 37 2! 94 551 069 !02 152e
BL (5) 7 13 13 27 373 407 349 659 410 507 43a 841
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------~------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------'
EEC(b) 308 51D 578 993 440 486 462 931 9276 11900 11452 16806
OC (7) 72 !7 112 339 be 10t 114 f99 1065 1392 1642 2e05
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUNN 13 ( 6) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURES
fiE (i) 10 30 t4 135 33 5i 72 214 2081 2949 4536 20138
FR (2) 1 3 4 46 B 7 16 75 2089 3198 5440 16449
IT (3) 1 4 14 21 2 e 9 17 t073 t851 3604 i1B12
NE (4) 537 732 1490 6321 39 37 82 22! 595 634 t692 77ta
BL (5) 9 14 10 6ó 626 529 880 3a89 653 565 907 4292
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 559 783 t532 6611 706 631 1060 4415 6492 9397 16179 62409
OC (7) 21 39 72 304 SB 36 31 202 269 307 567 t458
ROM 3 MANUFACTURiNfi PRODUCTS COIUNN 13 ( 6) TOTAL F1NAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (1) 287 766 1539 3236 !91 485 906 1834 34010 520l1 e7356 128292
FR (2) 38 176 435 949 115 307 566 ti52 22741 355a6 51724 86690
IT (3) 24 t34 264 527 33 107 172 412 12994 20504 35733 60912
NE (4) 4724 7191 103t4 17319 SE4 354 5i5 1170 5160 8300 12745 22112
8L (5) 209 666 1010 1914 4550 5429 7924 t2921 4492 6779 107e6 162E3
EEC(b) 5262 E932 13562 23945 4672 6680 101t3 17789 79396 t23249 t9l345 316290
OC (7) 320 730 1495 3232 270 609 1033 2105 2356 5609 10492 22620
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 13 ( 6) TOTAI FINAL EXPENDITURES
fiE (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 78 6526 17969 2e051 45878
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 lE 58 6153 15049 21522 40423
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3746 7389 12472 19520
NE (4) 1222 2704 4365 7833 0 0 15 47 1222 2704 4300 7l79
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 tt55 2222 3290 7070 1155 2222 3290 7070
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---'--- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 1222 2704 4365 7E33 1155 2222 3352 7255 la806 45334 69715 t20769
OC (7) 0 0 2 1 0 0 8 58 0 1 10 5EINPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENOITURE (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLAND8 BLEU EEC '
1959 1965 l970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 i975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 13 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITUREB
6E (1) 17 ! 20 36 ! 4 17 28 l8234 32515 52513 150622
FR (2) 0 0 2 10 15 4 !4 22 15483 32490 49050 l0128Z
IT (3) 0 0 0 4 0 1 ! 5 8662 l9901 329l0 56737
NE (4) 330! 620! 10917 23796 18 4 8 25 3326 6209 l0944 23889
BL (5) 0 1 i9 18 3785 6317 927! l8780 3786 6322 9314 l8859
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EECC6) 33l8 6202 10958 23864 3820 6329 9311 l8860 49491 97437 l54731 31l389
OC C7) !0 4 13 27 48 9 25 27 112 70 266 380
ROW b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN !3 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURES
6E (i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7356 17023 26415 60261
FR (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6858 13245 l9898 41236
IT (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 8302 1223! 24544
NE (4) 1393 2933 5360 12530 0 0 0 0 l393 2933 5360 l2530
BL (5) 0 0 0 0 13l5 2056 3388 8198 l315 2056 3388 8198
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1393 2933 5360 l2530 1315 2056 3388 8198 2064! 43558 67292 146769
OC (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAI INPUTS COLUMN !3 ( b) TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURES
6E (i) 317 807 1584 3430 230 544 1023 2l67 70766 l24733 20l008 368i49
FR (2) 41 !93 467 l070 !58 349 698 1756 56079 l03263 151336 293911
IT (3) 26 !4! 303 563 41 121 !91 45! 33199 62580 101323 179l73
NE (4) !l473 20230 32968 68666 277 43! 67! l557 12248 21848 35924 75656
BL (5) 225 693 l052 2048 l1404 16959 25502 51518 !l812 1845i 28123 57543
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) l2083 22064 36375 75777 121l0 l8404 27685 57449 184l04 330874 517714 974432
OC (7) 424 859 1694 3903 443 755 1211 259! 3802 7580 l2978 2732ZINPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY
10527 11520 17905 66664 262
118 143 98 1445 7103
30 106 139 800 22
95 t73 bb! 3938 42
32 51 84 1280 60
1959 1965 1970 5975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE.FOREBTRY AND FISH COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
fiE (1) 6250 f0289 14080 23251 SS 31 31 50 13 27 !ib 250 FR (2) 95 239 551 500 7286 14142 l5226 24506 43 129 205 576 IT (3) 226 353 556 649 36 64 134 384 7359 10153 11513 16905 NE (4) 271 481 768 1029 33 88 123 223 33 41 b! 104 BL (5) 26 81 110 200 16 71 96 !58 10 !2 24 36
------- ------- ------- ------- --'---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 6869 11442 16066 25630 7386 14396 15609 25322 7458 10362 119i9 17870
OC (7) 2369 3001 2701 5512 1657 1682 1819 2700 882 1692 2284 3188















72 25 77 1263
20 5 21 615
4231 5340 8989 33132
6 4 3 464
14 3 5 218
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------' ------- 10802 11993 18886 74126 7489 9274 13290 45521 4344 5377 9096 35691
1575 1612 3089 11669 997 1371 2076 10510 732 1270 2255 10104
RON 3 NANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 58036 t02362 176900 265290 742 2091 4757 6977 514 1080 2951 4303 FR (2) 658 1860 3964 6100 38180 69035 94219 142979 20t 575 1703 3177 IT (3) 363 1283 2931 48D9 181 824 1894 3330 24117 37980 61439 107959
NE (4) 512 l214 3293 4569 131 474 1151 1710 71 269 bb! 1040 BL (S) 374 1269 3271 4309 268 933 2416 3520 64 206 597 830
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -'----- ------- ------- EEC(b) 59944 107987 190358 285077 39502 73357
OC (7) 3432 8061 13072 22973 1649 4526
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION
104438 158517 24967 40111 67351 117309
7409 12967 1377 2969 5897 8618
COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 7850 19836 32158 49268 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 FR (2) 1 8 13 50 7315 17636 23666 44235 0 0 0 1
IT (3) 0 7 íl 8 0 1 0 0 4135 8141 13966 22714
NE (4) 1 7 13 130 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5) 0 6 11 59 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 D
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- EEC(6) 7853 19864 32206 49495 7335 17644 23666 44235 4135 8141 13966 22716 OC (7) 8 64 56 787 0 23 0 0 0 1 3 5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 19ó5 1970 1975 1959 t965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 t975
RON 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (i) 29675 56499 98484 205i52 6 209 278 995 24 117 230 512
FR (2) 49 139 387 708 23324 49949 82559 l64575 33 100 2i5 379
IT (3) 18 106 298 377 4 79 110 464 12150 29528 49741 93593
NE (4) 135 !29 418 591 1 59 79 475 14 12 28 168
BL (5) 39 101 3i8 3ib 2 102, 174 507 9 11 25 87
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 29917 56974 99904 207145 23337 50398 83198 167016 12230 29767 50239 94739
OC C7) 655 1126 i635 3823 24 744 ii9ó 2477 196 626 1219 2359
RON b NON-MARKET SERVICES COIUMN i4 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (i) 8106 17023 26415 60261 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR (2) 3 0 0 0 6941 13245 19898 41236 0 0 0 0
IT (3) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3718 8414 12231 24544
NE (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BL (5)
------3 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0 ------0
EEC(6) 8114 17023 26415 60261 6941 13245 19898 41236 3718 8414 12231 24544
OC (7) 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN i4 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (i) 520446 217530 36594! éb9887 1025 2556 5335 99ió 623 1248 3374 6328
FR (2) 925 2388 5013 8804 90i50 l72939 248418 459447 297 809 2145 4748
IT (3) 639 1854 3934 6643 242 1001 2250 4573 55710 99555 157880 29884é
NE (4) 1014 2004 5153 10238 207 679 1394 3090 125 326 753 1776
BL (5) 475 l507 3794 6164 346 1138 2703 4819 98 233 650 1171
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 123498 225283 383835 70i735 9l970 178313 260100 48l846 56852 102172 Só4802 312869
OC (7) 8090 i3865 20553 44764 4327 8346 12500 28654 3186 6558 11659 24274
w
wINPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDB BIEU EEC
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
RON 1 A6RICULTURE,FORESTRY AND FIBH COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 12 33 48 78 8 12 12 45 6298 10393 14286 23674
FR (2) 8 48 124 224 34 83 338 515 7467 14640 16444 26321 IT (3) 8 10 23 35 12 15 24 53 7641 f0595 1225i 18027
NE (4) i511 2255 3262 5702 b! 96 87 324 1909 2960 4302 7383
BL (5) 29 42 60 91 1060 i443 1777 aoee !!42 1649 2067 3573
------' ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) l568 2388 3517 6130 1175 1649 2238 4025 24455 40236 49349 78978
OC (7) 617 818 916 l830 467 648 668 964 5992 7840 8389 14195






123 123 107 1090 88 95 165 1137 11071 11984 18523 72048
20 17 33 379 64 21 40 537 7326 9118 13043 44892
19 33 129 147 6 27 23 117 4308 5539 9391 34590
1460 1730 3237 13508 111 92 242 1196 i714 2057 4184 19787
141 91 95 630 1803 1593 2343 7839 2052 1768 2544 10600
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -----'- ------- -------
EEC(6) 1764 1994 3601 15754 2073 1828 2812 10826 26472 30466 47686 181917
OC (7) 630 742 t312 6207 537 381 677 3241 4471 5375 9408 41730
RON 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCT6 COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 774 1780 3749 7026 483 1219 2538 4615 60548 108533 190895 288210
FR (2) 122 403 965 1820 378 997 1678 3622 39539 72869 102529 157698
IT (3) 58 280 580 987 73 244 400 871 24793 40611 67245 117956
NE (4) 8443 12589 17987 29746 439 873 1464 2833 9596 15418 24556 39899
BL (5) 643 1489 2517 3985 7580 10520 13652 22287 8929 14416 22453 34931
------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 10040 16541 25799 43564 8953 13852 19732 34227 143406 251847 407678 638695
OC C7) 1246 2394 4257 7554 941 2075 3670 6011 8645 20025 34305 58123
RON 4 BUILDIN6 AND CON6TRUCTION COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 0 7 0 0 0 0 26 78 7850 19847 32184 49347
FR (2) 0 2 0 0 2 0 19 58 7318 17646 23698 44344
IT (3) 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 2 4135 8150 13980 22724
NE (4) 1591 3182 5199 10495 2 0 15 47 1594 3190 5228 10651
Bl (5) 0 5 0 0 1309 2514 3752 8148 1309 2526 3763 8207
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1591 3197 5199 10495 1312 2514 3816 8334 22206 51360 78853 135274
OC (7) 0 5 2 1 2 0 8 58 10 94 69 850INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BLEU EEC ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROM 5 MARKET 8ERVICEB COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E C!) !12 116 556 550 5 74 179 271 29822 57017 99726 207480
FR (2) 3 30 153 148 31 58 137 216 23440 50277 83451 166026
IT (3) 2 19 87 65 1 13 22 50 12174 29744 50258 94548
NE (4) 4832 8983 1648! 36575 32 60 98 248 5014 9242 17103 38056
BL (5) 19 97 395 283 4776 8654 12819 27382 4845 8964 13730 28576
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 4967 9246 17673 37620 4844 8859 13255 28166 75295 155245 264268 534686
OC (7) 129 247 48 1102 91 185 538 b77 1095 2928 4637 10439
RON b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN !4 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (1) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 8106 17023 26415 60261
FR (2) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 6944 13245 19898 41236
IT (3) 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 3721 8414 12231 2454i
NE (4) i434 3030 5465 12530 0 0 0 0 1434 3030 5465 12530
Bl (5) 0 0 -0 0 1315 2056 3388 8198 l318 2056 3388 8198
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 1434 3031 5465 12530 1315 2056 3388 8198 21523 43768 67397 146769
OC (7) 0 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 -4 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 14 ( 7) TOTAL OUTPUT
6E (i) 1020 2061 4460 8743 583 1400 2919 6145 123696 224797 382029 701020
FR (2) 154 499 1275 2570 509 1158 2211 4948 92034 177794 259063 480517
IT (3) 88 343 820 1234 92 299 473 1092 56771 103053 l65356 312388
NE (4) 19271 31769 5l633 l08556 645 1121 190ó 4648 21261 35898 60839 128307
BL (5) 832 1724 3066 4990 17844 26778 37731 76942 19594 31380 47945 94086
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 21364 36396 61254 126093 19673 30757 4524! 93776 313357 572921 935232 1716318
OC (7) 2622 4206 6531 16694 2039 3288 5561 10951 20263 36263 56804 125337INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE 1TALY .
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 t975 l959 1965 1970 1975






46 23 -183 -111
-86 -190 -443 -325
-219 -339 -488 -468
-254 -461 -730 -932
-17 -61 -84 -133
COLUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
-1 3 58 116 1 10 -41 -117
165 391 628 1095 -41 -105 -157 -475
-30 -38 -51 -239 172 556 1198 2090
-30 -82 -106 -t74 -31 -37 -51 -89
-3 -45 -60 -55 -8 -b -18 -19
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) -530 -1028 -1927 -1970 101 230 469 742 93 418 931 1390
ROM 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COIUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (1) 405 386 -187 2571 -225 -189 -f85 -1166 -63 -5 20 -887
FR (2) -26 -76 4t -459 95 -213 -140 570 -SS 8 10 -364 IT (3) 6 -84 -58 -100 -17 -27 -91 -71 17 73 101 -145
NE (4) -42 -112 -587 -3362 -37 -50 -25 -497 -2 2 12 -394
BL (5) 9 -18 -35 -698 -43 -iB 0 -320 -12 0 -0 -150
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- '------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 353 97 -827 -2047 -226 -497 -442 -1483 -75 79 143 -1940
ROY 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN SS ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (1) 596 2056 3055 11570 -214 -1007 -2346 -3958 -257 -331 -1234 -2005 FR (2) -224 -890 -1841 -2990 742 1995 5986 5469 -105 -235 -941 -1804 IT l3) -65 -686 -1492 -2490 -8 -363 -783 -1176 46 939 1110 2672
NE (4) -128 -422 -1597 -1420 -57 -264 -658 -836 -35 -139 -398 -641
BL (5) -130 -649 -1856 -1833 -2 -333 -1272 -1451 -25 -86 -391 -416
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- EEC(b) 48 -591 -3731 2837 463 29 927 -1951 -377 148 -185h -2195
ROM 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION COLUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (1) -51 -202 -476 -1133 22 73 164 345 6 58 137 276
FR (2) b7 161 356 641 -119 -360 -810 -1540 12 bb 149 323
IT (3) 20 48 125 159 9 24 67 93 -36 -101 -256 -314
NE (4) 65 142 352 527 10 29 71 130 4 20 45 68
Bl (5) 31 69 142 256 21 69 100 244 3 14 21 55
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 131 219 498 450 -57 -164 -408 -729 -12 57 96 40BINPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAI EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY ~
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 i975 1959 1965 1970 1975
ROW 5 MARKET SERVICE8 COLUMN !5 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (i) 368 -450 -1777 -9532 25 -80 110 -172 -10 -18 64 -15
FR (2) -26 79 41 382 79 88 -2936 201 -27 10 1 124
IT (3) 13 -32 -85 !43 21 -35 3 -96 47 162 181 -28
NE (4) 27 62 176 186 !7 -13 110 -233 0 26 139 -59
BL (5) -20 -23 -127 !07 24 -20 -5 -133 -b ib 10 -18
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 361 -363 -1772 -8714 166 -60 -2719 -432 5 197 395 5
ROM b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (i) -73 471 2406 11355 24 200 214 408 19 148 159 285
FR (2) 21 41 55 134 -37 363 1792 463 4 17 28 55
IT (3) 3 21 27 115 2 10 !4 63 -9 -35 250 835
NE (4) 22 42 109 77 1 6 22 20 ! 4 ib 11
BL (5) 7 31 b2 115 7 18 47 87 ! 7 10 i9
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) -20 606 2660 11T97 -3 598 2089 1041 ib 141 464 1205
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
fiE (1) 1290 2286 2838 14720 -368 -999 -1986 -4426 -304 -137 -894 -2462
FR (2) -275 -874 -1791 -2618 925 22b4 4518 6257 -172 -239 -909 -2141
IT (3) -242 -1072 -1972 -2640 -22 -428 -841 -1427 237 1594 2583 5110
NE (4) -310 -749 -2277 -4924 -95 -373 -586 -1590 -63 -124 -236 -1105
BL (5) -i21 -651 -1898 -2185 5 -328 -1189 -l626 -47 -55 -368 -530
EEC(6) 342 -1060 -5100 2353 445 136 -84 -2813 -350 1034 175 -1128INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLIONB OF
NETHERLANDB BLEU
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965
RON i A6RICULTURE,FORE6TRY AND FISH
6E (i) 10 19 80
FR (2) -7 -27 -73
IT (3) -4 2 10
NE (4) 226 414 443
BL (5) -10 -8 -33
------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 215 399 427







217 -0 2 24 59 55
-124 -32 -57 -279' -396 -1
18 -9 -it -11 -32 -89
625 -45 -81 -60 -266 -134
ib 28 177 262 226 -9
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
952 -57 30 -64 -408 -178
-84 -87 201 346
-7 -1 -10 -32
-17 -30 -122 113
108 200 52f 404f
-117 -72 -54 -87
------- ------- ------- -------
-117 10 536 4382
ROY 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS
6E (!) -322 -951 -1226
FR (2I -31 -153 -410
IT (3) 11 -123 -184
NE (4) 223 995 2646
BL (S) -406 -1028 -1645
------- ------- -------
EEL(6)
-4126 -ibi -363 -393
-876 -174 -399 -258
-317 -13 -118 -46
4773 -56 -173 -242
-2200 452 1588 3572
------- ------- ------- -------
EEC










COLUMN SS ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
-7f -78 -98 -549 -38 28 -249 316
-46 -6 -28 -184 0 -288 -127 -469
-4 -25 -19 -13 -14 -93 -191 -216
-74 -bb -207 -887 -46 -27 -286 -1099
169 85 i32 1042 6 -22 43 -212
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
-26 -91 -220 -592 -91 -402 -810
COLUMN SS ( 8)
-526 -1259 -816 -2746
ROW 4 BUILDIN6 AND CONBTRUCTION
6E (1) 20 46 144
FR (2) 7 27 64
IT (3) 3 8 23
NE (4) -139 -308 -680
8L (5) 25 48 92
------- ------- -------




-2224 -358 -595 -2144 -743
-1672 208 318 2537 -1872
-345 -30 -351 -1395 -3655
-1118 -53 -3 -249 757
5074 -111 -508 -1591 -826
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
-284 -344 - 1138 -2843 -4340
COLUMN SS ( B) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
378 11 48 119 205 8 24 87 71
177 32 93 202 290 -2 -13 -39 -110
27 4 11 27 26 -0 -9 -14 -10
-921 59 119 225 290 -1 2 13 94
235 -80 -213 -354 -744 -0 -13 1 46
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
-105 26 58 219 67 5 -9 48 91INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENOITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETHERLANDS BIEU EEC '
1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 1959 l965 1970 1975
RON 5 MARKET 9ERVICE3 COLUMN 15 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (i) -28 -0 -146 504 18 -20 99 195 374 -567 -1650 -9020
FR (2) 2 45 -28 270 -25 33 73 291 3 255 -2849 1268
IT (3) 9 -0 -42 73 5 -0 13 40 95 95 69 132
NE (4) 226 232 -228 1407 72 97 349 237 341 404 546 1538
BL (5) 31 5 -232 63 136 268 441 1030 164 246 86 1049
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 239 282 -676 2316 205 378 974 1792 977 433 -3798 -5033
ROM b NON-MARKET BERVICES COLUMN !5 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (i) 21 125 160 408 !0 89 !25 224 -0 1033 3065 12681
FR (2) 4 14 14 37 4 18 21 55 -3 453 1911 743
IT (3) 1 3 4 29 1 4 4 19 -3 4 300 1061
NE (4) -20 -b2 -172 !93 7 !4 44 39 1i 4 19 340
BL (5) 13 21 41 75 -31 -60 -130 -230 -3 ib 30 65
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 18 100 48 74! -9 65 65 108 3 1510 5325 14891
RON 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN !5 ( 8) EXPENDITURE BALANCE
6E (1) -384 -848 -787 -2273 -192 -322 -124 -2090 42 -21 -952 3470
FR (2) -32 -95 -441 -548 -240 -318 -269 -ibib 206 738 1108 -665
IT (3) 3 -l39 -311 -57 -ib -139 -33 -304 -41 -183 -573 68i
NE (4) 624 1470 2529 10317 -38 -90 108 -1706 !17 i34 -462 993
BL (5) -464 -1034 -1831 -1899 675 1844 3924 6398 47 -224 -1362 !57
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) -254 -646 -841 5541 188 975 3607 683 371 444 -2242 4635INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE (IN MILLION6 OF EUR)
6ERMANV FRANCE 1TALV
1959 1965 1970 t975 t959 1965 1970 1975 5959 1965 1970 f975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE,FOREBTRV AND F29H COLUMN ib ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (i) 6297 10312 13897 23140 t4 34 89 166 13 37 75 133
FR (2) 9 49 109 175 7451 14533 15853 25601 2 24 4E 101
IT (3) 7 i4 67 182 6 26 83 t45 7531 i0708 127fi 18995
NE (4) 16 20 39 97 3 6 17 49 2 4 11 !4
BL (5) 9 i9 27 67 13 26 36 103 2 6 6 t7
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 6339 50414 14i38 23667 7487 14626 16078 26064 7551 f0780 12850 19260
OC (7) 2369 3001 2701 5512 1657 1682 18i9 2700 882 1692 2284 3188
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN tb ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PROOUCTION
6E (1) 10932 t1906 177t7 69235 37 32 84 729 9 20 97 376
FR (2) 92 67 139 986 7i98 8719 127t1 42487 5 13 31 250
IT (3) 36 22 80 700 5 6 20 323 4248 5413 9090 32987
NE (4) 53 61 74 576 5 7 tb 185 4 6 16 70
BL (5) 41 33 49 582 17 12 t7 314 2 4 5 68
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 11155 12090 t8060 72079 7263 8776 s284e 44037 4269 5456 9239 3375i
OC (7) t575 1612 3089 itbb9 997 1371 2076 10510 732 1270 2255 10104
ROM 3 MANUFACTURIN6 PRODUCTS COLUMN Sb ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (1) 58633 104419 t79955 276860 528 t084 2411 3020 256 749 l717 2297
FR (2) 434 970 2123 3tt0 38922 71030 100205 148448 96 340 763 t374
IT (3) 298 596 1439 23t9 174 462 1112 2154 24tb3 38919 62548 11063t
NE (4) 384 792 t695 3149 74 210 493 874 36 130 263 399
BL (5) 243 620 1415 2475 267 600 1145 2070 39 120 206 413
------- ------- -'----- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 59992 107397 186627 287914 39965 73385 105365 156566 24589 40259 65496 t15114
OC (7) 3432 8061 13072 22973 1649 4526 7409 12967 1377 2969 5897 8618
ROM 4 BUILDINfi AND CONBTRUCTION COLUMN 16 ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E CS) 7799 19635 31682 48135 22 77 164 345 6 59 t37 277
FR (2) bb 169 369 692 7t96 17276 22856 42694 12 bb 149 324
1T (3) 20 55 135 167 9 26 67 93 4099 8040 13710 22399
NE (4) 65 149 365 637 10 30 71 130 4 20 45 68
Bl l5) 3t 75 153 316 21 71 SDO 244 3 14 2! 55
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 7983 20082 32704 49945 7258 17480 23258 43506 4123 8198 14062 23123
OC c7) 8 64 56 787 0 23 0 0 0 1 3 5INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
6ERMANY FRANCE ITALY '
1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 l965 1970 l975 1959 1965 i970 i975
ROH 5 MARKET SERVICES COLUNN 16 ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
fiE (1) 30043 56050 96707 195620 31 130 388 823 !5 98 294 498
FR (2) 23 219 428 1090 23403 50037 79622 164776 6 ii0 216 503
IT (3) 31 74 213 520 25 44 112 368 12197 29690 49922 93565
NE (4) 162 191 594 777 18 46 189 242 SS 38 167 109
BL (5) 19 78 190 424 2b 82 168 375 3 28 35 69
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 30277 56611 98132 198431 23503 50338 60480 166583 12236 29964 50634 94744
OC (7) 655 1126 1635 3823 24 744 1196 2477 !96 626 1219 2359
ROW 6 NON-MARKET SERVICEB COLUMN 16 ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (i) 8033 17494 28821 71616 24 200 214 408 19 148 159 2B5
FR (2) 24 41 55 134 6904 l3608 21690 41698 4 17 28 55
IT (3) 6 21 27 115 2 10 14 63 3709 8379 12481 25378
NE (4) 22 42 109 77 1 6 22 20 1 4 16 Si
BL (5) 10 31 62 115 7 i8 47 87 1 7 !0 19
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(6) 8094 17629 29075 72058 6938 l3843 21987 42276 3734 8555 12695 25748
OC (7) 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN 16 ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (i) 121736 219816 368779 684606 656 1557 3349 5491 318 liii 2480 3866
FR (2) 650 1514 3222 6186 91075 175204 252937 465705 i25 570 1235 2606
IT (3) 398 782 1962 4003 220 574 1409 3146 55947 101149 i60462 303956
NE (4) 704 1254 2876 5314 113 306 808 1500 61 202 517 671
BL (5) 354 856 1896 3979 351 809 1514 3191 5! 178 282 641
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 123841 224224 378736 704087 92415 178449 260016 479033 56502 103211 l64976 3ii741




1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 i959 1965 1970 l975
ROM 1 A6RICULTURE~FORESTRY AND FISH
6E (1) 21 52
FR (2) 2 21
IT (3) 4 13
NE (4) 1737 2668
BL (5) 19 34
------- -------
EEC(b) 1783 2787
OC (7) 6!7 818
COLUMN 16
128 295 8 14
51 100 2 26
33 53 3 4
3705 6527 16 15
27 107 1089 1620
------- ------- ------- -------
3943 7082 1117 1679
916 1830 467 648
RON 2 FUEL AND PONER PRODUCTS COLUMN
6E (1) 39 36
FR (2) t3 16
IT (3) y 3
NE (4) 1568 1930
BL (5) 25 19
308 1436 17 17
23 347 19 14
7 260 3 2
3757 17550 37 26
4! 544 1972 1678
------- -------
( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
b5 104 6353 10449 14224 23838
60 119 7466 14652 16121 26096
13 21 7551 10765 12908 19396
27 58 1774 2713 3797 6746
2040 3314 1133 1705 2134 3607
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
2174 3616 24277 40286 49184 79683
668 964 5992 7840 8389 14195
16 ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
b7 588 t1034 12012 18274 72364
11 353 7327 8831 12916 44422
4 103 4294 5446 9201 34374
35 309 1668 2030 3898 18689
2475 eeel 2058 1746 2587 10388
------- ---'--- ------- ------- ------- -------
2592 10234 26380 30064 46876 180237
677 3241 4471 5375 9408 41730
ttc(b) 1647 2004 4137 20136 2048 1737 OC (7) 630 742 1312 6207 537 381
RON 3 MANUFACTURINfi PRODUCT8 COLUMN ib ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (1) 451 830
FR (2) 91 250
IT (3) 69 157
NE (4) 8666 13584
BL (5) 236 46!
------- -------
EEC(b) 9514 15282
OC (7) 1246 2394
2523 29D0 322 856
556 944 204 598
397 670 60 126
20633 34518 383 700
872 1786 8033 12107
------- ------- ------- -------
24981 40818 9001 14387
4257 7554 941 2075
2145 2390 6019f 507938 18875t 287468
1420 1950 39747 73187 105066 155826
354 526 24763 40260 65849 116301
1222 1715 9543 15416 24307 40655
17225 27361 8818 13908 20862 34105
------- ------- ------- -------
22366 33943 143062 250709 404835 634355
3670 6011 8645 20025 34305 58123








53 144 378 11 48
29 64 177 33 93
9 23 27 4 11
2874 4519 9574 60 119
53 92 235 1229 2301
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
3019 4843 10390 1338 2572
5 2 1 2 0
!45 284 7859 19871 32271 49418
221 348 7316 17633 23659 44235
31 28 4135 8141 13966 22714
240 337 1592 3192 5241 10745
3398 7404 1309 2514 3764 8253
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
4034 840t 22211 Sf35i 78901 135365
8 58 10 94 69 B50INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE EEC 'S9-'75 FINAL EXPENDITURE ( IN MILLIONS OF EUR)
NETNERLANDS BLEU EEC
1959 l965 1970 1975 1959 1965 1970 1975 l959 1965 l970 l975
ROW 5 MARKET BERVICEB COLUMN ib ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (i) 84 118 410 l054 23 54 276 466 30i96 5ó450 9807á 198460
FR (2) 4 75 125 418 6 91 210 507 23443 50532 8060! l67294
IT (3) ii !9 46 137 5 13 34 90 l2269 29839 50328 94680
NE (4) SD57 9215 l6253 37982 103 !57 446 484 5356 9646 17649 39594
BL (5) 49 102 162 346 4911 892! 13260 28412 5009 9210 13816 29625
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 5206 9528 l699é 39937 5050 9237 14229 29958 76272 l55678 260470 529653
OC (7) 129 247 48 1102 91 185 538 677 1095 2928 4637 10439
ROM b NON-MARKET SERVICES COLUMN ib ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (1) 2! 125 S60 408 SO 89 !25 224 8106 18056 29480 72942
FR (2) 4 14 14 37 4 !8 21 55 6941 l3698 21809 41979
IT (3) 1 3 4 29 1 4 4 19 3718 84i7 l2531 25605
NE (4) 1414 2968 5294 l2723 7 14 44 39 l445 3035 5484 12870
BL (5) 13 21 4! 75 l285 1995 3258 7968 13i5 2072 3418 8264
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(ó) l453 3131 55i3 13271 1306 2120 3453 8306 21526 45278 72723 561660
OC (7) 0 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 -4 0
ROW 7 TOTAL INPUTS COLUMN ib ( 9) TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
6E (1) 636 12i3 3673 6471 391 5078 2795 4055 123736 224776 381076 704490
FR (2) 122 405 834 2022 269 840 1943 3332 92240 178533 260175 479852
IT (3) 90 204 509 1177 76 Sé0 44D 788 56730 l02870 l64783 313069
NE (4) 19895 33239 54162 118873 606 1031 2014 2942 21378 36032 60377 129300
Bl (5) 368 689 1235 3091 185l9 28622 41656 83340 19641 3ii55 46582 94243
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
EEC(b) 21110 35750 60413 131634 1986D 31732 48848 94458 313728 573366 912989 1720953
OC (7) 2622 4206 6531 16694 2039 3288 5561 l0951 20263 36263 56804 1253371
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